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ABSTRACT

With the rapid spread of English used as an international language, second language
(L2) teacher education has gained in prominence. A substantial number of studies have
been carried out in pre- and in-service teacher contexts; yet, evidence about the efficacy
of language teacher preparation remains inconclusive. Parallel to the question about the
effectiveness of teacher preparation, research on the preparation of pronunciation
teachers is much needed. That is, even though comprehensible pronunciation is of
utmost importance in communication between interlocutors, it tends to be addressed
inconsistently in the L2 classroom due to instructors’ lack of training and confidence.
The aim of the present study is, therefore, to contribute to the understanding of what
constitutes effective pronunciation teacher preparation from a teacher cognition
perspective. The development of student teachers’ cognition (knowledge, beliefs,
thoughts, attitudes and perceptions) about pronunciation instruction was examined from
four different perspectives in the form of four journal articles to gain insights into
student teachers’ learning to teach English pronunciation. A postgraduate subject on
pronunciation pedagogy taught at an Australian tertiary institution served as the
research site. Two questionnaires, four focus groups, classroom observations, semistructured interviews, a subject-based assessment task and the researcher’s journal were
triangulated as data sources to explore participants’ cognition development and to
identify factors that contributed to and/or restricted this process. Overall, the findings
demonstrated that student teachers’ cognition developed considerably during the
subject. Several factors (e.g., group work, participants’ own pronunciation and language
awareness, observations, complexity of phonology etc.) exerted a powerful influence on
participants’ learning to teach pronunciation. Findings also showed that, while learning
vi

to teach English pronunciation is a complex, multifaceted and individual process, it may
take some time beyond a pronunciation subject for L2 instructors to acquire the
pedagogical competence necessary to teach pronunciation effectively in their L2
classrooms.
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview of the Study
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the development of postgraduate student
teachers’ beliefs and knowledge (i.e., cognition) about second language (L2)
pronunciation pedagogy. Such research provides invaluable insights into the nature of
teacher preparation in an area of L2 teaching that instructors typically find challenging
to teach. Subsequently, this thesis by compilation comprises seven chapters. Chapter
one begins by situating the research in a personal context and then provides an overview
of the literature and research on pronunciation instruction, L2 teacher education, and L2
teacher cognition. A section discussing the conceptual framework of the thesis
completes the first chapter. In Chapter two, the methodology underpinning the research
is described in detail. Following these methodological considerations, Chapters 3-6
consist of four peer-reviewed journal articles. The papers provide an in-depth
examination of how postgraduate student teachers learn to teach English pronunciation.
In the final chapter, the findings of the four articles are amalgamated and a theoretical
model of what constitutes learning to teach pronunciation is described. The chapter
concludes by discussing implications for L2 teacher educators, limitations of the study,
and directions for future research.

1.2 Personal Background
This research project investigating the preparation of pronunciation instructors
was motivated by several key encounters during my respective careers as an L2 teacher,
postgraduate student and teacher educator. My journey began during the examination of
my professional capability by a Japanese immigration officer who sat across the table
1

and skimmed through the full-time teaching contract I had signed the day before, back
in January 2000. He then skipped through my Swiss passport and asked me in flawless
yet heavily accented English: “What does a Swiss do teaching English in Japan?” The
question completely caught me off-guard and for a brief moment I was utterly
speechless. Having done exceedingly well during the TESOL certificate course I
completed in New Zealand a few months prior to arriving in Japan, I was confident in
my ability to teach English in spite of my lack of pedagogical experience. Nothing,
however, prepared me for the officer’s question at the immigration office in Osaka. In
fact, by the look on his face, he was not going to issue me the work visa I needed to
remain in Japan and commence my career in English language teaching (ELT). And so I
reached into my bag and pulled out my American passport. He glanced at the document,
stared at me for a couple of seconds, stamped my Swiss passport and then muttered,
“Welcome to Japan.” Overjoyed I left the immigration office! Yet I could not help but
wonder about this encounter with the immigration official. Did I sound any different
when I presented him my American passport? Was he suddenly able to understand what
I was saying? Was I a Swiss or American citizen? What kind of English variety did I
speak? Where was my place in ELT? Being unable to come up with any clear answers, I
came to the conclusion that language teaching must be a much more complex profession
than I had anticipated.
After having gained four years of teaching experience in Japan, in 2004, I
decided to enrol in an MA TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages)
program in Canada. During my postgraduate studies, answers to the questions I was
pondering about on my way out of the immigration building in downtown Osaka
gradually began to emerge. This was particularly true when Dr William Acton, a
renowned expert in pronunciation instruction, took me on as his personal research
2

assistant in the summer of 2006. Bill asked me to assist him with the development a
haptic (movement + touch) pronunciation system (Acton, Baker, Burri, & Teaman,
2013; Burri, 2014; Teaman & Acton, 2013). From the moment we started field-testing
the system with about a dozen immigrant students at a church-basement in suburban
Vancouver, I knew that I would like to specialise in L2 pronunciation instruction. Bill
not only became my personal mentor, but a close friend and we began to co-present on
pronunciation pedagogy at regional and international conferences (e.g., Acton, Baker, &
Burri, 2008; Acton & Burri, 2009; Acton, Burri, & Teaman, 2011).
When I graduated with my MA in TESOL, Bill invited me to co-teach the
postgraduate subject1 in Applied Phonology. During my postgraduate studies, this was
the subject which provided me with the most invaluable insights into what had
happened at the immigration office in Osaka. Teaching this subject and seeing the
student teachers’ knowledge of pronunciation pedagogy develop over the course of a
semester was a rewarding experience. At the same time, preparing future pronunciation
instructors gave rise to several new questions in relation to the development of student
teachers’ pedagogical beliefs, content knowledge (or lack thereof), and their occasional
resistance to using and/or adapting new teaching techniques or concepts. These
intriguing questions sparked my desire to commence doctoral studies, and two years
later I found myself at the University of Wollongong, drafting a research proposal for a
PhD exploring the development of postgraduate student teachers’ beliefs and
knowledge about pronunciation instruction. This thesis is, therefore, the culmination of
a 17-year long journey that began with the doubt of my teaching competence expressed
by a Japanese immigration officer in early 2000. The themes examined and discussed in
this thesis are ultimately linked to who I am, and who I have become as a practitioner
1

In North America, a postgraduate subject is called a graduate course. These two terms are used
interchangeably in this thesis.
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and researcher: instructors’ beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation instruction,
teachers’ pedagogical experiences, and native and non-native English varieties.

1.3 Literature Review
Having situated this thesis in a personal context, the following section provides
an overview of the most relevant issues discussed in the literature and research on
contemporary pronunciation teaching, L2 teacher education, and L2 teacher cognition.
It should be noted that Chapters 3-6 include additional, more detailed literature reviews
relevant to each journal article. In other words, due to the nature of a thesis by
compilation, there is inevitable overlap between the literature review included in this
first chapter and the literature reviews in the subsequent journal articles that respectively
comprise Chapters 3-6 of the thesis. Those separate literature reviews, however,
constitute somewhat different critical perspectives in light of the aim of each of those
individual papers.

1.3.1 Current State of Pronunciation Instruction and Pronunciation Teacher
Preparation
In the 1970s the audio-lingual method was considered to be the most effective
method of teaching an L2 and much emphasis was placed on accurate, native-like
articulation of the target language in a typical L2 learning classroom (K. Saito & Lyster,
2012). With the global spread of communicative language teaching (CLT) in the early
1980s, this perspective began to shift and “attainment of accurate pronunciation in a
second language” was generally seen as “a matter substantially beyond the control of
educators” (Purcell & Suter, 1980, p. 286). Indeed, accurate speech was viewed as
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something L2 learners were to acquire naturally, without explicit instruction (Krashen,
2003) and subsequently pronunciation was de-prioritised.
In the past two decades, however, with the rapid spread of English being used as
an international language (Canagarajah, 2014; Jenkins, 2000, 2002; Nunan, 2003;
Walker, 2010), pronunciation has regained momentum in L2 classrooms (Levis, 2015a;
Munro & Derwing, 2015; Thomson & Derwing, 2015). In particular, it is now seen as
an essential component of effective communication (Celce-Murcia, Brinton, Goodwin,
& Griner, 2010), and is emerging from its “orphan”-like status in L2 teaching and
learning (Gilbert, 2010, p. 2). This newly gained interest in pronunciation is evident in
the establishment of the new Journal of Second Language Pronunciation, the recent
publication of The Handbook of English Pronunciation (Reed & Levis, 2015), the
forthcoming publication of The Routledge Handbook of English Pronunciation (Kang,
Thomson, & J. Murphy, forthcoming), and a general increase in the number of
published pronunciation-related journal articles (Levis, 2015b). Additionally, several
comprehensive resources on pronunciation pedagogy are available to practitioners,
researchers and L2 teacher educators (Acton, 2015; Celce-Murcia et al., 2010; Derwing
& Munro, 2015; Gilbert, 2008, 2012; Grant, 2014b; Jones, 2016; Yates & Zielinski,
2009) and, as Thomson and Derwing (2015) point out, the steady increase in classroombased pronunciation studies (see J. Lee, Jang, & Plonsky, 2015, and K. Saito, 2012, for
two excellent overviews) have contributed considerably to the elevation of
pronunciation in L2 teaching and learning.
Subsequently, in the past 20 years, the field of TESOL has undergone a steady
shift from the often political notions of accent reduction and native-like pronunciation
towards mutually intelligible pronunciation being the instructional target (Couper, 2006;
Derwing & Munro, 2005; Field, 2005; Jenkins, 2002; Litzenberg, 2014; Morley, 1991;
5

Munro & Derwing, 1995, 2015; Thomson, 2014). In spite of these developments, in
comparison to other areas of applied linguistics, pronunciation continues to be underrepresented. A quick review of Research Methods in Applied Linguistics (Paltridge &
Phakiti, 2015) confirms this proposition in that pronunciation is more or less the only
area in contemporary applied linguistics that is missing from this volume. Moreover, as
Levis (2015b) highlights, although “pronunciation-related articles are increasing across
a wide variety of venues” (p. 130), ELT Journal, one of the most prominent journals in
L2 teaching and learning, has published nearly nothing in this area in the past seven
years. An additional concern is that with the exception of a few studies (e.g., Couper,
2016; Jenkins, 2005; Levis, Sonsaat, Link, & Barriuso, 2016; K. Saito, 2014; Sifakis &
Sougari, 2005; Tergujeff, 2012; Wahid & Sulong, 2013), research examining non-native
English-speaking teachers’ (NNESTs) pronunciation teaching practices remains limited.
This is concerning given that approximately 80% of English teachers in the world are
non-native speakers (NNSs) (Braine, 2010), and that nativeness “is not a critical factor
in teachers being effective pronunciation teachers” (Levis et al., 2016, p. 25).
This lack of research becomes particularly apparent when comparing
pronunciation to other areas of L2 teaching, such as speaking, listening, reading,
writing, grammar and vocabulary; pronunciation is seldom addressed in the L2
classroom. If it is included, it tends to be done unsystematically due to instructor
uncertainty as to how to include pronunciation into their lessons (Baker, 2011a; Burns,
2006; Couper, 2016; Levis, 2007; Macdonald, 2002) or overemphasis on either form
(i.e., accuracy) or meaning (at the expense of pronunciation) rather than opting for an
integrated approach (Sicola & Darcy, 2015). Moreover, although a balanced approach
between suprasegmentals (rhythm, stress and intonation) and segmentals (vowels and
consonants) is now advocated by many specialists (Derwing & Munro, 2015; Goodwin,
6

2014; Grant, 2014a; Sicola & Darcy, 2015; Thomson & Derwing, 2015),
suprasegmentals tend to be taught less frequently than segmentals because segmentals
are generally perceived as being easier to teach (Breitkreutz, Derwing, & Rossiter,
2001; Foote, Holtby, & Derwing, 2011; Foote, Trofimovich, Collins, & Urzúa, 2016;
Tergujeff, 2012; Wahid & Sulong, 2013).
Further adding to the complexity of teaching pronunciation is that “[t]o date,
there is no agreed upon system of deciding what to teach, and when and how to do it”
(Darcy, Ewert, & Lidster, 2012, p. 93). One of the reasons for this unsystematic
approach is that pronunciation teaching, to a large extent, depends on instructors’
intuitions and pedagogical ideologies (Hismanoglu & Hismanoglu, 2010; Levis, 2005).
Drawing on one’s own L2 language learning experience often results in traditional
techniques, such as drills and repetition, being predominantly used in the classroom
(Baker, 2014; D. Murphy, 2011) due to the inclination of instructors to fall back onto
techniques they experienced themselves as L2 learners. These pedagogical issues are
problematic, as research has clearly shown that explicit pronunciation instruction has a
positive effect on L2 students’ perceptions and ability to produce English pronunciation
(Couper, 2003, 2006, 2011; Derwing, Munro, & Wiebe, 1998; Derwing & Rossiter,
2002; Gordon & Darcy, 2016; Hahn, 2004; A. H. Lee & Lyster, 2015; K. Saito &
Lyster, 2012; Y. Saito & K. Saito, 2016; Varasarin, 2007). Making pronunciation
instruction even more challenging is the fact that commercially published textbooks
rarely provide L2 teachers with guidance on how and what aspects of pronunciation
they should teach (Derwing, Diepenbroek, & Foote, 2012; Diepenbroek & Derwing,
2013).
The main reason for instructors encountering problems with pronunciation
instruction appears to be, however, the lack of adequate training in pronunciation
7

pedagogy included in L2 teacher preparation programs (Burgess & Spencer, 2000;
Burns, 2006; Foote et al., 2011; Henderson et al., 2012; J. Murphy, 1997, 2014b; Sicola
& Darcy, 2015). In addition to the dearth of opportunities for L2 instructors to learn
how to teach pronunciation, little is known about how L2 instructors are prepared to
teach pronunciation in their classrooms, as few studies have been conducted in this
context. Baker’s (2011b) study, for instance, investigated – retrospectively – the
preparation of five highly experienced pronunciation teachers, and Golombek and
Jordan’s (2005) research focused on the identity of two non-native student teachers in a
postgraduate subject on pronunciation teaching. Even though these two studies yielded
important insights into pronunciation teacher preparation, they only provide a relatively
limited snapshot of this area. Given the resurgence of pronunciation in TESOL in recent
years as well as instructors’ difficulties with pronunciation teaching, this line of inquiry
needs to be expanded. The present research addresses this gap by including a larger
number and more diverse body of student teachers than were included in the previous
two studies in order to generate detailed insights into the preparation of pronunciation
teachers.

1.3.2 Second Language Teacher Education
With the spread of English as an international language (EIL), the demand for
L2 instructors has increased substantially (Wright, 2010). As a result, the effective
preparation of L2 teachers emerged as a crucial means to supply this demand, and
subsequently second language teacher education (SLTE) – a term coined by J. C.
Richards (1990) to highlight L2 teacher professional learning – has become an
important and vibrant part of TESOL (Burns & J. C. Richards, 2009b; J. C. Richards,
2008). Nonetheless, SLTE research has shown conflicting and often inconclusive
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evidence about the actual effectiveness of preparing future as well as current, practicing
L2 teachers. Some studies show that SLTE has relatively limited or inconsistent impact
on teachers’ professional growth (e.g., M. Borg, 2005; Kubanyiova, 2012; Macalister,
2016; Ogilvie & Dunn, 2010; Peacock, 2001; E. L. Tang, Lee, & Chun, 2012; Urmston,
2003). Johnson (2015) suggests that SLTE has lost some of its relevance, and Farrell
(2015b) believes that SLTE is in a negative state because programs do not prepare
“teacher learners adequately about how to deal with the realities of teaching in the
classroom” (p. 2). As a solution, Farrell and Johnson propose for SLTE to align its goals
and content more closely with teachers’ local needs.
Contrary to Farrell’s (2015b) and Johnson’s (2015) concerns, other research has
demonstrated SLTE’s influential role in student teachers learning to teach L2. Some
studies, for instance, have demonstrated that in-service and pre-service teacher
programs can facilitate growth in student teachers’ pedagogical beliefs and knowledge
(Johnson, 1994; Wyatt, 2009; Wyatt & S. Borg, 2011). Additional studies revealed the
valuable contributions SLTE made in changing student teachers’ beliefs about L2
teaching and learning (Busch, 2010; Farrell, 2009; I. Lee, 2015), as well as in enhancing
experienced instructors’ confidence and understanding of pedagogical practices
(Kurihara & Samimy, 2007). Thus, research has clearly established that SLTE can have
a positive impact on student teacher learning.
The somewhat conflicting evidence about the effectiveness of SLTE could be
attributed to the relative lack of understanding about the knowledge base L2 instructors
typically require for teaching language successfully. Faez (2011) points out that “there
is little consensus in the field as to exactly what effective language teachers need to
know” (p. 31). It is now generally acknowledged that student teachers’ personal
experiences and pre-existing knowledge and beliefs must be taken into account by
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teacher educators because these factors influence teacher learning substantially (S.
Borg, 2015). As professional learning is largely influenced by one’s past experiences
(Johnson & Golombek, 2011b; Lortie, 1975), supporting prospective teachers to
connect their existing knowledge with theory and pedagogy is viewed as an effective
way to inform and motivate change in beliefs, behaviour and practice (Freeman &
Johnson, 1998; Hayes, 1995; Johnson & Golombek, 2011a; I. Lee, 2015; Park, 2012;
Tarone & Allwright, 2005). In addition, knowledge creation is believed to take place
most successfully through reflection (Farrell, 2015a) and dialogic interaction (i.e.,
collaboration) between student teachers and teacher educators (Johnson, 2015). In the
context of pronunciation teacher preparation, J. Murphy (2014b) proposes that
pedagogical practices – or pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) (Shulman, 1986,
1987) – should be emphasised in order to equip L2 instructors with the skills and tools
necessary to teach pronunciation in their classrooms. Yet, with the exception of Baker
(2011c) who investigated the practices and knowledge of experienced pronunciation
instructors, no empirical research has examined Murphy’s claim to date.
An important part of contemporary SLTE is the preparation of NNESTs. This is
a particularly relevant area since this doctoral study was conducted in a Western-based
TESOL program in which a large number of student teachers were speaking English as
an additional language (Carrier, 2003). NNESTs have received considerable research
attention since Medgyes’ (1994) seminal work – The Non-native Teacher. Since then, a
substantial body of knowledge has been developed on a wide variety of NNEST issues
(see, for example, Braine, 2010; Kamhi-Stein, 2009, 2014; Llurda, 2005; Mahboob,
2010; Moussu & Llurda, 2008). One important insight that research has uncovered is
that, although NNESTs and native English-speaking teachers (NESTs) possess different
strengths, the boundary between these two groups of teachers is complex and not as
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clear-cut as the terminology suggests (Árva & Medgyes, 2000; Medgyes, 1992). This
implies that a study examining and comparing native and non-native student teachers
learning to teach pronunciation inevitably contains some limitations. Nonetheless, given
the current uncertainty about the efficacy of SLTE along with the minimal consideration
pronunciation has received in the preparation of L2 instructors (Baker & J. Murphy,
2011; J. Murphy, 2014b), there is a need for a study to examine whether and to what
extent the process of learning to teach pronunciation differs according to student
teachers’ linguistic backgrounds. This thesis, therefore, makes an invaluable and timely
contribution to the growing body of SLTE literature and research (e.g., Burns & J. C.
Richards, 2009b; Farrell, 2015b; Johnson & Golombek, 2011b; Peacock, 2009; J. C.
Richards, 2008; Tedick, 2005; Tsui, 2011; Wright, 2010; Wright & Beaumont, 2015).
The findings are not only relevant to various stakeholders in the preparation of L2
teachers, but could also be used to inform and refine existing practices as well as
curricular models to meet the needs of prospective language teachers more effectively.

1.3.3 Teacher Cognition in Second Language Teacher Education
Second language teacher cognition (SLTC) has become an integral element in
the preparation of L2 instructors to foreground teacher learning (Johnson, 2015).
Teacher learning includes a broad range of growth-related attributes such as cognition,
identity, practice and behaviour, whereas the construct of teacher cognition sheds light
on the hidden (i.e., non-observable) dimension of teachers’ inner lives; for example,
their beliefs, knowledge, perceptions and attitudes (personal communication with Simon
Borg, November 23, 2015). The term teacher ‘cognitions’ captures the various
components that make up SLTC such as instructors’ individual and often idiosyncratic
beliefs, knowledge and attitudes about language teaching and learning.
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The initial SLTC research paradigm established in the 1970s-80s that teachers’
mental lives, particularly their thought processes, underpin teaching behaviour.2 The
original conceptualization assumed that thoughts and actions needed to be examined
together because “[t]eacher behaviour [was] substantially influenced and even
determined by teachers’ thought processes” (Clark & Peterson, 1986, p. 255). Connelly
and Clandinin (1988) stated that most studies examining the link between teachers’
thinking and their decision making seemed to conclude with “what a teacher thinks will
show up in what the teacher does” (p. 19). They cautioned against the interpretations of
this line of inquiry because it tended to neglect that instructors’ backgrounds and
classroom observations of the teachers’ practices were generally not conducted.
In the mid-1980s, Shulman’s (1986, 1987) conceptualization of teacher
knowledge made a substantial contribution to SLTC (S. Borg, 2006). Shulman (1987, p.
8) proposed a model of teacher knowledge that consisted of seven distinct categories:
(1) content knowledge; (2) general pedagogical knowledge; (3) pedagogical content
knowledge; (4) curriculum knowledge; (5) knowledge of learners and their
characteristics; (6) knowledge of educational contexts; and (7) knowledge of
educational ends, purposes, and values, and their philosophical and historical grounds.
Shulman’s model became influential in teacher education (Faez, 2011), and numerous
researchers have drawn on Shulman’s work (e.g., Baker, 2014; Ball, Thames, & Phelps,
2008; Kleickmann et al., 2013) because it provided a framework for the examination of
instructors’ knowledge, the process of acquiring and developing knowledge, as well as
the application of this knowledge in the classroom.
Focusing on the purpose of specifically investigating L2 teaching, Woods (1996)
then expanded the traditional cognitive perspective on SLTC. He examined L2

2

See S. Borg (2006) for a useful overview of the history of teacher cognition inquiry.
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instructors’ beliefs, assumptions and knowledge to better understand the effects these
factors had on L2 teachers’ classroom practices. Woods argued that this type of research
was necessary because the distinction between beliefs and knowledge made in the early
education literature was unclear in the context of L2 teaching. This made it difficult to
determine whether L2 teachers knew or believed something in regards to their decisionmaking. A decade later, S. Borg (2006) developed the construct of language teacher
cognition further and defined it as “an often tacit, personally held, practical system of
mental constructs held by teachers and which are dynamic – i.e., defined and refined on
the basis of educational and professional experiences throughout teachers’ lives” (p.
35). Considerable SLTC research conducted in the past 10 years has drawn on this
definition to investigate prospective and practicing teachers’ “unobservable cognitive
dimension of teaching – what teachers know, believe, and think” (S. Borg, 2003, p. 81).
More recently, however, Kubanyiova and Feryok (2015) have expressed the
need to revisit and reconceptualize SLTC. They argue that the current SLTC paradigm
is too narrow and therefore does not describe teacher learning and development
adequately. The call was made for cognition research to draw on other theoretical
constructs of applied linguistics to advance the current STLC research agenda. The aim
of this thesis is to follow Kubanyiova and Feryok’s appeal and expand the SLTC
research paradigm. This is achieved by providing four distinct and critical perspectives
(in the form of four different journal articles) on pronunciation teacher preparation. As
such, this doctoral research provides valuable insights into an area that has generally
been underexplored, and, simultaneously, contributes to the reconceptualization of
SLTC.
Overall, however, cognition research conducted in a variety of contexts has so
far revealed important insights into teacher learning (for an overview of these studies,
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see, for example, Barnard & Burns, 2012; S. Borg, 2006; Burns, Freeman, & Edwards,
2015). Research has shown the complexity and often non-linear and unstable nature of
the development of teachers’ beliefs and knowledge (Feryok, 2010; Kiss, 2012).
Cognition and classroom practices are closely interwoven and almost impossible to
separate (Aslan, 2015; S. Borg, 2006; Farrell & Tomenson-Filion, 2014); teachers’
cognitions are often affected by individuals’ pre-existing beliefs and knowledge (Altan,
2006; Lortie, 1975; Warford & Reeves, 2003), prior teaching experiences (Kourieos,
2014; Polat, 2010), and program requirements (Gutierrez Almarza, 1996). External
factors, such as institutional and curriculum-related constraints, can exert powerful
influences on teachers, sometimes causing instructors to regress to cognitions and
practices formed prior to engaging in SLTE (E. L. Tang et al., 2012).
As discussed previously, research has also clearly demonstrated that student
teachers’ beliefs and knowledge about classroom practices and L2 learning can grow
substantially during SLTE programs (S. Borg, 2011; Busch, 2010; Farrell, 2009;
Kurihara & Samimy, 2007; Wyatt, 2009; Wyatt & S. Borg, 2011). Supporting student
teachers to overcome their potentially detrimental pre-existing cognitions is therefore
essential in successfully preparing prospective teachers for their classroom teaching
(Johnson, 1994; Johnson & Golombek, 2011b; J. C. Richards, 2008; Wright, 2010).
Ways to achieve this are the implementation of reflective practices, L2 classroom
observations, and opportunities for student teachers to gain pedagogical experiences
during their studies (Cabaroglu & Roberts, 2000; Farrell, 1999, 2015a; Warford &
Reeves, 2003).
Even though this line of research has contributed significantly to the
understanding of what learning to teach L2 entails, most of the studies have examined
student teachers’ cognition about grammar, reading and writing instruction. As such,
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teachers’ beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation pedagogy is an area that
researchers have only recently began to study (e.g., Baker, 2014; Baker & J. Murphy,
2011; Buckingham, 2015; Buss, 2015; Couper, 2016; Jenkins, 2005; Levis, 2016; Lim,
2016; K. Saito, 2014; K. Saito & van Poeteren, 2012; Sifakis & Sougari, 2005;
Takagishi, 2012; Wahid & Sulong, 2013; Yunus, Salehi, & Amini, 2016). In regards to
the preparation of pronunciation teachers, thus far, Baker (2011b) appears to be the only
study exploring the effects of postgraduate education on practitioners’ cognition about
pronunciation instruction. Her research explored pronunciation teachers’ cognition
development retrospectively; that is, she had five experienced instructors reflect on their
cognitions several years after the completion of their postgraduate program. This
retrospective exploration is problematic as the exact impact of the postgraduate subject
on the development of these teachers’ cognition about pronunciation teaching is not
clear enough to inform SLTE practices. Given this current lack of knowledge about
pronunciation teacher preparation, along with Kubanyiova and Feryok’s (2015) call to
expand the scope of SLTC research, this present research examines the development of
beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation pedagogy held by postgraduate student
teachers from a wide variety of linguistic, ethnic and cultural backgrounds. The research
provides a much needed, in-depth understanding of student teachers being prepared to
teach pronunciation, and makes an important contribution to the rapidly growing L2
teacher cognition and L2 teacher education literature.

1.4 Research Questions
In light of the issues outlined in the literature review, the thesis is guided by the
following overarching research question and three sub-questions.3

3

The four publications included in this thesis contain their own specific research questions.
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 How and to what extent does student teacher cognition about L2 pronunciation
teaching develop during a postgraduate subject on pronunciation pedagogy?
o How and to what extent does this development differ between native, non-native,
pre-service, and in-service student teachers?
o What factors contribute to or restrict the development of student teacher cognition
about L2 pronunciation teaching?
o What relationship exists between student teachers’ cognition development and
their identity construction?

1.5 Overall Aim of the Study
As discussed previously, more research is needed on the preparation of
pronunciation teachers, and, more broadly, on the effectiveness of SLTE. Thus, this
study builds on Baker’s (2011b, 2011c, 2014) previous SLTC research, suggesting that
teacher preparation can have a substantial impact on L2 teachers’ pronunciation
practices. The objective of this doctoral research is to add to the current understanding
about the efficacy of preparing language instructors, particularly pronunciation teachers,
and, at the same time, to contribute to the establishment of “an empirical basis that
justifies the practices of L2 teacher education” (Johnson, 2015, p. 516). Shedding light
on practices in SLTE as well as on the process of student teacher learning (especially
student teachers’ cognition development) appears to be critically important given
Farrell’s (2015b) and Johnson’s (2015) concerns about SLTE being ineffective and in a
negative state.
To achieve these aims, the thesis is presented through a thesis by compilation
format allowing for the exploration of participants’ cognitions about pronunciation
pedagogy from four distinct perspectives: (1) the impact of the pronunciation subject on
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participants’ cognition; (2) native versus non-native cognition; (3) inexperienced versus
experienced student teacher cognition; and (4) the relationship between cognition
development and identity construction. These four major themes provide four different
lenses – presented in the form of four different journal articles – that can be applied to
the examination of the phenomenon under investigation. The qualitative data can,
therefore, be managed effectively, and a detailed understanding can be attained of
postgraduate student teachers learning to teach pronunciation, including the
identification of factors that may stimulate or restrict participants’ cognition growth.

1.6 Key Definitions
The subsequent section provides a definition for each key term used in this
thesis.

Second Language Teacher Education: In the context in which this research is situated,
second language teacher education encapsulates the preparation of postgraduate
students (J. C. Richards, 1990). The premise of preparing teachers in the current study is
to equip them with the skills and competencies – of which beliefs and knowledge (i.e.,
cognition) form an integral part – to teach English pronunciation in their classrooms
effectively.

Second Language Teacher Cognition: This overall construct represents the general,
unseen (i.e., hidden) characteristics of L2 teachers’ inner and mental lives such as their
beliefs, knowledge, thoughts, perceptions and attitudes about English pronunciation
(Baker, 2014).
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Second Language Teacher Cognitions: Cognitions entail a teacher’s individual and
distinct beliefs, knowledge, perceptions and attitudes about pronunciation teaching and
learning.

Native English speaker: A native English speaker in this study is defined as someone
who speaks English as a first language, even if it is a non-native variety of English
(Moussu & Llurda, 2008).

Non-native English speaker: The term non-native English-speaking teacher is used in
this present research to refer to someone whose mother tongue is a language other than
English (Medgyes, 1992).

Pre-service teacher: A student teacher without any pronunciation teaching experience
prior to the commencement of the postgraduate subject is termed a pre-service teacher.

In-service teacher: A postgraduate student teacher having previously taught English
pronunciation in his or her L2 classroom is classified as an in-service teacher.4

Segmentals: Segmentals include vowel and consonant sounds (Celce-Murcia et al.,
2010).

Suprasegmentals: These are “features of pronunciation that stretch over more than one
sound or segment” (Grant, 2014a, p. 16), and include stress, rhythm, thought groups and
pausing, connected speech, and intonation.
4

The classification of native, non-native, in-service and pre-service teacher was based on data provided
by the participants in questionnaire 1.
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Intelligibility: This is the “[e]xtent to which listeners’ perceptions match speakers’
intentions (actual understanding)” (Munro & Derwing, 2015, p. 14).

1.7 Conceptual Framework of Thesis
As Table 1 shows, the thesis consists of an introduction, methodology, four
journal articles and a discussion/concluding chapter. All four articles constitute their
own objectives and therefore present a different perspective on the development of
postgraduate student teachers’ cognition about pronunciation pedagogy. Accordingly,
each paper contains its own literature review, research questions and methodology.
The aim of Study 1 (Chapter 3) was to explore the impact of the pronunciation
subject on participants’ cognition development. This paper was an important first step in
obtaining insights into the development of student teachers’ cognition about
pronunciation pedagogy in that it formed the foundation of the three subsequent articles.
This manuscript was published in the English Australia Journal (Burri, 2015a), and
permission was obtained from the journal’s editor to include the paper in the present
thesis (see Appendix A for the permission statement issued by the editor). Building on
the first manuscript, Study 2 drew more explicitly on the theoretical construct of teacher
cognition to provide additional insights into student teachers learning to teach
pronunciation. The objective of this paper was to examine and compare native and nonnative English speaker cognition development. The study was published in the
Australian Journal of Teacher Education (Burri, 2015b) (see Appendix B for the
editor’s permission statement). The aim of the third study was to investigate whether a
difference in cognition development existed between pre-service and in-service teachers
(i.e., inexperienced versus experienced pronunciation instructors). This co-authored
paper has been accepted for publication in the Journal for Second Language
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Pronunciation (Burri, Baker, & Chen, accepted)5 (see Appendix C for the permission
statement issued by the editor).
Using student teachers’ identity formation as an analytical lens (Trent, 2012) to
theorize cognition development was the goal of the fourth paper. Aslan’s (2015)
research suggested that teacher identity influences cognition and classroom practices.
His research, however, contained only one language teacher, data were collected over a
relatively short period of time (six weeks), and the study did not explore whether and to
what extent identity construction affects cognition growth. Thus, findings of the fourth
study included in this thesis were expected to provide new insights into the relationship
between cognition and identity of postgraduate student teachers learning to teach
pronunciation, and, at the same time, to broaden the scope of the SLTC paradigm and
its research agenda (Crookes, 2015; Kubanyiova & Feryok, 2015). This co-authored
manuscript is currently under review.
The final chapter of the thesis pulls everything together. That is, the findings
generated by all four studies are synthesized and a theoretical model representing the
preparation of pronunciation teachers is discussed. Amalgamating the findings provides
an in-depth perspective on what constitutes learning to teach English pronunciation;
subsequently, specific recommendations relevant to L2 teacher educators and
researchers are made. The chapter concludes with a discussion about limitations of the
research and about potential directions for future studies to be conducted.
While this thesis is an attempt to expand the SLTC knowledge base as proposed
by Crookes (2015) and Kubanyiova and Feryok (2015), it also represents my own
progression as a SLTC researcher. That is, the development of my own understanding
about SLTC is reflected in Chapters 3-7 in that the level of sophistication of each

5

See Thesis by Compilation Declaration for author contributions to the third and fourth journal article.
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paper’s focus developed in complexity as the research progressed. The first two papers,
for instance, drew on a relatively simplistic domain or, what Burns, Freeman and
Edwards call, an “individualistic ontology” (2015, p. 587). The third paper, however,
constituted a more holistic view on SLTC by taking the professional histories of student
teachers into account and subsequently reflecting a more social ontology. The fourth
paper then explored the relationship between student teachers’ cognition development
and their identity construction, entailing a sociohistorical ontology, or a sociocultural
perspective on learning to teach pronunciation (J. Murphy & Baker, 2015). The
theoretical model – created by amalgamating the findings of the four studies and
discussed in the final chapter of this thesis – fits the latest line of SLTC research, the
chaotic systems ontology (Burns et al., 2015). The model portrays the complexity of
student teachers learning to teach English pronunciation, and lends support to the
proposition that teacher learning is a complex and often unstable process (Feryok, 2010;
Kiss, 2012). In short, Chapters 3-7 contribute to a better understanding of language
teacher preparation and highlight various aspects involved in the process, but they also
demonstrate how my own conceptualization of SLTC research developed and moved
through different ontological stages.
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Table 1.
Conception of the Thesis
Chapter 1:
General
Introduction

Chapter 2:
Methodology

Introducing
topic and
discussing
relevant
literature

Discussing
methodological
considerations

F
W

Chapter 3: Study 1

Exploring the
impact of a
pronunciation
subject on students
teachers’ cognition
development

Questionnaires;
focus groups
interviews;
observations; semistructured
interviews

English Australia
Journal

F
W

Thesis Overview
Chapter 4: Study 2
F Chapter 5: Study 3
W

Examining native
and non-native
English speaker
cognition
development

Objectives
Investigating preservice and inservice teacher
cognition
development

Data Sources
Questionnaires;
Questionnaire;
focus groups
focus groups
interviews;
interviews;
observations; semiobservations; semistructured
structured
interviews
interviews;
assessment task #3
Dissemination
Australian Journal
Journal of Second
of Teacher
Language
Education
Pronunciation

F
W

Chapter 6: Study 4

Chapter 7:
Discussion and
Conclusion

Analysing the
relationship
between
participants’
cognition
development and
their identity
construction

Synthesising
research findings
and creating a
model that
represents learning
to teach
pronunciation

References
&
Appendices

Questionnaires;
focus groups
interviews;
observations; semistructured
interviews

Article under
review

Notes: FW = Foreword to chapter/study
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CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGY

2.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter provides a general overview of the methodology used in this
doctoral research. The chapter begins with a discussion about the study design, research
context, participants, and the role of the researcher. The data collection is then outlined
by discussing the data resources triangulated in the study: questionnaires, focus groups,
classroom observations, semi-structured interviews, a final assessment task, and the
researcher’s diary. The methodology chapter concludes with a section explaining the
data analysis and the trustworthiness of the study. It is important to note that each
journal article (Chapters 3-6) contains a separate methodology, and therefore the papers
contain some additional methodological considerations relevant to each study’s specific
research focus.

2.2 Study Design
A qualitative case study approach (Casanave, 2010, 2015; Duff, 2008; Gall,
Gall, & W. Borg, 2007; Merriam, 1998; K. Richards, 2011; Stake, 1995) was chosen to
undertake a comprehensive investigation of the development of student teachers’ beliefs
and knowledge regarding pronunciation pedagogy. This particular design enabled me to
attain an in-depth understanding of how student teachers learn to teach pronunciation in
a specific context; namely, how their cognition developed during a postgraduate subject
on pronunciation pedagogy. Case study design has been drawn on extensively in SLTC
research (see, for example, Barnard & Burns, 2012; S. Borg, 2006; E. M. Ellis, 2002;
Kurihara & Samimy, 2007) because it allows for an examination of “a real-life,
contemporary bounded system (a case) or multiple bounded systems (cases) over time,
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through detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of information”
(Creswell, 2013, p. 97, emphasis in original). Data collected through multiple data
sources, therefore, results in a comprehensive analysis and provides detailed insights
into the development of student teacher cognition about pronunciation. A more detailed
discussion of this methodology can be found in Chapters 3-6.

2.3 Research Context
The present research was conducted in a 13-week postgraduate subject on
pronunciation pedagogy offered at a regional university in Australia. The subject was
taught by a lecturer who had been employed at the institution for two years. Prior to
taking up her current position, she had obtained her PhD in the United States focusing
on the connection between L2 instructors’ practices and their cognitions about
pronunciation pedagogy. Besides having extensive pronunciation teaching experience in
Asia and North America, she has written several pronunciation-related journal articles
and book chapters, and has given numerous national and international conference
presentations and invited talks on pronunciation pedagogy and research, positioning her
as one of the experts in the field. The subject on pronunciation pedagogy was thus
organized around topics considered important for teachers to teach pronunciation
effectively. Table 2 illustrates how the subject content was organized into weekly
themes.
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Table 2
Overview of Themes Covered in Pronunciation Subject
Week

Topic

1

Overview of pronunciation instruction

2

Teaching pronunciation through multimodalities

3

Vowels (1)

4

Vowels (2)

5

Syllables, word stress and phrasal stress

6

Tone units, sentence stress and rhythm

7

Intonation

8

Consonants (1)

9

Consonants (2) and connected speech

10

Teaching techniques

11

Fluency development and integrating pronunciation
into the curriculum

12

Pronunciation and spelling

13

Presentations

Assignments

Task 1 due

Task 2: In-class quiz

Task 3 due

A balance was maintained between theoretical and practical aspects in order to bridge
the theory/practice divide often occurring in SLTE (Johnson, 2013). More specifically,
the three hour lectures – held once a week – were typically divided into three distinct
sessions. In the first hour, theoretical and technical aspects of the English sound system
were introduced and discussed. Following these theoretical principles, the second part
of the lecture covered a wide variety of controlled, guided and free pronunciation
teaching techniques (Baker, 2014) for student teachers to experience and experiment
with. Some of the more prominent techniques included the use of rubber bands (Gilbert,
2012), jazz chants, (Graham, 1986), batons (Acton, 2001) and kinaesthetic/tactile
techniques such as Acton’s (2015) haptic (movement + touch) approach to teaching
segmentals and suprasegmentals (Acton et al., 2013; Teaman & Acton, 2013). In the
last part of a lecture, student teachers were provided with speech samples to analyse as a
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whole class. The objective of conducting these linguistic analyses was twofold: (1) to
prepare students for the final assessment task, and (2) to improve their phonological
awareness (Venkatagiri & Levis, 2007). Building sensitivity to the often subtle
differences in the English sound system was seen as a key factor in an L2 teacher’s
ability to diagnose learner problems and subsequently teach pronunciation effectively.
The subject content reflected a contemporary approach to pronunciation
instruction. Throughout the semester, features of native and non-native English varieties
and accents were highlighted (including student teachers’ own accents), and the lecturer
advocated a balance between teaching segmentals and suprasegmentals (Crowther,
Trofimovich, K. Saito, & Isaacs, 2015; Grant, 2014a), the integration of pronunciation
teaching into skill areas such as reading, writing and grammar, as well as the language
learners’ attainment of intelligibility rather than the unrealistic goal of achieving nativelike pronunciation (J. Murphy, 2014a; Thomson, 2014). The subject also featured a
strong collaborative learning environment, requiring student teachers to frequently
engage in peer-teaching sessions and to work on theoretical and pedagogical tasks
together.
Teaching pronunciation: A course book and reference guide (Celce-Murcia et
al., 2010) – the most comprehensive book on pronunciation pedagogy currently
available – featured as the main textbook. Several journal articles and book chapters
relevant to the weekly themes supplemented the core text. Regarding assessments, three
tasks were implemented in the subject. The first task required students to describe in a
1200-word essay the present state of pronunciation instruction in their home country.
The second task consisted of a mid-term, in-class quiz that tested students’ declarative
knowledge of the English sound system. A detailed analysis of an L2 learner speech
sample with subsequent pedagogical recommendations for how to improve the learner’s
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intelligibility comprised the third assessment task. In the last lecture of the semester, the
student teachers presented to their peers in a 5-minute presentation some of the main
findings from their third assessment task.

2.4 Participants
In the first lecture of the semester – without the lecturer in attendance – I
explained the study and its objectives to the whole class. It was made clear that
participation in the study was voluntary and that course grades would not be affected
should students decide not to take part or withdraw from the research project (Casanave,
2010). Fifteen of the 24 postgraduate students agreed to participate in the study and
their written consent was obtained. Six of the 15 participants were from Japan, four
from Australia, three from Hong Kong, and one each from Iran and Pakistan
respectively. Five of the 15 student teachers reported having pronunciation teaching
experience, and 10 of the 15 identified themselves speaking English as an L2. The
group consisted of 10 female and five male students, with their ages ranging from 20 to
60 years; the average age of participants was 31. All participants had studied a foreign
language at some point prior to commencing their postgraduate studies, although the
length of their studies varied considerably.
Appendix D contains a detailed overview of the participants’ background
information, which was obtained through a questionnaire administered at the beginning
of the semester (see data collection below). To protect the participants’ privacy,
pseudonyms – chosen by the participants themselves – are used throughout the thesis
(Holliday, 2010). At the end of the semester, each participant was given a $30 gift
voucher as a token of gratitude for taking part in the study.
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2.5 Role of the Researcher
While explaining the purpose of the research project in the first lecture, I made
sure that the student teachers understood that I was not teaching any of the lectures nor
marking any of their assessment tasks. Not being involved in the lectures was important
in order to carefully observe the participants and their reaction to course content and
learning environment (Creswell, 2013). I also explained that the students’ decision to
participate (or not to participate) in the study would not affect their postgraduate studies
in any way (Wyatt & S. Borg, 2011) and that the lecturer would remain unaware of who
decided to take part in the research. As suggested by Merriam (1998), communicating
this clearly and explicitly was hoped to establish a trusting rapport with the participants,
and, at the same time, put them at ease and subsequently have them share freely with me
their perspectives, ideas, beliefs and concerns about pronunciation teaching and
learning.

2.6 Data Collection
Drawing on previous SLTC and SLTE research (e.g., Baker, 2014; Barnard &
Burns, 2012; S. Borg, 2011; Farrell & Tomenson-Filion, 2014; Johnson, 1994;
Kubanyiova, 2012), several data sources were triangulated in the present research
(Creswell, 2013). These sources included two questionnaires, four focus groups,
classroom observations, semi-structured interviews, a final assessment task and a
research diary. Following previously established research methodology to obtain a wide
variety of qualitative data was believed to help me effectively address and answer the
research questions stated in Chapter 1. At the same time, triangulating multiple sources
allowed me to obtain an in-depth understanding of the development of postgraduate
student teachers’ cognition about pronunciation instruction (Duff, 2008). The entire data
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collection procedure took place over a period of 17 weeks. Table 3 provides an
overview of the data collection process. Below the table, the data sources are described
in more detail.

Table 3
Overview of Data Sources
Data Type

1

2

Researchers’ journal
Questionnaire 1

3

4



5

6

7







8

9

10

11







12

14

15

16



Focus group 1
(interview)







Focus group 2
(interview)







Focus group 3
(interview)







Focus group 4
(interview)

































Semi-structured
interview with
lecturer
Semi-structured
interview with Mark




Semi-structured
interview with Rio



Semi-structured
interview with Mio



Semi-structured
interview with Hiro



Semi-structured
interview with
Georgia



Semi-structured
interview with Lucy



Semi-structured
interview with Grace



Assessment task 3

17



Questionnaire 2

Observation

13
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2.6.1 Questionnaires
Two questionnaires were collected to obtain data on student teachers’ beliefs
and knowledge about various areas on pronunciation pedagogy. The questionnaire the
lecturer administered at the beginning of the semester was collected to obtain students’
biographical information, including their previous L2 learning/teaching experiences and
their pre-existing beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation. Questionnaires can be
criticised for eliciting vague and unreliable data, causing misinterpretations or leading
participants to select answers that reflect stakeholders’ views rather than their own
(Dörnyei & Taguchi, 2010; Wagner, 2015), especially when improperly piloted. Thus,
they seldom capture the complete range of teachers’ cognitions (S. Borg, 2006). Using
the questionnaire the lecturer had specifically designed to elicit her students’
background information and pre-existing cognitions, however, was deemed to be
methodologically robust as the survey was a slightly adapted version of the one she had
developed for her doctoral research investigating L2 teacher and student cognition about
pronunciation pedagogy (Baker, 2011c). This first questionnaire consisted of 17
multiple-choice items and several open-ended questions (see Appendix E). I then
modified the second questionnaire so that the instrument only focused on participants’
cognitions about pronunciation teaching and learning (obtaining background
information was no longer necessary). The second survey contained the multiple-choice
questions included in the first questionnaire and two open-ended questions asking about
the participants’ homework and additional thoughts on teaching/learning pronunciation.
The participants completed this slightly shorter questionnaire at the end of the semester
(in week 13).
Using two questionnaires, one at the beginning of the subject and one at the end,
was expected to yield insights into participants’ cognition development. Particularly
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since pre- and post-questionnaire data have been drawn on in previous SLTC research
to examine cognition growth (Busch, 2010; Mattheoudakis, 2007; Peacock, 2001;
Urmston, 2003), it was believed that obtaining this type of qualitative data through
questionnaires would allow me to examine whether any change in students’ beliefs and
knowledge about pronunciation had occurred over the course of the semester. For both
questionnaires, SurveyMonkey® was used to collect information electronically.6

2.6.2 Focus Groups
Focus groups were employed as “their synergistic potentials, often produce data
that are seldom produced through individual interviewing and observation and thus
yield particularly powerful knowledges and insights” (Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 2011,
p. 558). Based on responses provided in the first questionnaire, participants were
divided into four focus groups according to their ethnicity and teaching experience.
With the exception of Kourieos (2014) and Gladman (2012), to the best of my
knowledge, focus groups have rarely been utilized in teacher cognition research. Yet,
arranging the groups in this particular way was considered to be important because L2
teacher cognition research has suggested that biographical and professional
backgrounds can exert powerful influence on participants’ cognitions (e.g., M. Borg,
2005; Kourieos, 2014; Polat, 2010; Wahid & Sulong, 2013; Warford & Reeves, 2003).
A second important reason was that forming relatively uniform groups allowed me to
obtain data specific to certain groups of student teachers simultaneously (e.g.,
experienced, non-native pronunciation teachers) (Ho, 2006; Krueger & Casey, 2000;
Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2010). This specific type of data was needed to answer the
6

One participant did not complete the second questionnaire and one selected ‘maybe’ for all of the
multiple-choice items. Their questionnaire responses were not used in the data analysis. Also, responses
of students who chose not participate in the study were deleted in the Excel documented downloaded in
SurveyMonkey.
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research questions stated in Chapter 1. The arrangement, however, also had to
accommodate participants’ schedules and availability, and therefore Rio and Georgia
were included in groups that did not match their ethnic or pedagogical backgrounds.
Four focus groups were arranged, with each group consisting of three to five
members. The groups met three times during the semester (in weeks 5, 9 and 12) and
the 60-minute meetings took place in a quiet room at the university’s library. Table 4
provides further information about the four focus groups.7

Table 4
Overview of Focus Group Interviews
Focus Groups

Participants

Date of Interview
1 (Week 5)

Date of Interview
2 (Week 9)

Date of Interview
3 (Week 12)

Group 1: Pre-service
non-native speakers
(Japan)

Koki
Hiro
Mai

August 30, 2013

September 27, 2013

October 25, 2013

Group 2: In-service
non-native speakers
and 1 native speaker

Aoi
Mio
Ken
Georgia

August 29, 2013

September 26, 2013

October 24, 2013

Group 3: Pre-service
native speakers and 1
in-service non-native
speaker

Lucy
Charlotte
Grace
Alizeh
Rio

September 2, 2013

September 24, 2013

October 22, 2013

Group 4: Pre-service
non-native speakers
(Hong Kong)

Hayley
Kirsten
Mark

August 30, 2013

September 26, 2013

October 24, 2013

At the beginning of each focus group interview, I asked the students to share “a critical
incident” (J. C. Richards & Farrell, 2005, p. 117) they may have experienced during
some of the weekly lectures. A critical incident – or key moment – was defined as a
memorable, positive, negative, or perplexing event that might have been difficult,

7

Rio missed the second and third focus group interviews, and Mai and Alizeh were unable to join the
third focus group meeting.
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challenging, or unexpected, perhaps involving an important misunderstanding or
confusion. Participants were also asked to reflect on why this key moment was
significant to them. Discussing critical incidents enabled me to gain participants’
perspectives and perceptions on a number of issues involved in the process of learning
to teach English pronunciation. In addition to the critical incidents, student teachers
were asked in the first focus group interview (week 5) to reflect on and discuss the type
of learning and instruction that took place during the lectures. The second meeting
which took place in week 9 served as an opportunity for members to share their
thoughts about the pedagogical training conducted in the second hour of each lecture. In
the last focus group meeting conducted in week 12, student teachers were asked to
comment on the assessment tasks implemented in the subject. Having a theme for each
focus group interview enabled me to maintain some structure during the discussion,
and, at the same time, gain various insights into student teachers’ cognition about
subject matter that were not part of the questionnaires. An Olympus VN-712PC voice
recorder was used to audio record the focus group interviews.

2.6.3 Classroom Observations
Classroom observations have been drawn upon frequently in SLTC research to
compare L2 instructors’ cognitions with their practices (see, for example, S. Borg,
2012; Farrell & Tomenson-Filion, 2014; Johnson, 1994; Kanno & Stuart, 2011). In this
study, weekly classroom observations of the 3-hour lectures were carried out to
complement the interview data (Baker, 2014). Triangulating the semi-structured
interview data (see 2.6.4 below) afforded me a deeper and more holistic understanding
about participants’ cognition development. The observation data also provided me with
insights into student teachers’ reaction to lecture content and related classroom
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interactions during the lessons. Some of the observation data were then used as stimuli
for the focus group and semi-structured interviews (Baker, 2011a; S. Borg, 2003). To
remain as unobtrusive as possible (Creswell, 2013), I sat “inconspicuously at the back
of the room” (Kanno & Stuart, 2011, p. 241). During the observations, I wrote down
key words to capture specific events occurring during a lecture. Noting down key
words, rather than complete sentences, helped me stay focused on classroom dynamics.
After the completion of an observation, away from the research site, the key words were
expanded and converted into detailed field notes. Rewriting the notes was a useful
means to reflect on the qualitative data and simultaneously form some preliminary
impressions about potential themes (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 2001).
Conducting classroom observations is a challenging undertaking (Silverman,
2006), and therefore a Canon Vixia HFR21 was used to video record all of the lectures.
The camera was positioned in the back of the classroom, next to where I was sitting.8
Recording the lectures was also important because it provided me with the opportunity
to review certain sequences multiple times during the data analysis (see section 2.7 for
more details on data analysis), enabling me to attain a more thorough understanding of
issues that were identified during the observations. In addition to the video camera
located in the back of the room, I placed a voice recorder near the lecturer’s desk to
record what she said during the lessons as well as some of the classroom interactions
that took place at the front of the classroom.9 The audio recorder served as a back-up
source in case the video camera was unable to pick up some of the lecturer’s and
students’ speech during the lectures.

8

Students that chose not to participate in the study were disregarded in the video analysis.
No recordings were made during the week 1 observation as I wanted to familiarize myself with the
study participants and the research context in this first lecture of the semester.
9
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2.6.4 Semi-structured Interviews
In SLTC research, the interview is one of the most frequently used data sources
(S. Borg, 2012). Following previous cognition research examining a wide variety of L2
teaching-related areas (e.g., Aslan, 2015; Baker, 2014; S. Borg, 2011; Svalberg, 2015),
semi-structured interviews were utilized in the present study to elicit student teachers’
beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation pedagogy. When I explained the research to
all of the students at the beginning of the semester, it was made explicit that some of the
individuals might be invited to participate in a final interview. It was conveyed to them
that participation in semi-structured interviews would not favour any students in terms
of, for example, research outcomes, but to provide me with additional insights into the
issue under investigation (Casanave, 2010; Flyvbjerg, 2011). Invitations were also
extended to participants based on their schedule and availability; thus, purposeful
sampling was applied in choosing the seven participants to achieve a more thorough
understanding of student teachers’ beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation learning
and teaching. As the end of the semester approached, I invited Mark, Rio, Mio, Hiro,
Georgia, Lucy and Grace to take part in a 30 to 45 minute one-on-one semi-structured
interview (Creswell, 2013). Because of the relatively homogenous nature of the focus
groups, inviting only 1-2 students per focus group was deemed to be sufficient to attain
data that reflected the cognition of specific groups of postgraduate student teachers (i.e.,
inexperienced, native pronunciation teachers). The interviews, conducted at the
university library, took place between weeks 13 and 16 of the data collection process
(see Table 3 for details).
The interviews began with several clarification questions that arose during the
focus groups interviews and classroom observations. Afterwards, I asked the
interviewees a scenario-based question (S. Borg, 2006) to explore the types of
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pronunciation teaching techniques they would choose and teach in an L2 teaching
context. To ensure the relevancy of this scenario-based question, participants’ personal
backgrounds were taken into consideration. This meant that, for example, a Japanese
student teacher was asked to choose pronunciation techniques he or she would use in a
Japanese high school context (see Appendix F for several sample interview questions).
Participants’ responses were expected to reflect the cognitions each individual held at
the end of the pronunciation subject.
In addition to the student teacher interviews, the lecturer of the subject was
interviewed in week 17 of the study.10 Attaining her perspective through a semistructured interview was important because it provided an additional means to
triangulate the classroom observations data (Aslan, 2015; Baker, 2014), and it
permitted comparisons of some of my preliminary findings with some of her own,
informal observations of various classroom occurrences she made during the course of
the semester. The interview was purposefully held in week 17 to ensure all of the final
assessment tasks were marked before engaging in a conversation about her students’
learning in the subject. It also provided an opportunity to continue some informal
discussions we had during the semester. These discussions were held to minimize
researcher bias and to confirm particular observations I made during some of the
lectures (Merriam, 1998; Spradley, 1979). The privacy of the participants was always
maintained during our discussions and during the interview. Individuals were not
identified, but rather a general discussion was held about her perspective on the
postgraduate student teachers’ learning to teach pronunciation.

10

All of the semi-structured interviews that were conducted with the student teachers and the lecturer
were audio recorded with an Olympus VN-712PC voice recorder.
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2.6.5 Assessment Task
Documents (i.e., reports, essays, assessments, lesson plans, concept maps) is
another data source commonly utilised in SLTC research to examine teachers’ beliefs
and knowledge about teaching learning (e.g., Ahn, 2011; S. Borg, 2011; Farrell, 2009;
Kanno & Stuart, 2011; Kurihara, 2013; I. Lee, 2015; E. L. Tang et al., 2012; Wyatt & S.
Borg, 2011). Thus, participants in this study were asked if they would voluntarily share
their third assignment with me once the lecturer finished marking them. Collecting this
final assessment task was an important means to triangulate data, as it provided me with
additional understandings of student teachers’ developing beliefs and knowledge about
pronunciation teaching. That is, the content of this assessment task was likely to reflect
participants’ knowledge about pronunciation pedagogy at the end of the subject. For the
student teachers who did not share their third assessment tasks, the 5-minute
presentation they delivered in week 13 was utilized as a data source. Since participants
presented their choice of pronunciation activities during their talks, the presentations
were considered to be an equally valid data source, albeit presented in an abridged form.
The three participants from Hong Kong were not required to take any of the
assessments as they were auditing the subject. The three student teachers were,
therefore, asked about their choice of pronunciation teaching techniques during their
third focus group meeting. Additionally, I asked Mark to reiterate and elaborate on his
choice of techniques during the semi-structured interview held in week 13 of the data
collection.

2.6.6 Researcher’s Diary
Teacher journals have been used in SLTC studies with the objective of having
instructors reflect on their practices and on the process of learning to teach language
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(e.g., Ahn, 2011; Golombek, 2015; Kanno & Stuart, 2011; Phipps, 2007). Reflections
are obtained because this type of data typically mirrors teachers’ pedagogical beliefs
and knowledge. The reason I kept a (paper-based) research diary was, however, to
maintain “a detailed chronological historical account” (Agostinho, 2005, p. 22) of the
study, and to record some of my own immediate reflections, emotions and thoughts that
video and audio recordings were unable to capture (Curtis & Bailey, 2009; Holliday,
2010). Keeping this journal provided me with a way to stay organized and, at the same
time, record any study-related considerations, such as potentially new themes and
insights gained during the data collection and analysis, at any given moment and place.
It was expected for these journal entries to contribute to the data analysis, and
subsequently assist me in attaining a thorough understanding of pronunciation teacher
preparation.

2.7 Data Analysis
All of the qualitative data, including the focus group interviews, video recorded
observations and semi-structured interviews, were transcribed verbatim upon
completion of the data collection process. After the focus group and semi-structured
interview were transcribed, member checking was applied for the participants and the
lecturer to confirm that the content in the transcripts was accurate (Mertens, 2010).
Member checking gave the interviewees an opportunity to request any content to be
adjusted or deleted in the transcripts. Table 5 provides a timeline of the member
checking procedure.
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Table 5
Member Checking Timeline
Transcripts

Date Sent to Participants

Focus group interviews – round 1
(week 5)

September 30, 2013

Focus group interviews – round 2
(week 9)

October 14, 2013

Focus group interviews – round 3
(week 9)

November 6, 2013

Semi-structured interviews with
student teachers

December 8, 2013

Semi-structured interviews with
lecturer

December 9, 2013

After the completion of member checking, all of the qualitative data were coded in
NVivo 10 (Bazeley & Jackson, 2013). Baker’s (2011c, 2014) previous work examining
the relationship with teachers’ cognitions and their pronunciation instruction was used
as a preliminary coding structure. As such, a top-down approach to coding was chosen
in which Baker’s set of pre-determined codes provided an initial coding framework. Her
set of codes was then expanded and adjusted as I discovered new themes during the
coding process. For each of the four papers (Chapters 3-6), the coding structure was
slightly revised and then analysed according to the research focus of each article. In the
second and third paper (Chapters 4 and 6), for instance, the themes were analysed and
categorized according to the participants’ language background and pronunciation
teaching experience. NVivo 10 allowed me to conduct various ‘Queries’ (i.e., analyses)
to create tables and charts reflecting these participant-specific factors.
Once an article-specific coding structure (i.e., coding tree) was established, I
clustered the codes into thematic categories (Holliday, 2015) and organized them into
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conceptual displays.11 For each article, separate displays were created based on the
paper’s focus. The purpose of generating these displays was twofold. Firstly, this made
the large amount of qualitative data more manageable (R. Ellis & Barkhuizen, 2005;
Miles & Huberman, 1994) and, secondly, it assisted me with conceptualizing the
development of student teachers’ beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation teaching.
It also helped me identify factors that stimulated or restricted participants’ cognition
development. A more detailed discussion about the data analysis can be found in each
of the journal articles included in this thesis.

2.8 Trustworthiness of the Study
The trustworthiness of this study was achieved through the rigour of the data
analysis. Once the data collection and transcription were completed, I immersed myself
in the data for five months from February until June 2014. The analysis was done daily
in 2-3-hour segments. Conducting this process in relatively short but intensive sessions
was done deliberately to avoid coder fatigue. The “constant comparative method of joint
coding and analysis” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 102) was then applied during the
analysis to ensure the dependability of the study. That is, I read and re-read the
qualitative data several times during the analysis, and I constantly moved back and forth
from coding, to interpreting and to refining the codes. It was not uncommon for codes to
be combined or split into new sub-codes during this progression. Overall, this continual
process of analysis allowed me to compare newly identified codes with codes
discovered at earlier stages and, subsequently, to refine the entire structure. As
mentioned previously, during the preparation of each paper (Chapters 3-6), additional
time was spent on revisiting and refining the coding structure so that the identified

11

These displays are included in Chapters 3-6 in the form of various Figures.
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themes aligned with each paper’s research questions and focus (Holliday, 2015).
Appendix G depicts the initial coding structure that was established before it was
refined.
Throughout the analysis, I kept several memos in NVivo to capture thoughts and
reflections about the data analysis, emerging themes, questions and codes that did not
seem to fit the present coding structure (Gall et al., 2007). I was the sole coder of the
data, but since coding qualitative data is subject to the researcher’s interpretations
(Holliday, 2015), I discussed the coding structure and identified themes with my two
supervisors on several occasions during the five-month long data analysis procedure
(Gall et al., 2007). Consultations with my supervisors were also held when I thought
there could be inter-coder disagreement if a second coder were used. An example of this
was the coding of pedagogical content knowledge and subject matter content knowledge
(see Appendix G). Determining the difference between these two types of knowledge
was challenging initially, but a discussion with my supervisors about how one of them
coded these categories in her doctoral research (Baker, 2011c) provided clarity in this
matter and ensured the trustworthiness of the coding structure and process. Even though
the research questions determined the interpretation of the data, the questions were
continuously refined as the coding structure began to emerge and my understanding of
student teachers’ cognition about pronunciation pedagogy grew. In other words, I
immersed myself in “the data in such a way that the unexpected [was] allowed to
emerge and perhaps change the direction of the research” (Holliday, 2015, p. 52).
Lastly, the triangulation of multiple data sources also added to trustworthiness of
study (Creswell, 2013; Svalberg, 2015). That is, the research instruments were
triangulated to corroborate evidence from several sources to “support the strength of
interpretations and conclusions” (Mertens, 2010, p. 429) about participants’ learning to
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teach pronunciation. Triangulating several data sources, therefore, increased the study’s
trustworthiness, and consequently helped me attain a better understanding of the
development of student teachers’ cognition about pronunciation.
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FOREWORD TO STUDY 1

As discussed in Chapter 1, the aim of this doctoral study is to contribute to the
understanding of what constitutes effective L2 teacher preparation, particularly in
relation to the preparation of pronunciation instructors. Providing insights into the
efficacy of SLTE is urgently needed, especially considering the growing need for
adequately prepared language instructors. An additional need for this type of research is
the emphasis the field is now placing on effective L2 instructor preparation (Farrell,
2015b; Johnson, 2015; Wright, 2010). Thus, the research focus of the first paper
(Chapter 3) was to examine the impact of a pronunciation pedagogy subject on the
development of 15 postgraduate students’ cognition about pronunciation instruction, as
well as to identify factors that contributed to or restricted cognition growth. Exploring
the effects the subject had on student teachers’ beliefs and knowledge was important as
the findings generated by the first study would form the foundation for the subsequent
four chapters. It was also expected that this first study would provide an answer to
whether J. Murphy’s (2014b) call for providing more opportunities for pronunciation
teacher preparation was justified.
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CHAPTER 3 – STUDY 1: “MY PERSPECTIVE CHANGED
DRAMATICALLY”: A CASE FOR PREPARING L2 INSTRUCTORS TO
TEACH PRONUNCIATION

3.1 Abstract
Over the past two decades, pronunciation has slowly regained some of its former
prominence in the L2 classroom. Yet, despite this renewed interest, L2 instructors often
perceive it to be one of the most challenging areas to teach. Specialists, therefore,
suggest that preparing pronunciation teachers is a much needed area in the field of
language teaching, but little is known about the education of pronunciation instructors
and its potential impact on prospective teachers. This article reports on a qualitative case
study in which questionnaires, focus groups, classroom observations and semistructured interviews were employed to obtain insights on the impact of a postgraduate
pronunciation subject on 15 student teachers’ cognition (beliefs, thoughts, attitudes and
knowledge) about pronunciation pedagogy. Findings revealed that the subject had a
notable effect on the development of participants’ cognition about pronunciation
instruction and its goal. Group work/discussions and comparisons of accents increased
student teachers’ awareness about the value of non-native English varieties and accents,
which in turn facilitated a change in participants’ beliefs that the objective of
pronunciation instruction should not be accent elimination. The article concludes with a
discussion about implications for L2 teacher educators and language instructors
teaching English pronunciation in their classrooms.
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3.2 Pronunciation Instruction and Teacher Cognition
Being able to communicate intelligibly is generally regarded as critical to the
success of today’s global economy. Such success depends on effective communication
between NNSs of English who are now required to interact frequently with other NNSs
as well as with native speakers (NS) for business purposes. Consequently, pronunciation
has regained some of its former prominence over the past two decades (Jenkins, 2004),
and specialists now propose that the goal of pronunciation teaching12 should not be
accent elimination because accented speech does not impair intelligibility (Munro,
2003; Thomson, 2014). The general attitude, therefore, appears to be gradually “shifting
towards greater acceptance of non-native Englishes as possible pedagogical goals”
(Litzenberg, 2014, p. 19). Yet, irrespective of this resurgence in interest in
pronunciation and English varieties, for L2 instructors pronunciation remains one of the
most challenging areas to teach (Foote et al., 2011; Macdonald, 2002; Setter & Jenkins,
2005). Reasons associated with why pronunciation teaching is challenging encompass a
range of factors, including instructors’ lack of confidence, inability to address
pronunciation systematically, and uncertainty about what aspects of pronunciation to
teach and how to use textbooks and materials in their classrooms effectively (Baker,
2011a). In addition, if English pronunciation is taught in L2 classrooms, the focus is
mostly on segmentals (consonants and vowels) as suprasegmentals (stress, rhythm,
intonation) are frequently viewed as difficult to teach (Breitkreutz et al., 2001; Foote et
al., 2016; Wahid & Sulong, 2013).
These findings are somewhat surprising as experts argue for a balance between
segmentals and suprasegmentals in contemporary pronunciation instruction (Grant,
2014a), and various research has shown that teaching segmentals and/or
12

The terms ‘teaching’ and ‘instruction’, as well as ‘teacher’ and ‘instructor’ are used interchangeably in
this study.
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suprasegmentals can result in noteworthy improvement of L2 learners’ pronunciation
(Couper, 2003; Derwing et al., 1998; Hahn, 2004; K. Saito & Lyster, 2012; Varasarin,
2007). Nevertheless, teachers’ challenges are understandable, given that relatively few
TESOL programs include subjects on pronunciation pedagogy (Foote et al., 2011). To
improve pronunciation practices, therefore, experts are stressing a need for increased
educational opportunities for L2 instructors (J. Murphy, 2014b). However, as minimal
research exists in this particular context, little is known about how teachers are equipped
to teach pronunciation and what factors impact the development of SLTC – defined here
as teachers’ beliefs, thoughts, attitudes and knowledge (S. Borg, 2006) – about
pronunciation pedagogy.
In one of the few studies of the cognition development of L2 pronunciation
instructors, Baker (Baker, 2011b) explored the development and relationship between
cognitions held by five experienced English language teachers and their actual
pronunciation teaching practices. Her work established that postgraduate education can
have a substantial influence on SLTC about pronunciation pedagogy. However, the
practitioners’ cognition change was reported several years after their studies were
completed and does not show us how cognition develops in the context of pronunciation
teacher preparation. Hence, the present research involves a close analysis of student
teachers’ cognition growth during a postgraduate subject in order to provide
recommendations for enhancing the preparation of pronunciation instructors and for
pronunciation teaching in L2 classrooms.

3.3 Second Language Teacher Education and Student Teacher Cognition
With the global expansion of the English language, the importance of and
demand for SLTE has increased worldwide (Burns & J. C. Richards, 2009a).
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Nonetheless, research conducted in SLTE programs has generated inconclusive findings
in terms of the impact teacher preparation has on the cognition of prospective teachers.
Some studies show that, contrary to the aims of SLTE promoting cognition growth and
teacher-learning (J. C. Richards, 2008), student teachers’ cognition may change little
over the duration of a program because pre-existing beliefs and knowledge are often
resistant to change (M. Borg, 2005; Peacock, 2001; Urmston, 2003). Other research,
however, provides evidence that education can facilitate change in student teachers’
beliefs and knowledge (Farrell, 2009; Johnson, 1994; Wyatt, 2009; Wyatt & S. Borg,
2011). Busch’s (2010) research, for example, shows that course content and the
inclusion of experiential activities (e.g., tutoring L2 learners) are factors that positively
affect the cognition development of student teachers. Additionally, Kurihara and
Samimy (2007) found that an in-service program offered in North America had positive
effects on the beliefs and practices of eight Japanese teachers of English in that the
program fostered participants’ awareness of teaching communicatively and, at the same
time, assisted them in gaining confidence in their teaching practices.
Overall, SLTE and its impact on SLTC appears to be a complicated and
multifaceted research area. The ambivalence of research findings can be attributed to
the complexity of researching teachers’ mental lives, and the experiences, objectives
and well-established and often conflicting beliefs that student teachers bring to a
program (S. Borg, 2006). Evidence also exists that prior L2 learning and early teaching
experiences are powerful factors that often facilitate or limit the amount of content (e.g.,
knowledge of pronunciation and teaching practices) learned during educational
programs (Baker, 2011b). An additional aspect worth mentioning is that although
teacher preparation may result in initial behavioural changes, such as the adoption of
particular teaching techniques, changes in beliefs and views about teaching might only
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occur to a limited extent because of the powerful influences that program requirements
(e.g., standards and assessment) typically exert on student teachers (S. Borg, 2009;
Gutierrez Almarza, 1996).

3.4 Significance of Study
Given the somewhat inconclusive and inconsistent evidence available on the
impact of SLTE on student teacher cognition, this study will be of relevance to L2
teacher educators, and, at the same time, make an important and timely contribution to a
growing body of literature on SLTC.13 As discussed above, an important limitation of
previous work is that only minimal knowledge exists about the preparation of
pronunciation instructors and how their cognition develops. Hence, by addressing this
research gap, the study should yield valuable insights into the development and
potential change of postgraduate students’ beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation
pedagogy and its goal. This in turn should assist L2 teacher educators in equipping
future teachers with skills and knowledge necessary to teach pronunciation effectively.
The findings should also affirm as to whether Murphy’s (2014b) proposition of making
more opportunities available to prepare L2 instructors to teach English pronunciation is
justified. Therefore, the research questions to be explored in this paper are as follows:
 To what degree, if any, does a postgraduate subject on L2 pronunciation pedagogy
have an impact on the development of student teacher cognition about pronunciation
instruction?
 To what extent does the subject have an impact on student teachers’ attitude towards
the goal of pronunciation instruction?
 What factors facilitate this impact?
13

The study is part of the author’s doctoral research exploring postgraduate student teachers’ cognition
development.
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3.5 Methodology
3.5.1 Participants
The group of 15 participants in the study consisted of six Japanese, four
Australian, three Hong Kong Chinese, one Pakistani and one Iranian student teacher.
Seven had some teaching experience and only five of these seven teachers had
experience teaching pronunciation, but all of them were either native speakers or highly
proficient in English. Table 6 provides an overview of the participants’ demographic
details.

Table 6
Background of Participants
Participant
(pseudonym)

Gender;
Age Range

First
Language

Koki
Hiro
Mai
Aoi
Mio
Ken
Rio
Hayley

M; 20-25
M; 20-25
F; 31-35
F; 26-30
F; 41-45
M; 36-40
M; 26-30
F; 20-25

Japanese
Japanese
Japanese
Japanese
Japanese
Japanese
Persian
Cantonese

Mark

M; 20-25

Cantonese

Kirsten

F; 20-25

Cantonese

Grace
Charlotte
Alizeh

F; 20-25
F; 20-25
F; 31-35

Lucy

F; 46-50

Georgia

F; 56-60

English
English
English,
Urdu
English,
Dutch
English

Second
Language
Studied (Years)

Pronunciation Teaching
Experience; Type of Teaching
Experience (Years)

English (10)
English (10)
English (10)
English (15)
English (10)
English (10)
English (7)
English (since
kindergarten)
English (since
kindergarten)
English (since
kindergarten)
Indonesian (1)
Spanish (2)
Italian (since age
11)
German (since
high school)
French (4)

No teaching experience
No teaching experience
No; high school in Japan (6)
Yes; high school in Japan (5)
Yes; high school in Japan (6)
Yes; high school in Japan (14)
Yes; tertiary level in Iran (8)
No teaching experience
No teaching experience
No teaching experience
No teaching experience
No teaching experience
No teaching experience
No; high school and primary
school in Australia (20)
Yes; tertiary level in Australia
(15-20) and primary school in
Australia (2)

Notes: M = male; F = female
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3.5.2 Pronunciation Subject
A 13-week postgraduate subject on pronunciation pedagogy served as the
research site. As Table 7 shows, the subject consisted of weekly topics covering a range
of areas of English pronunciation. Each lesson began with a theoretical session in which
the lecturer covered the weekly topic in depth. The second part of the lesson was
typically dedicated to pedagogical applications of some of the newly learned theoretical
principles. These pedagogical sessions often encompassed a strong focus on having the
student teachers personally experience some of the pronunciation teaching techniques.
The last part of the lesson was typically spent on analysing speech samples to help
teacher candidates improve their overall phonological awareness.
Although the overarching aim was for student teachers to learn about the most
prominent areas of contemporary pronunciation pedagogy depicted in Table 7, one of
the distinct objectives of the subject was to help students obtain an appreciation of the
existence of different English varieties and accents (EVA), along with the view that the
goal for pronunciation teaching should be to accommodate such variety. An important
component of increasing student teachers’ awareness and appreciation of EVA was the
inclusion of Kachru’s (1985) concept of inner, outer and expanding circles to reflect the
use of World Englishes. However, instead of allocating a separate module covering the
goals of pronunciation instruction and EVA, throughout the semester the lecturer
advocated the value of incorporating EVA in L2 classrooms, and regular discussion
sessions were held in which students were able to share and reflect on EVA-related
issues and subsequent implications for L2 teaching. Overall, the subject comprised a
collaborative approach to learning how to teach pronunciation.
In regards to required readings and assessment components, Teaching
pronunciation: A course book and reference guide (Celce-Murcia et al., 2010) was
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featured as the core text, and three assessment tasks were implemented in the subject.
For the first task the students had to provide an overview of pronunciation practices
commonly used in their home country; the second task was an in-class quiz focusing on
technical aspects of English; and the third task consisted of a linguistic analysis of an L2
learner speech sample including subsequent recommendations for how to address the
learner’s pronunciation needs.

Table 7
Overview of Pronunciation Subject
Week

Topic

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Overview of pronunciation instruction
Teaching pronunciation through multimodalities
Vowels (1)
Vowels (2)
Syllables, word stress and phrasal stress
Tone units, sentence stress and rhythm
Intonation
Consonants (1)
Consonants (2) and connected speech
Teaching techniques
Fluency development and integrating pronunciation
into the curriculum
Pronunciation and spelling
Presentations

12
13

Assignments

Task 1 due

Task 2: In-class quiz

Task 3 due

3.5.3 Role of the Researcher
The researcher did not teach or participate in any of the lessons in order to
remain unobtrusive and to carefully observe the study participants (Creswell, 2013).
Additionally, at the beginning of the semester, it was clearly communicated to everyone
that the researcher was not involved in any of the assessment in the subject. This was
discussed explicitly in the hope to establish good rapport with the participants and, at
the same time, gain their trust so that they might share their perspectives, thoughts,
ideas, beliefs and concerns freely (Merriam, 1998).
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3.5.4 Research Design and Data Analysis
The study featured a case study design. Since questionnaires on their own
generally provide insufficient data for studies investigating SLTC (S. Borg, 2006),
several instruments were used and the data triangulated: (1) a questionnaire – consisting
of multiple-choice and open-ended items – the lecturer of the subject distributed at the
beginning of the semester to collect information; (2) four focus groups, with each group
consisting of 3-5 participants and meeting three times (weeks 5, 9, and 12) during the
semester; (3) weekly classroom observations of the 3-hour lecture; (4) a second
questionnaire – consisting of only the multiple choice items of the first questionnaire –
administered at the end of the semester; and (5) a 30 to 45 minute semi-structured
interview with seven participants. Purposeful sampling was applied to obtain the
perspective of seven of the 15 participants on particular themes that were identified
during the semester. The observations were videotaped, while the focus groups and
semi-structured interviews were audio recorded with a digital voice recorder. Upon
completion of the semester, all of the qualitative data were transcribed verbatim. Using
NVivo 10, themes were coded according to a set of pre-existing codes that Baker
(2011c) developed in her doctoral research examining SLTC and pronunciation
pedagogy. As new themes were discovered, the set of codes was expanded, grouped
into categories and then arranged into conceptual displays to make the qualitative data
more manageable (R. Ellis & Barkhuizen, 2005; Miles & Huberman, 1994).
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3.6 Findings and Discussion
3.6.1 Impact of Pronunciation Subject on Student Teachers’ Cognition
Development
The focus group, observation and interview data collected in this study clearly
demonstrated that the subject had a substantial impact on the participants’ cognition
development. Yet, the degree of cognition change the participants reported varied
noticeably. A statement from one of the participants, Lucy, for example, encapsulated
the overall effect the subject had on her cognition about pronunciation instruction: “I
think [pronunciation is] very important and I’ve gone completely from the beginning of
the course thinking, what’s this about? I don’t understand this! Is this really important?
To, I think this actually really is quite critical” (FI).14 Taking the subject allowed Lucy
to realize the critical importance of pronunciation in language teaching. Inevitably, the
impact on learning about pronunciation may have been reinforced because of her
limited knowledge about the topic prior to commencing the semester. During an in-class
discussion held in week 11, Rio echoed Lucy’s sentiment about not knowing much
about pronunciation before the start of the subject:
…before having this class with you, I didn’t know this much about intonation.
Yeah, I know you got intonation, rising, falling, that’s it, and what is the stress,
just this, but about prominence and other things I didn’t know. Now that I just
come here I learn more things. The things that I was teaching [my students] was
something like this, but unconsciously. I was just teaching them but I didn’t know
that what I’m teaching them. After passing this course, now I’m aware to different
specific details about pronunciation and we can control it. (OW11)
As can be gleaned from Rio’s quote, he had gained experience teaching pronunciation
14

The following annotation system is used for quoting participants: FI = final interview; FG1-3 = focus
group 1, interview 3; OW11 = observation/week 11.
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in his home country, even though he possessed limited understanding of how to teach it.
His awareness of pronunciation, however, increased over the course of the semester. In
fact, enabling participants to gain new perspectives on a variety of issues related to
pronunciation teaching seems to have been one of the most prominent outcomes of the
subject. When asked about the most valuable part of the semester, Aoi explained that
her perception of English varieties had changed as a result of taking the subject:
For me, getting new perspectives on pronunciation is the most valuable thing
because I think I mentioned it before, but when I was in Japan, American or
British English was the role model for us and most of the students and most of the
Japanese English teachers think so. So, they never think about the variation of
Englishes…but when I came here I realized we don’t need to speak like native
speakers…and we don’t be ashamed of my very Japanese accented English…and,
fortunately, we have many classmates from other countries so communicating is
enough, even [if] some part, some pronunciation is not so perfect. So, this is the
most valuable thing for me. My perspective changed dramatically. (FG2-3)
Attaining a new perspective on English varieties and, at the same time, coming to
realize that her own pronunciation does not need to be native-like in order to
communicate with her fellow student teachers reflects the impact the subject had on
Aoi’s cognition, and quite possibly on her self-perception of being a legitimate English
speaker. A similar change in perspective was also expressed by Grace when she talked
about the benefits of meeting postgraduate students with different cultural and linguistic
backgrounds:
It kind of changed my views, yeah, because I didn’t really know much about this
topic (i.e., English varieties) or anything. So, it did definitely change my opinion
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on everything. Well not everything, I did have a good opinion but it just changed
my opinion on what should be taught and how things should be taught… (FI)
Studying alongside student teachers from different countries allowed Grace to
experience different English accents and varieties, a process which shaped and changed
her views and understanding of pronunciation pedagogy and its goals. The influence
these social interactions had on student teachers’ cognition is discussed in more detail in
the subsequent section. Nonetheless, the statements included above clearly show that
the subject did indeed have a powerful impact on these postgraduate students’ SLTC
development. Hence, the study provides evidence that preparing pronunciation
instructors is not only important (J. Murphy, 2014b) but also effective in terms of
developing student teachers’ beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation instruction.

3.6.2 Attitude of Student Teachers towards the Goal of Pronunciation Instruction
The second part of this study focused on the impact of the subject on
participants’ attitude towards the goal of pronunciation teaching, and on factors that
facilitated this impact. An analysis of the two questionnaires revealed that student
teachers’ perception of the goal of pronunciation instruction changed over the course of
the semester.15 As is evident in the third column of Table 8, in the first questionnaire
38.4 percent of participants indicated that ‘maybe’ the goal of pronunciation teaching
was the elimination of an accent, whereas in the second questionnaire participants’
beliefs shifted to either agreeing or disagreeing with no one selecting the ‘maybe’

15

It is important to note that two participants were excluded from the questionnaire analysis because they
did not complete the second questionnaire.
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category, indicating that participants’ cognition about this matter had solidified at the
end of the semester.16
Columns one and two of Table 8 provide a potential explanation for the change
in participants’ thinking. Based on the second questionnaire, it appears that, although
several participants still had their doubts about non-native English varieties, as a result
of taking the pronunciation subject, some of them began to question the legitimacy of a
native-speaker model and started to see the value of English varieties used in outer
circle (e.g., Englishes spoken in Nigeria, Singapore or India) and expanding circle (e.g.,
Englishes used in Japan, Russia or Vietnam) contexts (Kachru, 1985). This emerging
perspective most likely affected some of the participants’ perceptions of the pedagogical
goal of pronunciation instruction.17 Hiro’s comment made towards the end of the
semester, for example, lends support to this proposition in that he expressed concerns
about teaching a native model of English pronunciation to Japanese students:
But if we emphasise too much like native model maybe [the students] become
unwilling to speak because [they think] ‘oh, very Japanese sound’ so it’s kind of
risky to focus on the perfect model too much. They will hesitate to pronounce…
(FG1-3)

16

Although Aoi reported gaining a new appreciation of English varieties (see first section of findings), in
the second questionnaire she agreed with the goal of pronunciation instruction being accent elimination
(hence the shift to 15.4 percent in Q2). This inconsistency supports previous research showing that
cognition change is often a complex process (M. Borg, 2005; Phipps, 2007).
17
It should be noted that the two questions about non-native English varieties asked about L2 learners’
listening preferences and not about student teachers’ actual goal for pronunciation teaching and learning.
Hence, it is possible that other factors contributed to participants’ perception of accent elimination not
being the objective of pronunciation instruction.
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Table 8
Areas of Impact
L2 learners prefer to
listen to outer circle
English varieties
Q1

L2 learners prefer to
listen to expanding
circle English varieties

Q2

Q1

Q2

Goal of pronunciation
teaching is accent
elimination
Q1

Q2

7.7% (1)

15.4% (2)

Strongly agree /
agree

7.7% (1)

Maybe

23.1% (3)

53.9% (7)

15.4% (2)

53.9% (7)

38.4% (5)

Strongly
disagree /
disagree

69.2% (9)

46.1% (6)

76.9% (10)

46.1% (6)

53.9% (7)

7.7% (1)

84.6% (11)

Notes: Raw figures (number of participant responses) are in parentheses; Q1 =
questionnaire 1; Q2 = questionnaire 2

It is worth noting that, as Table 9 shows, NS and NNS perceptions about outer and
expanding circle English varieties changed. More specifically, although the NS category
included one shift from agreeing with non-native Englishes to “maybe” (see both NS
Q1 columns), overall, NS and NNS beliefs slightly shifted from disagreeing to
beginning to see some value (i.e., “maybe”) in outer and expanding circle English
varieties (see NS and NNS Q2 columns).

Table 9
NS and NNS Perception of Outer and Expanding Circle English Varieties
L2 learners prefer to listen to outer
circle English varieties
NS
Q1

L2 learners prefer to listen to
expanding circle English varieties

NNS
Q2

Q1

NS
Q2

Strongly agree /
agree

25%
(1)

Maybe

25%
(1)

75%
(3)

22.2%
(2)

44.4%
(4)

Strongly
disagree /
disagree

50%
(2)

25%
(1)

77.8%
(7)

55.6%
(5)

Q1

NNS
Q2

Q1

Q2

100%
(4)

22.2%
(2)

33.3%
(3)

77.8%
(7)

66.7%
(6)

25%
(1)

75%
(3)

Notes: Raw figures (number of participant responses) are in parentheses; NS = native
English speaker; NNS = non-native English speaker
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This positive shift in cognition of NSs and NNSs is particularly intriguing in light of
Murray (2003) which suggested that NSs tend to be more accepting of non-native
English varieties than NNSs, as findings generated by the present study suggest that
participants’ attitudes can be influenced by instruction, regardless of their first language
(L1).
The next question then must be asked as to why the pronunciation subject had an
influence on participants’ perception of EVA, especially since the subject did not
contain a specific module dealing with this particular issue. The fact that accent is
central to our identity (Goodwin, 2014; Jenkins, 2007) may provide a plausible
explanation. In other words, taking a pronunciation subject that included content on
English varieties and different accents may have allowed at least some of the
participants to experience a sense of belonging and self-worth, and therefore their
perception changed towards accepting non-native varieties of English. However, an
examination of the qualitative data revealed an alternative perspective. Figure 1, derived
from focus group, observation and interview data, shows that group work/discussions
and accent comparison stimulated the participants’ awareness of EVA. Because these
factors were intricately intertwined in that they encompassed characteristics of EVA,
group work/discussions and comparisons of the lecturer’s and participants’ accents
increased student teachers’ awareness of EVA, which then led to a change in beliefs
about the goal of pronunciation instruction.
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Goal of pronunciation
instruction is not accent
elimination

Effective pronunciation
teaching?

Increased awareness of English
varieties and accents

Comparisons of
lecturer's and
participants'
accents

Group work /
discussions

Figure 1. Factors stimulating awareness of EVA.
As depicted in Figure 1, the lecturer’s use of group work seemed to have played
an important role in facilitating participants’ awareness of EVA. Because the class
consisted of student teachers from several different countries, the lecturer provided
students with frequent opportunities to construct knowledge collaboratively, and, at the
same time, receive ample exposure to various Englishes and accents, a process that
evidently fostered EVA awareness. Ken, for example, expressed his appreciation about
having classmates from different countries because it allowed him to experience
different accents: “Yeah, lots of international students in the class and they have, even
native speakers, they have their own accent and that one is a good experience for me”
(FG2-3). Besides group work, regular discussions and comparisons of accents appeared
to have been a pivotal factor in facilitating participants’ awareness of EVA. On many
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occasions throughout the semester, the lecturer would ask the Australian students to
pronounce certain words, or the NNSs to enunciate words typically pronounced by L2
learners of their native language. At other times, the lecturer would use her Canadian
accent and compare it with Australian English, American English and several nonnative English varieties. All of this exposure – in conjunction with group work with
students from diverse countries – allowed the class to draw comparisons between native
and non-native English varieties, a procedure that enabled many of the participants to
become increasingly aware of EVA. Importantly, this newly gained awareness appears
to have then contributed to a change in most of the student teachers’ beliefs about the
goal of pronunciation instruction not being accent elimination.

3.7 Implications for L2 Instructor Preparation and L2 Teaching
The findings of this study have important implications for teacher educators
preparing L2 teachers. First and foremost, given that increased awareness of EVA likely
facilitated a change in some of the participants’ perception about the goal of
pronunciation instruction, teacher educators should consider the powerful influence
EVA can have on their student teachers’ cognition and therefore follow Celce-Murcia’s
(2014) and J. Murphy’s (2014a) recommendation of raising prospective teachers’
cognisance of the reality that English consists of many native and non-native varieties.
As the findings showed, this could be achieved by incorporating collaborative tasks,
such as using group work and explicit discussion sessions, requiring student teachers to
reflect on accent-related issues. The notion of English as a lingua franca (ELF) (Jenkins,
2007) could also be incorporated into education contexts. ELF is not “a single lingua
franca norm to which all users should conform” (Jenkins, 2007, p. 19), and it promotes
mutual intelligibility between interlocutors of different first languages; hence, utilizing
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the concept would not only provide opportunities to nurture future teachers’ sensitivity
to EVA, but most likely heighten their awareness and appreciation of the fact that
attaining a native-like accent is an unrealistic and even unfair goal for most L2 learners
(J. Murphy, 2014a). Not having to strive for something unrealistic may then help L2
teachers address their students’ pronunciation-related needs. At the same time, it might
reduce the pressure on prospective L2 teachers, which could be particularly liberating
for non-native teachers lacking confidence in their ability to teach English (Butler,
2007; Kourieos, 2014).
Whether a newly gained perspective on the goal of pronunciation instruction and
an increased appreciation of EVA will lead to effective pronunciation teaching (see
Figure 1 above) is at this point, of course, speculative and subject to further research.
The study, however, provided promising evidence that the preparation of pronunciation
teachers can result in positive cognition development, while including and embracing
the rich diversity of EVA in a postgraduate subject on pronunciation pedagogy is likely
to contribute to student teachers being well-informed and equipped effectively;
outcomes that may pave the way to improved pronunciation teaching practices in L2
classrooms.
Consequently, the study findings also have important implications for L2
instructors teaching pronunciation in their classrooms. The fact that participants became
more accepting of non-native English accents/varieties during the subject suggests that
the inclusion of EVA might not be as problematic as L2 teachers without such
preparation may think it is. The findings, therefore, corroborate Murphy’s (2014a)
proposition that non-native accents should be included in L2 learning contexts.18 This
would likely facilitate L2 teachers’ understanding that having an accent does not
18

Murphy (2014a) provides an excellent overview of tasks that L2 teachers may utilize to work with nonnative speech samples.
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automatically mean for a speaker to be unintelligible (i.e., not possible to understand)
(Munro & Derwing, 1995); instead, intelligible speech needs to be the target to which
L2 learners should aspire so they can make themselves understood in English more
easily (Couper, 2006). Focusing on non-native accents as aspirational models in L2
classrooms may also hold the advantage of learners not needing to feel pressured into
attaining native-like pronunciation. As research has demonstrated, some L2 learners
may, in fact, be unwilling to strive for a native model in the fear of facing social
pressure because of their ethnic group affiliation (Gatbonton, Trofimovich, & Magid,
2005).
When working with English accents, L2 teachers need to understand that accents
are often connected to a speaker’s identity in complex, social and psychological means
(Goodwin, 2014). Thus, when teaching in contexts where English is spoken as an L1
(e.g., in Australia, Canada, UK, USA, New Zealand), L2 instructors should embrace
diverse accents and focus on intelligible pronunciation in their classrooms in order to
help learners avoid suffering social consequences and potential discrimination due to
their accents (Derwing & Munro, 2014; Munro, 2003). Emphasizing intelligibility over
native-like pronunciation would, at the same time, disempower the unrealistic and often
socio-political notion of accent elimination (or reduction) being the solution to solving
L2 students’ pronunciation challenges (Breitkreutz et al., 2001; Thomson, 2014). The
study’s implications for L2 instructors are, therefore, inevitably connected to
implications for preparing instructors to teach English pronunciation in their
classrooms, providing an even stronger argument for the importance and inclusion of a
pronunciation pedagogy subject in TESOL programs.
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3.8 Concluding Remarks
The study showed that the pronunciation subject had an impact on student
teacher cognition; nonetheless, the change in cognition reported in this paper might
have been a reflection of the particular constellation of participants in the study. Since
more NNSs than NSs took part in the research, and most of the participants had
experience with learning an L2 and had been exposed to different accents in the past,
this group of participants may have been particularly receptive to learning about
accents. Therefore, more research is needed to better understand how pronunciation
teachers are prepared and how their cognition develops during a subject on
pronunciation pedagogy. Also, even though the present study indicated that the
perception of NSs and NNSs changed towards the usefulness of non-native English
varieties in L2 classrooms, future research needs to be conducted to examine whether
differences exist between NS and NNS cognition development. Findings derived from
this kind of research would most likely reveal new perspectives that would contribute to
effective pronunciation teacher preparation. Nevertheless, this present research makes
an important contribution to the fields of SLTE and SLTC in that it provides some
valuable insights into the cognition development of postgraduate student teachers
learning to teach pronunciation. Given the positive cognition transformation several of
the participants experienced over the course of the pronunciation subject, this study not
only lends support to Murphy’s (2014b) claim that preparing pronunciation instructors
can be effective, but it provides compelling evidence that the preparation of
pronunciation teachers should be given a more central role in SLTE.
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FOREWORD TO STUDY 2

The first study demonstrated that the subject had an impact on the cognition
development of postgraduate students’ cognition about pronunciation instruction. More
specifically, the subject facilitated an increase in participants’ awareness about English
varieties and accents, which led to a change in student teachers’ beliefs about the goal of
pronunciation instruction. Contrary to previous research suggesting that NSs are more
tolerant towards non-native varieties of English than NNSs are (H. Murray, 2003), the
study revealed that the subject facilitated a change in NSs and NNSs’ perception
towards non-native varieties. These findings were intriguing; yet, they provided
somewhat limited insights into whether there was a difference between native and nonnative student teacher cognition. The aim of the second paper was, therefore, to provide
an in-depth analysis and comparison of the development of native and non-native
student teacher cognition about pronunciation pedagogy. Examining and comparing the
cognition development of NSs and NNSs was important in order to shed further light on
student teachers’ learning to teach pronunciation, and, subsequently, to make additional
recommendations relevant to improving pronunciation teacher preparation.
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CHAPTER 4 – STUDY 2: STUDENT TEACHERS’ COGNITION ABOUT L2
PRONUNCIATION INSTRUCTION: A CASE STUDY

4.1 Abstract
In view of the minimal attention pronunciation teacher preparation has received in L2
teacher education, this study examined the cognition (i.e., beliefs, thoughts, attitudes
and knowledge) development of 15 student teachers during a postgraduate subject on
pronunciation pedagogy offered at an Australian tertiary institution. Findings revealed
that, as a result of taking the subject, student teachers’ cognition shifted from teaching
individual sounds (i.e., segmentals) to favouring a more balanced approach to
pronunciation instruction. That is, teaching the melody of the English language (i.e.,
suprasegmentals) was seen as important as teaching segmentals. Non-native speakers’
self-perceived pronunciation improvement, an increase in their awareness of their
spoken English, and native/non-native collaboration played critical roles in facilitating
participants’ cognition growth. The findings also showed that cognition development is
a complex process. The paper concludes with recommendations for preparing L2
teachers to teach English pronunciation in their classroom contexts.

4.2 Key Words
Second language teacher education, pronunciation, teacher cognition, language
awareness, non-native English-speaking teachers

4.3 Introduction
Due to the rapid expansion of English as an international language (Jenkins,
2000), requiring NNSs to communicate with other NNSs and NSs alike, the demand for
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competent L2 instructors has grown exponentially in the past two decades (Wright,
2010). This growth has led to the increase in importance of SLTE and consequently the
L2 teacher is now commonly viewed as a learner who is situated in a particular context
and affected by various external factors (Burns & J. C. Richards, 2009a). Given the
emphasis that is placed on effective SLTE, it is surprising that the preparation of
pronunciation instructors represents a minor role in educating L2 teachers, and that
relatively little is known about how pronunciation teachers are prepared (Baker & J.
Murphy, 2011; J. Murphy, 2014b). While this lack of attention is most likely a
reflection of L2 instructors finding pronunciation difficult to teach (Foote et al., 2011;
Macdonald, 2002; Setter & Jenkins, 2005), it is problematic because clear pronunciation
is considered to be essential for successful oral communication by many L2 teaching
experts (Celce-Murcia et al., 2010).
Positioned in this particular context, the aim of the current study is to explore the
preparation of pronunciation instructors in order to foreground this important, yet
neglected area of SLTE. Drawing on the construct of SLTC – encompassing beliefs,
thoughts, attitudes and knowledge (S. Borg, 2006) – the study investigates the
development of student teachers’ cognition about pronunciation instruction. Research
has demonstrated that examining teacher cognition is crucial to more fully understand
the nexus between teachers’ mental lives and their practices (Barnard & Burns, 2012; S.
Borg, 2006). Baker (2011b), for example, showed that postgraduate education can have
a positive effect on experienced L2 teachers’ cognition and their pronunciation teaching
practices. As Baker’s research was conducted (possibly several years) after the
instructors’ completion of their postgraduate work, it is unknown as to how their beliefs
and knowledge about pronunciation pedagogy developed during their studies. To
identify and determine the critical links between postgraduate education and critical
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moments in their education where cognition development may be initiated or
experienced further growth, the present study encompasses an in-depth examination of
native and non-native English-speaking student teacher’s cognition development during
a postgraduate subject on pronunciation pedagogy.19 The study will, therefore, yield
new insights into the process of prospective L2 instructors learning to teach
pronunciation with subsequent findings having important implications for effective
pronunciation teacher preparation.

4.4 Second Language Teacher Education and Pronunciation Pedagogy
Contemporary SLTE now encapsulates a strong emphasis on teacher candidates
learning to teach (Wright, 2010); yet, a dominant theme in the literature on L2
pronunciation pedagogy is that many L2 instructors lack confidence and find
pronunciation challenging – if not the most challenging element of a language (Setter &
Jenkins, 2005) – to teach (Baker, 2011a; Macdonald, 2002). This is problematic
because pronunciation is considered to be an important area of L2 learning (CelceMurcia et al., 2010) with intelligibility being regarded as the instructional target instead
of native-like pronunciation (Derwing & Munro, 2005; Munro & Derwing, 2015). In
fact, pronunciation research has shown that having an accent does not impede
intelligibility (Munro & Derwing, 1995), and therefore mutual understanding through
intelligible speech should be the aspirational model in the L2 classroom (Couper, 2006).
In order to achieve L2 learner intelligibility, experts advocate a balanced approach to
pronunciation instruction that includes the teaching of individual sounds (vowels and
consonants) and prosodic elements such as stress, rhythm and intonation (Grant, 2014a).
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Because of the negative connotation the term non-native speaker often encapsulates, the notion of
multilingual or multicompetent user is used in contemporary literature (Kamhi-Stein, 2013). However,
due to the study’s objective of attempting to identify differences in cognition development, the more
traditional distinction between native and non-native speakers is maintained throughout this paper.
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Nonetheless, given the difficulties most L2 instructors have with teaching
pronunciation, specialists believe that pronunciation pedagogy courses should feature a
more prominent role in TESOL programs in order to better prepare instructors to teach
English pronunciation effectively (Burgess & Spencer, 2000; J. Murphy, 2014b). The
call for more educational opportunities is justified by studies showing that L2 teachers
generally do not possess adequate training in pronunciation instruction and that they
often desire additional professional development opportunities in this area (Breitkreutz
et al., 2001; Burgess & Spencer, 2000; Foote et al., 2011). Research conducted in
teacher education contexts provides further support for this need to incorporate
pronunciation into L2 teacher preparation programs. Golombek and Jordan (2005), for
example, demonstrated how the use of professional literature on challenging the NS
myth (i.e., the assumption that only NSs are effective L2 teachers) in a postgraduate
pronunciation pedagogy subject assisted two NNESTs in their identity transformation as
being legitimate English speakers and teachers. In addition, in Burri’s (2015a) study, a
pronunciation subject had a positive impact on the development of teacher candidates’
cognition, particularly on their perception about English accents and their beliefs about
the pedagogical goal of pronunciation teaching. Similarly, Baker’s (2011c) work
revealed that postgraduate education can be beneficial to L2 instructors’ knowledge
growth and their ability to teach pronunciation. According to Murphy (2014b, p. 196),
however,
there is little evidence concerning even the more general topics and experiential
activities featured through coursework in MA TESOL and TESOL Certificate
programs. This seems to be one of the more glaring gaps in the research literatures
tied to the professional development of ESL/EFL classroom teachers.
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In short, for more than a decade scholars have advocated increased empirical research
into pronunciation teacher education; yet, this call has been inadequately addressed.
Hence, the study discussed in this paper aims at providing an in-depth examination of
how L2 instructors learn to teach pronunciation. To achieve this, the development of
student teachers’ beliefs, attitudes and knowledge about pronunciation instruction is
explored during a 13-week postgraduate subject on pronunciation pedagogy.

4.5 The Development of Second Language Teacher Cognition about Pronunciation
Pedagogy
SLTC, defined as L2 instructors’ beliefs, perceptions, attitudes and knowledge
about the subject matter, has attracted considerable attention and research in the past
two decades (S. Borg, 2012). As Borg (2006) argues, the rapid growth of SLTC can be
attributed to a desire to attain a holistic picture of L2 teaching, which requires greater
understanding of and research into teachers’ mental lives and knowledge (i.e.,
cognition). Subsequently, a great number of studies conducted in a wide variety of L2
teaching contexts have emerged. These studies have focused mainly on L2 instructors’
cognition about grammar, reading and writing, highlighting the richness and complexity
of L2 teaching and the many factors that are typically involved in L2 teaching (for
comprehensive overviews of these studies see Barnard & Burns, 2012; S. Borg, 2006).
However, even though pronunciation is considered to be an essential element for
effective oral communication (Celce-Murcia et al., 2010), pronunciation has received
relatively minimal attention in SLTC research (Baker & J. Murphy, 2011; S. Borg,
2006). The few studies that have explored pronunciation issues have generally focused
on teachers’ beliefs about pronunciation instruction (Baker, 2011a; Burns, 2006;
Macdonald, 2002), and the relationship between SLTC and pronunciation teaching
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practices (Baker, 2014). Somewhat astonishing, considering that approximately 80% of
English teachers in the world speak an L1 other than English (Braine, 2010), only
limited research has been conducted on NNESTs’ cognition about pronunciation
pedagogy. Wahid and Sulong (2013), for instance, demonstrated that some NNESTs
consider NSs to be better pronunciation teachers, while Jenkins (2005) and Sifakis and
Sougari (2005) found that most NNESTs tend to favor a NS accent as the appropriate
model for teaching pronunciation. Nevertheless, Murphy (2014b) claims that, in spite of
often being reluctant to teach pronunciation possibly due to insecurity “about the quality
of their own pronunciation” (p. 205), NNESTs can in fact be effective pronunciation
teachers. Murphy posits that the strength of NNESTs is that they have gone through the
process of learning the English sound system themselves and therefore have the ability
to empathize with L2 learners’ challenges of acquiring English pronunciation. Murphy’s
opinion resonates with recent work on NNEST issues suggesting that speaking English
as an additional language does not entail a pedagogical disadvantage, but rather the
opposite (Braine, 2010; Ma, 2012; Mahboob, 2010).
While these studies have made valuable contributions to the field of
pronunciation instruction, what is missing from the literature is a crucial focus on the
development of SLTC about pronunciation pedagogy. Researching this development is
not only important to better understand how teachers’ knowledge and beliefs develop,
but it could provide us with a better understanding of why L2 instructors find
pronunciation challenging to teach. Baker (2011b) seems to be one of the few studies
examining how the cognition of pronunciation teachers advanced over time and how
this progress related to their teaching practices. As mentioned earlier, Baker’s research
also demonstrated that a subject on pronunciation pedagogy had a positive impact on
five experienced teachers’ beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation instruction. Yet,
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her work examined the cognition development of instructors several years after it had
taken place, thus revealing some uncertainty about cognition growth during a SLTE
context. The present study, therefore, builds on Baker’s work in that it explores the
development of native and non-native student teachers’ cognition as it takes place
during a postgraduate subject on pronunciation pedagogy. Exploring the development of
NNS cognition and comparing it with the process experienced by NS student teachers
should provide invaluable insights into how student teachers learn to teach
pronunciation. This research focus is particularly relevant in view of the increasing
influx of non-native student teachers in Western-based TESOL programs (Carrier,
2003). Consequently, newly gained understanding obtained through this study will
allow for recommendations to be made that could be used to improve the preparation of
pronunciation instructors irrespective of their L1. It is important to note, however, that
the objective of comparing NNS and NS cognition development is not to identify
elements that favor a particular group, but rather to improve the preparation of all
pronunciation teachers (J. Murphy, 2014b). Accordingly, derived from the literature and
research discussed above, the study is guided by the following research questions:
 How does NNS and NS student teacher cognition about L2 pronunciation instruction
develop during a postgraduate subject on pronunciation pedagogy?
 To what extent does the development of cognition about L2 pronunciation instruction
differ between NNS and NS student teachers?
 What factors contribute to or restrict the development of NNS and NS student
teacher cognition about L2 pronunciation instruction?
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4.6 Theoretical Framework
This study is underpinned by the notion that L2 teachers need to be
knowledgeable about pronunciation pedagogy to teach it effectively (J. Murphy,
2014b), particularly since research has shown that L2 instructors tend to possess limited
knowledge about pronunciation instruction and the English sound system (i.e.,
phonology) (Baker, 2011c). The knowledge base is expected to be acquired in SLTE
programs, and it comprises student teachers learning about segmentals (individual
sounds such as consonants and vowels), their articulatory features (i.e., how these
sounds are pronounced), sound-spelling correspondence and suprasegmentals.
Suprasegmentals, also called prosody, include stress, rhythm, thought groups, connected
speech (i.e., blending of words), and intonation. These elements are important because
they “stretch over more than one sound or segment” (Grant, 2014a, p. 16) and therefore
characterize the melody and flow of the English language. Maintaining a balance
between segmentals and suprasegmentals is considered to be best practice in
pronunciation instruction (Crowther et al., 2015) with the objective being to achieve
intelligibility (i.e., ease of understanding a speaker) rather than native-like
pronunciation (Derwing & Munro, 2005; Thomson & Derwing, 2015). Other important
components of the knowledge base of pronunciation pedagogy (and were included in
the subject in which this study was conducted) are teaching techniques (Baker, 2014),
fluency development (Gatbonton & Segalowitz, 2005) and the integration of
pronunciation into English as a second language (ESL) curricula (Levis & Grant, 2003;
Trofimovich & Gatbonton, 2006)
Drawing on teacher knowledge theory (e.g., Shulman, 1986, 1987) and the
knowledge-base of pronunciation instructors, however, provides only partial insight into
the preparation of NSs and NNSs to teach English pronunciation. Thus, to obtain an
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insider perspective on participants’ learning to teach pronunciation and factors that
facilitate and/or hinder this process, the research is grounded in S. Borg’s (2006) theory
of SLTC, encompassing teachers’ thoughts, beliefs, attitudes and knowledge of how to
teach pronunciation (e.g., how to teach consonants, intonation, etc.). An additional
reason for using the construct of SLTC is that, according to Borg, knowledge, beliefs
and thoughts are interwoven and virtually impossible to be separated. Using SLTC as an
overarching framework enables the researcher to capture and, ultimately, illustrate the
complex nature of learning to teach pronunciation. At the same time, it allows for the
notion of teacher language awareness (TLA) to be incorporated into the study
(Andrews, 2003). Being able to draw on TLA is important for a study exploring student
teachers’ cognition about pronunciation instruction because, according to Andrews
(2007), TLA is seen as “a core component of the L2 teacher’s knowledge base” (p.
200). It is expected that as student teachers progress through a pronunciation subject,
their language awareness increases and subsequently they begin to notice certain
features of the English sound system. TLA is thus a crucial component that
complements the theoretical framework of this study. In light of the context in which
this research is situated (pronunciation teacher preparation), student teachers’
phonological awareness (PA) signifies TLA. PA is defined in this research as an L2
teacher’s intuition, insight and understanding of how phonology works, and is therefore
seen as a key element in pronunciation instruction (Venkatagiri & Levis, 2007).
Lastly, following previous research on language teacher education and SLTC,
the terms ‘change’ and ‘development’ are used interchangeably in this study, “referring
to the process whereby teachers come to alter aspects of their cognitions and practices in
response to their encounter with new input” (Kubanyiova, 2012, p. 7). This alteration,
taking place within the time frame of a university subject, then allows the researcher to
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capture and identify the growth of student teachers’ awareness and knowledge (i.e.,
cognition) about pronunciation instruction.

4.7 Overview of Research Context
The study was conducted in a 13-week long postgraduate subject on
pronunciation pedagogy offered at an Australian tertiary institution. The content of the
subject was divided into a range of themes that are commonly discussed in the literature
and research on pronunciation instruction and learning (see Table 2 for an overview of
the themes). Teaching pronunciation: A course book and reference guide (Celce-Murcia
et al., 2010) featured as the core text. A collaborative approach to learning was chosen
in which group work and discussions were used prominently throughout the semester.
The lecture content, assigned readings and discussion tasks reflected a contemporary
approach to pronunciation teaching which constituted the teaching of both segmentals
and suprasegmentals to enhance the English pronunciation of L2 speakers (Crowther et
al., 2015; Grant, 2014a). The integration of pronunciation instruction into other skill
areas of L2 teaching, such as reading and grammar, as well as several class discussions
about the use of different English varieties in the L2 classroom were other noteworthy
components the lecturer incorporated into the subject.
The lectures were held once a week for a 3-hour session, and each lesson
followed a similar pattern.20 The first hour was typically devoted to student teachers’
learning about technical aspects of the English sound system (e.g., articulation of
vowels and consonants, characteristics of intonation patterns, principles of connected
speech etc.); in the second hour, the lecturer usually trained the participants in a haptic
(e.g., kinesthetic/tactile) approach to pronunciation teaching (Acton et al., 2013), and in

20

It should be noted that the researcher was not involved in the teaching of the subject.
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the third hour, the students participated in a whole-class phonological analysis of
English learner or NS speech. The purpose of this last part was to improve the student
teachers’ general PA.

4.8 Methodology
4.8.1 Participants
Fifteen out of 24 postgraduate students enrolled in the pronunciation pedagogy
subject provided written consent to participate in the study. The 15 participants varied
in regards to their first languages, ages and teaching experience. The majority (n=10) of
participants identified themselves as NNSs (E. M. Ellis, 2004), indicating that they grew
up speaking a language other than English, such as Japanese (n=6), Cantonese (n=3),
and Persian (n=1). The remaining participants (n=5) were native English speakers. The
NNSs were between 20 and 45 years of age, whereas the NSs ranged between the ages
of 20 and 60. The gender was equally divided among the NNS participants, whereas the
NSs were all female. Four of the 10 non-native student teachers (Aoi, Mio, Ken and
Rio) and one of the native-speaking participants (Georgia) reported having between five
to 20 years of pronunciation teaching experience in their home country. Appendix H
provides an overview of participant information relevant to the study. Pseudonyms are
used for all of the participants to protect their privacy.

4.8.2 Research Design
A qualitative case study design was chosen for the researcher to triangulate
multiple data sources (Creswell, 2013) and to conduct an in-depth analysis leading to a
thorough understanding of the development of participants’ cognition about
pronunciation pedagogy (Duff, 2008). Employing multiple sources was important since
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relying on questionnaires alone is generally seen as being insufficient to attain insights
into the cognition of language teachers (S. Borg, 2006). Consequently, drawing on
research that has investigated SLTC (Baker, 2014; Barnard & Burns, 2012), data from
focus group interviews, questionnaires, classroom observations and semi-structured
interviews were collected over a period of 17 weeks. The data collection from semistructured interviews took place within four weeks of the completion of the 13-week
subject.
To yield insights into the cognition of NNSs and NSs, focus groups were
arranged as homogenously as possible according to ethnicity and pronunciation
teaching experience (Krueger & Casey, 2000). The researcher organized the focus
groups based on biographical information participants provided in the first
questionnaire (see below). Each group consisted of three to five members and
interviews were held in Weeks 5, 9 and 12 at the participants’ convenience. At the
beginning of each meeting, the groups were asked to share a key moment – or what J.
C. Richards and Farrell (2005, p. 117) call a “critical incident”, reflecting a memorable,
challenging or unexpected event – they experienced during the weeks leading up to the
focus group interview. All of the focus group meetings were recorded using a digital
voice recorder.
The questionnaire the lecturer typically administers at the beginning of the
pronunciation subject was used to collect biographical data from participants, including
accounts of their previous L2 learning and teaching experiences. The questionnaire also
contained 17 multiple choice questions asking students about their beliefs, attitudes and
knowledge about pronunciation instruction. To identify potential cognition development
related to pronunciation instruction, a shorter version with the multiple choice items, a
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question about homework and an open-ended question about additional thoughts on
pronunciation teaching was given to the participants at the end of the semester.
Classroom observations of the lectures – a vital component in SLTC research for
they generally complement interview data effectively (Baker, 2014; S. Borg, 2003) –
were conducted weekly. This included observations which provided data on classroom
dynamics (e.g., participants’ interaction and reaction to class content) that were then
used as a stimulus for focus group and semi-structured interview meetings. When a
particular occurrence was identified during an observation, key words rather than
complete sentences were noted down in order for the researcher to remain focused on
classroom dynamics. After an observation was completed, the key words were
expanded into more detailed field notes. In addition to the observations, all of the
classes were video recorded using a Canon Vixia HFR21 camcorder positioned in the
back corner of the room. Using video recordings allowed the researcher to review
certain sequences multiple times during the data analysis, and therefore gain an in-depth
understanding of any occurrences that were identified in the observations.21
Towards the end of the semester, four non-native student teachers (Mark, Rio,
Mio and Hiro) and three native-speaking participants (Georgia, Lucy and Grace) were
invited to take part in a 30-45-minute one-on-one semi-structured interview to attain
additional perspectives of individuals (see Appendix F for sample interview questions).
The participants were selected based on emerging themes the researcher felt needed
further exploration to achieve a thorough understanding of student teachers’ cognition
development. Also, since the focus groups were arranged homogenously, interviewing
1-2 members per group was considered to be sufficient to collect additional data
representative of participants’ beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation pedagogy.
21

Only video data of students that provided consent to participant in the study were considered and
transcribed.
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The video recorded observations, and audio recorded focus groups and semistructured interviews were transcribed verbatim following the completion of the
semester. Based on a collection of codes that Baker (2011c) developed in a study
exploring SLTC and pronunciation instruction, NVivo 10 was used to code all of the
collected qualitative data thematically. Baker’s set of codes was then expanded and
conceptual displays were generated that reflected participants’ cognition and subsequent
factors affecting the development of student teachers’ beliefs and knowledge about
pronunciation instruction. This allowed the researcher to reduce and manage the large
amount of qualitative data effectively (Miles & Huberman, 1994), and, at the same time,
gain a more detailed understanding of participants’ cognition growth.

4.9 Findings
Coinciding with some of the SLTC literature (e.g., M. Borg, 2005; S. Borg,
2006; Mattheoudakis, 2007; Phipps, 2007), the study showed that cognition
development is a complex research area. Nevertheless, the findings clearly
demonstrated that student teacher cognition can develop significantly during the course
of a pronunciation subject. To highlight the most prominent themes emerging from the
data analysis, this section is divided into three parts. The first one focuses on the
development of student teacher cognition about suprasegmentals,22 which was most
evident; the second section summarizes factors that impacted the development of
participants’ cognition about suprasegmentals; and the third part outlines factors which
stimulated the development of NS cognition about pronunciation instruction.

22

The analysis revealed other less prominent areas of student teachers’ cognition change, but including
them is beyond the scope of this paper.
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4.9.1 Development of Student Teacher Cognition about Suprasegmentals
As was evident during the focus group meetings, classroom observations and
final interviews, the awareness of all of the participants about the different aspects
involved in effective pronunciation pedagogy increased gradually during the subject. It
must be noted, however, that this development in cognition was an individualistic
process (M. Borg, 2005; H. Murray, 1995) with the level of each participant’s growth
varying considerably. What stood out was that, in general, all 15 of the student teachers
became more aware of the importance of suprasegmentals. This particular area of
growth was the result of participants’ acquisition of subject content that encapsulated a
balanced-approach to pronunciation pedagogy. As was observed, the lecturer advocated
contemporary principles of pronunciation teaching by frequently emphasizing the
importance of teaching both suprasegmentals and segmentals (Celce-Murcia et al.,
2010; Crowther et al., 2015; Grant, 2014a). The emphasis on a teaching approach
encompassing segmentals and suprasegmentals was also reflected in regular classroom
discussions and in the assigned readings students were expected to complete as
homework. Lucy, a native speaker, for example, noted that prior to commencing the
semester she did not know what prosody (i.e., suprasegmentals) was. At the end of the
subject, however, when asked about whether she would emphasize segmentals or
suprasegmentals in her classroom, she responded: “I see the benefit of both, but I’m
actually more of a suprasegmentals person…” (FI).23 Georgia, a native speaker with
almost two decades of teaching experience in the L2 classroom, indicated that the
course helped consolidate her knowledge, and, at the same time, increase her
understanding of suprasegmental features such as prominence:

23

The annotation system used for quotations is as follows: FI = final interview; FG1-3 = focus group 1,
interview 3; OW4 = observation/week 4.
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all these years I’ve been teaching various things and to actually get a term, as
simple as the word ‘prominence’, which I probably should have known , but I had
never come across before … so for me it’s like putting together a jigsaw puzzle.
(FG2-1)
Additionally, at the beginning of the subject Hiro (L1 Japanese) held strong beliefs
about segmentals, but his cognition shifted to recognize the role of suprasegmentals in
pronunciation instruction towards the end of the semester:
Before I studied this subject, my interest was on segmentals. I wanted to learn
segmentals and how to teach native-like sounds, [but] my focus shifted into
suprasegmentals and sentence stress and prominence and rhythm and intonation.
Those sounds I think should be focused on more. (FG1-3)
Similar to Hiro’s evolving cognition, Kirsten (L1 Cantonese), who was unsure about
suprasegmentals in Q1, expressed her newly gained perspective about the importance of
teaching suprasegmentals towards the end of the semester: “I think [suprasegmentals]
are important for Hong Kong students. I think it’ll make a great difference to their
spoken English…” (FG4-3). These findings are important because, contrary to some of
the literature discussing that L2 instructors, especially NNESTs, favor the teaching of
segmentals overs suprasegmentals (Foote et al., 2016; Wahid & Sulong, 2013), the
present study demonstrated that over the course of the semester, the participants’
awareness of suprasegmentals increased. This growth then led to a shift in their
cognition about the need for a more balanced approach to pronunciation instruction.
It is important to point out, however, that there was a notable difference in the
level of increase in participants’ awareness about suprasegmentals. As Table 10
illustrates, the shift experienced by NNSs from a focus on teaching segmentals towards
a more balanced approach to pronunciation instruction was more noticeable than the one
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reported by NSs. That is, in the second questionnaire some of the NNSs appeared to
have become more aware about the existence of suprasegmentals and about the need for
a balance between teaching segmentals and suprasegmentals, whereas the NSs seemed
to be more uncertain about this matter (see Q2 column). Thus, the fact that NNSs’
awareness about suprasegmentals increased more in comparison to their NS peers needs
to be examined further. In what follows, factors which stimulated and/or restricted the
growth of student teachers’ cognition about suprasegmentals are described.

Table 10
Learning English Pronunciation Means Learning how to Pronounce Individual Vowel
and Consonant Sounds
Native speakers
Q1
Q2

Non-native speakers
Q1
Q2

Strongly agree / agree

50% (2)

50% (2)

44.5% (4)

11.1% (1)

Maybe

25% (1)

50% (2)

33.3% (3)

33.3% (3)

Strongly disagree /
disagree

25% (1)

22.2% (2)

55.6% (5)

Notes: Raw figures (number of participant responses) are in parentheses; Q1 =
questionnaire 1; Q2 = questionnaire 2; Alizeh and Mai’s answers were excluded from
this analysis as they did not complete the second questionnaire
4.9.2 Factors Impacting the Development of Student Teachers’ Cognition about
Suprasegmentals
Data obtained through focus groups and semi-structured interviews
demonstrated that two main factors played a crucial role in the development of nonnative student teachers’ cognition about suprasegmentals. These factors were NNSs’
self-perceived improvement of their own pronunciation and increased awareness of their
spoken English ability. Overall, eight of the 10 NNSs reported that they felt the subject
had helped them to enhance their pronunciation skills as well as to increase their
awareness of their own speech. This sense of improvement was then often connected to
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participants’ emerging cognition of suprasegmental features occurring in the English
language. Hiro, for instance, described his progress as follows:
…actually I could see the progress in my pronunciation and it was fun … It was
very deep for me. Before taking this [subject] and during this [subject] I learned
the importance of suprasegmentals. Of course I knew it was important, but I
didn’t know it was this important to be intelligible. (FI)
Hiro felt that taking the pronunciation subject helped him improve his pronunciation. At
the same time, he mentioned a shift in perception about the importance of
suprasegmentals, indicating that a relationship existed between self-perceived
pronunciation progress and an increased understanding about teaching suprasegmentals.
A similar connection was observed in Kirsten’s development. While she began to see
value in teaching suprasegmentals (as shown above), in the third focus group interview
she explained that she enjoyed some of the kinesthetic/tactile teaching techniques
because they enabled her to personally experience prominence (i.e., phrasal stress);
something she had not experienced prior to taking the subject. In other words, the
kinesthetic/tactile techniques the lecturer introduced in class helped her attain a better
feeling for the rhythm of the English language. Therefore, the findings suggest that the
pronunciation pedagogy subject increased some of the NNSs’ awareness of their spoken
English and provided others with a sense of pronunciation improvement with both of
these factors then facilitating NNSs’ cognition growth in the area of teaching
suprasegmentals.
The combination of self-perceived pronunciation improvement, increased
awareness of their own spoken English and a growing understanding of
suprasegmentals appeared to be a powerful symbiosis that provided several NNSs with
confidence in possessing the ability to teach English pronunciation in their classrooms.
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Hiro, for example, who reported progress in his own pronunciation and growth in
cognition about suprasegmentals, mentioned (in response to being asked to describe a
key moment experienced during the subject) an increase in belief that he had the ability
to teach pronunciation: “…before I started taking this subject, I was thinking of how I
could teach pronunciation now, and my pronunciation is not perfect … but I kind of got
confidence” (FG1-3). The data, therefore, revealed that personal pronunciation
improvement and an increased understanding about suprasegmentals empowered Hiro
in gaining confidence in possessing the necessary skills to teach pronunciation.
Similarly, at the beginning of the semester the beliefs held by Mio revolved around the
need for teaching native-like pronunciation, but during the subject she reported that she
began to notice some of the subtle differences in phonological features used in spoken
English (FG2-3), suggesting that her language awareness had developed (Andrews,
2007). Subsequently, in the final interview, echoing Murphy’s (2014b) argument of
NNSs being in a powerful position to teach pronunciation, she considered NNSs to be
potentially more effective pronunciation teachers than NSs because NNSs were more
aware of their own speech production and therefore better able to empathize with their
students’ challenges. Furthermore, Rio felt that his awareness of English speakers’ use
of intonation had improved during the subject (FI). An analogy he made in his final
interview captured his emerging beliefs upon the completion of the pronunciation
pedagogy subject: “if a person knows just one language … he cannot feel everything.
It’s like … a person who just was born in Sydney, lived in Sydney for 22 years, he
doesn’t have any idea about snow” (FI). This analogy about someone from Sydney not
knowing snow reflected Rio’s newly found assurance that he was a capable
pronunciation teacher. In other words, the pronunciation pedagogy subject appeared to
increase his awareness of phonological aspects of the English language (such as
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intonation). Consequently, he began to believe that he in fact possessed a higher
awareness of the English language than NSs (i.e., they don’t know what snow is), which
resulted in growing confidence that he had the ability to teach pronunciation effectively.
In the same way, even though Aoi mentioned that she was “still struggling with making
correct intonation” (FG2-3), towards the end of the semester she thought the subject had
increased her confidence in being a capable pronunciation teacher:
this subject provides me [with a] new perspective on teaching pronunciation
because before doing this subject, [I thought] non-native speakers cannot teach
pronunciation properly but now I have a little bit confidence … I know how to
teach even I’m non-native. (FG2-1)
The NNSs’ expression of confidence in their ability to address pronunciation in L2
classrooms is an intriguing finding because previous literature indicated that NNESTs’
often lacked confidence in teaching spoken English (Hiramatsu, 2005; Jenkins, 2005;
Llurda, 2005; Park, 2012; C. Tang, 1997). The findings, therefore, illustrated that the
pronunciation pedagogy subject had a powerful impact on these NNSs in that it
facilitated a perceived increase in their own pronunciation and heightened their
awareness of their own oral English. Subsequently, their cognition about
suprasegmentals developed, instilling in these student teachers confidence and a strong
belief about being legitimate and capable English pronunciation teachers.
In light of the NSs’ cognition growth, the study’s findings suggested that student
teachers speaking English as an L1 did not gain the same understanding of the role of
suprasegmentals in pronunciation instruction as their NNS peers. Not experiencing
improvement in their own pronunciation due to their native proficiency was possibly a
factor limiting their cognition development. However, the focus group data indicated
that, even though participants’ PA was not explicitly measured in this study, NSs began
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the subject with weaker PA than their non-native counterparts. Lucy (FG3-2) and
Alizeh (FG3-1), for instance, both said that they had never considered pronunciation to
be important in L2 teaching, while Charlotte and Grace (FG3-3) reported linking (i.e.,
blending of words) to be one of the most beneficial components of the subject as it had
never occurred to them that English speakers connect words together. Insufficient PA
was then most likely a factor that forced the NSs to learn much more content before
they were able to achieve the same level of cognition as their NNS peers. Overall,
therefore, one could be inclined to assume that the pronunciation pedagogy subject had
minimal impact on NSs’ cognition about pronunciation instruction. The findings,
however, demonstrated that this was not the case. The following section outlines factors
contributing to NS cognition development.

4.9.3 Factors Contributing to the Development of NS Cognition about
Pronunciation Instruction
Observation and semi-structured interview data revealed that in contrast to
NNSs’ own pronunciation and language awareness contributing to cognition
development, NSs’ cognition growth was stimulated by learning subject matter
alongside non-native student teachers. As a result of learning with NNSs
collaboratively, all five NSs then began to see value in NNSs teaching pronunciation.
Lucy, for instance, pointed out that having NNSs in class enabled her to acquire a better
understanding of some of the difficulties L2 learners typically encounter with certain
aspects of English pronunciation (e.g., vowel sounds): “Just being in this class makes
me realize how difficult it must be for international students to feel the differences; we
just take it for granted, and it’s a bit of an eye-opener” (OW4). For Lucy, studying with
NNSs not only enabled her to realize some of the challenges that are involved in
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learning an additional language, but over the course of the semester it seemed to have
contributed to a change in Lucy’s cognition about NNS being capable pronunciation
instructors as well:
At first I was a bit, you know, ‘you can’t teach English if that’s not your native
language, or you shouldn’t be teaching English if you’ve got a heavy accent’ …
Then I came to see that this isn’t really actually that relevant, because English is a
world language; it’s a lingua franca and therefore there’s going to be many
varieties of English. (FI)
It was evident from the above quote that Lucy’s cognition shifted from being uncertain
about NNSs teaching pronunciation to considering nativeness to be rather irrelevant
when it comes to English language teaching. Lucy’s change in cognition about
nativeness being a relatively trivial factor in pronunciation instruction then helped her
construct knowledge and facilitated her overall understanding of subject content. That
is, she began to recognize that English was a lingua franca, consisting of many different
yet legitimate English varieties and accents (Jenkins, 2000, 2007). Although this
development of Lucy’s knowledge and beliefs was most likely a reflection of her
internalizing subject matter the lecturer covered in the subject, interacting and learning
alongside NNSs appeared to play an equally important role in changing Lucy’s
cognition, especially since other NSs reported similar development. Georgia, for
example, mentioned that she “could see how much the non-native speakers were getting
out of [this subject]” (FI), which occurred to facilitate her cognition about NNSs being
well positioned to teach pronunciation:
I thought all this time that the best result was a native speaker teaching
pronunciation, but of course that’s not always possible … [the NNS] have the
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experience of learning another language and learning about pronunciation … so in
some ways they’re better equipped. (FI)
It was clear that being in class with non-native student teachers helped Georgia
understand that L2 instructors do not need to be NSs to teach pronunciation. As a matter
of fact, similar to the beliefs held by some of her non-native peers, at the end of the
semester she viewed NNSs to be in a strong and perhaps even better position than NSs
to address English pronunciation in their classrooms because NNSs had gone through
the process of acquiring English pronunciation as L2 learners. Having learned English
pronunciation explicitly was also seen by Alizeh to be a major advantage held by NNSs:
“I think [the NNSs] are doing better … with the whole subject … they’ve come through
this process and I don’t remember learning it myself, so it’s very difficult for me … I
don’t remember how it happened” (FG3-2). The findings, therefore, suggested that
regular interaction with NNSs during the pronunciation pedagogy subject contributed
significantly to the development of native-speaking participants’ cognition about NNSs’
ability to teach pronunciation effectively.
Thus, whilst data collected in this study showed that NS and NNS cognition
about pronunciation instruction developed during the subject, the growth was achieved
through different pathways. Whereas the change experienced by NNSs was stimulated
by their self-perceived pronunciation improvement and increased awareness of their
spoken English, NS cognition was enhanced by learning about pronunciation pedagogy
together with their non-native classmates. These findings are important because some of
the previous work on NNESTs has tended to focus on NNSs benefiting from a
collaborative environment (Matsuda & Matsuda, 2001; Yeh, 2005); yet, this study
supports Kamhi-Stein’s (2000) proposition that NNSs and NSs benefit from this type of
classroom configuration.
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4.10 Discussion
This research showed that the postgraduate pronunciation pedagogy subject had
a strong impact on both non-native and native student teachers’ cognition; particularly,
it facilitated the development of participants’ cognition about the existence and
importance of suprasegmentals as well as their perspective on NNSs being capable
pronunciation instructors. As Figure 2 depicts, student teachers’ own pronunciation and
awareness of their spoken English were important factors that exerted a powerful
influence on the development of NNSs’ knowledge and beliefs about pronunciation
pedagogy. NSs’ cognition growth, specifically their beliefs about NNSs’ ability to
teach pronunciation, on the other hand, was enhanced through learning to teach
pronunciation alongside their non-native classmates. In line with previous research
showing that L2 instructors’ cognition about pronunciation can develop (Baker, 2011b),
the findings of this study are important for they identified and demonstrated how two
specific components belonging to SLTC about pronunciation instruction developed over
the course of a postgraduate subject.

Non-native speakers teaching
pronunciation

Teaching suprasegmentals

Cognition about L2 pronunciation instruction

Non-native speakers’ selfperceived pronunciation
improvement & increased
awareness of their spoken English

Native speakers learning subject
matter alongside non-native
speakers

Figure 2. Cognition development of NS and NNS student teachers.
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The growth of NNS cognition about pronunciation instruction and the subject
instilling in these teachers a sense of improvement of their own pronunciation and
awareness of their spoken English in relation to phonological features learned during
the subject are also important findings in light of the NNEST literature advocating
language support for NNSs in Western-based TESOL programs (Braine, 2005; Carrier,
2003; Snow, Kamhi-Stein, & Brinton, 2006). That is, a pronunciation pedagogy subject
appears to provide implicit support to student teachers speaking English as an L2 by
possibly enhancing their spoken English while learning to teach pronunciation. This is a
promising discovery because student teachers’ self-perceived improvement in English
oral competence may ultimately help NNSs excel in postgraduate TESOL programs. At
the same time, the study substantiates empirically what has been suggested in some of
the NNEST literature: if NNSs’ language competence improves, their confidence
increases (Kamhi-Stein, 2000; Murdoch, 1994). Therefore, given that the subject
instilled in NNSs and NSs the belief and confidence that NNESTs can in fact teach
pronunciation effectively supports the notion that being a NNS does not imply a
deficiency but rather a strength that could contribute substantially to the improvement
of pronunciation practices in the field of English language teaching.
Another important aspect revealed by the study is that NNSs personally
experiencing a sense of pronunciation improvement led to a more substantial increase in
their awareness of suprasegmentals than their NS counterparts. In contrast, NSs entering
the subject with a relatively low level of PA placed the native-speaking student teachers
in a disadvantageous position regarding cognition growth and the internalization of
subject content, such as the teaching of suprasegmentals. This then raises the question
about how to prepare student teachers to teach pronunciation in their future L2
classroom, especially since the present study demonstrated that differences exist
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between the development of NS and NNS cognition about pronunciation teaching. The
findings have, therefore, some important implications for preparing future pronunciation
instructors.
First and foremost, NNSs’ own pronunciation improvement must be considered
in TESOL programs. In other words, NNSs need to be provided with opportunities to
experience a sense of pronunciation improvement in order for their cognition to
develop. As was done by the lecturer in the second hour of the lecture, this could be
achieved by training non-native student teachers in the usage of various pronunciation
teaching techniques. Such practical experience is not only key to teacher learning and
cognition growth in SLTE (Wright, 2010), but may also enhance NNSs’ own
pronunciation. Additionally, for NNSs to experience certain techniques and the effects
they may have on their own spoken English, short peer-teaching sessions could be
implemented. The combination of teaching and being taught a variety of pronunciation
techniques could result in NNS attaining a sense of pronunciation progress.
Experimenting with pronunciation techniques could also boost the confidence of student
teachers’ ability to teach pronunciation, regardless of their English being an L1 or L2.
Increasing the assurance of L2 instructors that they can teach pronunciation is a vital
and urgent need, because according to research, the lack of confidence is a major reason
L2 learners’ pronunciation is not addressed in many classrooms (Burns, 2006; Foote et
al., 2011; Macdonald, 2002).
Yet, perhaps equally important, incorporating peer-teaching sessions also adds a
collaborative element to a pronunciation subject. As the findings demonstrated, drawing
on collaboration is essential for L2 teacher educators because it enhances nativespeaking student teachers’ cognition about the value of NNSs as pronunciation
instructors. To facilitate further cognition growth of native speakers, such as their PA,
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tasks requiring student teachers to work in small, ethnically diverse groups to compare
particular varieties of English could be incorporated (E. M. Ellis, 2004). As previous
research on preparing pronunciation teachers showed, this form of collaboration in
which accents are compared not only facilitates student teachers’ awareness of English
varieties and accents, it can also lead to a shift in beliefs about the pedagogical goal of
pronunciation instruction (Burri, 2015a). Hence, assuming NNSs possess a higher
awareness of English phonology, using NNSs as “sources of knowledge” (Kamhi-Stein,
2014, p. 598) in a collaborative environment could help NSs unpack the various features
of English phonology by comparing the sound systems of different languages present in
class. This type of collaborative learning would most likely provide NSs with important
insights into English phonology, fostering the growth of student teachers’ language
awareness and subsequent cognition development; something that might be particularly
beneficial to student teachers speaking English as an L1.

4.11 Concluding Remarks
Even though the findings indicate that student teachers’ cognition about
pronunciation instruction developed during a postgraduate subject on pronunciation
pedagogy, they need to be viewed with some caution because of the challenges involved
in capturing and generalizing the process of 15 participants’ cognition growth. It could
be argued that the beliefs of experienced (i.e., in-service) student teachers developed
differently in comparison to their inexperienced (i.e., pre-service) peers. Future research
will need to examine carefully whether there is a difference in the development process
of cognition based on previous pronunciation teaching experience and what this could
mean for teacher educators preparing pronunciation instructors. Nevertheless, the
insights gained from this study make a significant contribution to the existing literature
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and research on NNESTs, SLTE and SLTC, in that – even though cognition
development is generally a complex and inconsistent process (M. Borg, 2005;
Mattheoudakis, 2007; Phipps, 2007) – the present study illustrated that the cognition
held by postgraduate students about pronunciation pedagogy can undergo a significant
transformation irrespective of their native language. Therefore, given the overall
findings of this research, preparing pronunciation teachers seems to be deserving of a
much more prominent role in TESOL than has been the case to date.
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FOREWORD TO STUDY 3

The second study clearly demonstrated that native and non-native student
teachers’ beliefs and knowledge about teaching English pronunciation increased over
the course of the semester. Findings also suggested that due to the self-perception of an
improvement in their own pronunciation and language awareness, the cognition of
NNSs demonstrated more notable growth than the cognition of their native-speaking
peers. While this paper provided important insights into the preparation of
pronunciation teachers, it neither examined nor addressed the participants’ prior
pronunciation teaching experience. Taking student teachers’ pedagogical experiences
into account is critical because previous research showed the important role that
teaching experience can play in cognition development (e.g., Kourieos, 2014; Polat,
2010). The objective of the third study was, therefore, to explore how the cognition of
inexperienced and experienced pronunciation instructors developed during the subject.
Findings produced by this study were expected to further advance the knowledge of
pronunciation teacher preparation in that implications for L2 teacher educators could be
made based on the extent of participants’ prior pedagogical experiences.
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CHAPTER 5 – STUDY 3: “I FEEL LIKE HAVING A NERVOUS
BREAKDOWN”: PRE-SERVICE AND IN-SERVICE TEACHERS’
DEVELOPING BELIEFS AND KNOWLEDGE ABOUT PRONUNCIATION
INSTRUCTION

5.1 Abstract
Evidence on the impact of second language teacher education continues to remain
inconclusive, especially in the area of pronunciation pedagogy. This study explores how
the cognition (knowledge, beliefs, thoughts, attitudes and perceptions) of 10 pre-service
and five in-service teachers developed during a postgraduate course on pronunciation
pedagogy. Questionnaire items, focus group meetings, semi-structured interviews,
classroom observations and an assessment task were used to trace the development of
participants’ beliefs and knowledge. Findings demonstrated that the development of the
student teachers’ cognition was limited and the notion of integrating pronunciation into
L2 lessons proved to be challenging for participants irrespective of their pronunciation
teaching background. Also, while student teachers’ awareness about the benefits of
kinaesthetic/tactile teaching techniques increased, native English-speaking teachers
without any pronunciation teaching experience appeared to be particularly susceptible to
factors restricting cognition development. The paper concludes with a discussion about
implications for language teacher educators preparing pronunciation instructors.

5.2 Key Words
Second language teacher education; teacher cognition; pronunciation; pre-service
teachers; in-service teachers
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5.3 Introduction
Despite its relatively new status as a research area, SLTE has received
considerable attention in the field of Teaching English to Speaker of Other Languages
(Wright, 2010). L2 teaching requires specialized knowledge and skills typically
achieved through an integral combination of “practical experience” and “academic
study” (Burns & J. C. Richards, 2009a, p. 2). Besides the knowledge-base of student
teachers (Freeman & Johnson, 1998), SLTC is an essential component of SLTE. By
SLTC, we mean the knowledge, beliefs, thoughts, attitudes and perceptions of learning
to teach language. SLTC is also called ‘cognition.’ The term ‘cognitions’, on the other
hand, refers to the various elements that comprise SLTC or cognition (S. Borg, 2006).
Thus, student teachers may have different cognitions about what language is and how to
teach it.
Experts have argued that effective L2 teacher preparation requires enhanced
understanding of student teachers’ cognition (Barnard & Burns, 2012; S. Borg, 2009;
Wright, 2010). One area of SLTE and SLTC that is under-explored, however, is
pronunciation instruction (Baker & J. Murphy, 2011; Foote et al., 2011; J. Murphy,
2014b). This is somewhat surprising given that the number of pronunciation studies
conducted in L2 classroom contexts has steadily increased in the past decade (Thomson
& Derwing, 2015), and that pronunciation is now seen as an important factor in
achieving mutual intelligibility (Celce-Murcia et al., 2010).
This study explores the cognition development of student teachers with and
without pronunciation teaching experience during a postgraduate course on
pronunciation pedagogy in an Australian tertiary context. Student teachers without any
pronunciation teaching experience prior to the commencement of this course were
classified as pre-service teachers (PST), though two of them had either general
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mainstream (Lucy) or general EFL (Mai) teaching experience, whereas experienced
pronunciation instructors were referred to as in-service teachers (IST).24 A course in
which both PSTs and ISTs are enrolled provides a rare opportunity to compare the
cognition development of both groups of student teachers, and subsequently contributes
to SLTE and SLTC by adding to our limited understanding of student teachers’
cognition about pronunciation and how L2 teachers are prepared to teach English
pronunciation. The findings help us understand the practices pronunciation instructors
are likely to apply in their classrooms to help L2 learners become intelligible.

5.4 Background
5.4.1 Teacher Learning and Student Teacher Cognition Development
In this study, teacher learning and student teacher cognition development are
conceptualized as two different but intertwined processes. While teacher learning entails
all forms of growth, including cognition, identity, behaviour and practice, cognition
development focuses specifically on changes occurring in the invisible dimension of
teaching such as student teachers’ knowledge, beliefs, thoughts, attitudes and
perceptions (personal communication with Simon Borg, November 23, 2015).
Cognition development appears to be an individual process, making it
challenging to capture, and once instructors are in the classroom, inconsistencies
between beliefs and practices often arise (Johnson, 1992). Factors such as institutional
and curricular constraints can often cause a return to teachers’ previously held
cognitions and practices (E. L. Tang et al., 2012), highlighting the complex and
virtually inseparable relationship between teacher learning, cognition and classroom

24

This classification is based on responses participants provided in the questionnaire administered at the
beginning of the semester.
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practices (Aslan, 2015; Basturkmen, 2012; S. Borg, 2003; Farrell & Tomenson-Filion,
2014; Woods, 1996).
Despite these challenges, SLTC research has established that teacher candidates
with minimal or no teaching experience generally commence their studies with strong,
established beliefs about teaching and L2 learning, irrespective of their language
background (Altan, 2006). These firmly entrenched perceptions are often a result of an
“apprenticeship of observation” (Lortie, 1975, p. 65) that occurred subconsciously
during the L2 learning process. Learning to teach is, therefore, frequently based on
imitation and intuition rather than objective assessment of quality instruction. As a
result, the cognition of inexperienced teachers is often resistant to change (Warford &
Reeves, 2003). Cognition also is a filter in the perception and interpretation of new
information intake during SLTE (S. Borg, 2006). Acknowledging student teachers’
cognition in helping them move beyond their apprenticeship of observation to enhance
their pedagogical skills is effective SLTE practice (Johnson, 1994).

5.4.2 Pre-service and In-service Teacher Cognition Development
Most cognition development research on student teachers has been conducted in
PST contexts (Kubanyiova, 2012). SLTE’s impact on the cognition growth of student
teachers without pedagogical experience is inconclusive. Some research has suggested
that the cognition held by PSTs remains largely unchanged during the course of their
studies due to student teachers’ previous L2 learning experiences and intricate
knowledge of the local teaching context (Peacock, 2001; Urmston, 2003). Other
research, however, has shown that SLTE can in fact have a positive impact on cognition
growth. Johnson (1994) demonstrated that despite the powerful influence of previous
L2 learning experiences and conflicting images (i.e., perceptions) about L2 teaching and
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learning, beliefs held by PSTs began to change during the course of a postgraduate
TESOL program. Wyatt (2009) highlighted that practical knowledge of what teachers
know and do in their classrooms can develop considerably during an undergraduate
TESOL program. Overall, even though PST cognition growth tends to be highly
individualistic with “belief development [being] essentially cumulative and
evolutionary in nature” (Cabaroglu & Roberts, 2000, p. 398), some studies have shown
that SLTE can have a positive impact on PSTs’ knowledge and beliefs about L2
teaching and learning.
Unlike PST education, inquiries into IST cognition development are relatively
scarce (S. Borg, 2011; Kubanyiova, 2012), but that research highlights some
encouraging findings. Studies revealed that SLTE can enhance non-native Englishspeaking student teachers’ beliefs in their ability to teach English (Kurihara & Samimy,
2007), as well as positively impact ISTs’ beliefs, attitudes, and knowledge about
English language teaching (Farrell, 2009). Similarly, Wyatt and S. Borg (2011) found
IST education had a positive effect on student teachers’ practical knowledge. In their
study, personal traits (e.g., student teachers favouring innovation) contributed to the
growth of practical knowledge, whereas attitudinal, personal and contextual factors
seemed to limit this development.
Relatively few studies have compared PST with IST cognition development,
even though research has shown that some components of PSTs’ and ISTs’ cognition,
such as their beliefs and knowledge, can differ markedly. In Kourieos (2014), PSTs
found the task of clearly articulating their beliefs about grammar instruction and
communicative language teaching more challenging than their IST colleagues. In
another study, Polat (2010) found that ISTs appeared to possess a higher level of
competence in linguistic knowledge and pupils’ literacy development than PSTs. These
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studies suggested that classroom experience may play a vital role in cognition growth.
This study extends this research to examine how PSTs and ISTs learn to teach
pronunciation, and, at the same time, to identify elements that may contribute to or
hinder cognition development during a postgraduate pronunciation pedagogy course.

5.4.3 Development of Student Teacher Cognition about Pronunciation Instruction
In spite of growing interest in PST and IST cognition development,
pronunciation has received limited attention in SLTC research (Baker, 2014; Baker & J.
Murphy, 2011; S. Borg, 2006). This is most likely a reflection of pronunciation being
inconsistently addressed in L2 classrooms (Foote et al., 2016; Wahid & Sulong, 2013),
as well as not featuring prominently in TESOL programs (J. Murphy, 1997, 2014b).
Nevertheless, studies on SLTC about pronunciation pedagogy have begun to emerge
due to the crucial role pronunciation plays in effective communication.
Baker (2011b) demonstrated that prior L2 learning and teaching experiences can
exert a powerful influence on postgraduate students’ learning to teach pronunciation.
However, it remained unclear how cognition was shaped during postgraduate studies
and what factors affected this development. Building on Baker’s work, research has
explored the cognition development of NS and NNS student teachers in a postgraduate
course on pronunciation pedagogy (Burri, 2015b). The study revealed that NNSs’ selfperceived pronunciation improvement and their increased awareness of their spoken
English had a strong impact on their cognition growth about pronunciation instruction,
specifically their beliefs about teaching suprasegmentals (stress, rhythm, intonation) and
their confidence in their ability to teach pronunciation effectively. Yet no differentiation
was drawn between inexperienced and experienced pronunciation teachers. Because of
the potential difference in cognition development based on teaching experience, this
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paper may not only generate new insights into how the cognition of PSTs and ISTs
develops during the process of learning to teach pronunciation, but it may also lead to
recommendations for preparing pronunciation instructors. The following research
questions guided the study:
 To what degree do pre-service and in-service teacher cognition develop during a
postgraduate course on pronunciation pedagogy?
 How and to what extent does this development differ between pre-service and inservice student teachers?
 What factors contribute to or restrict the development of pre-service and in-service
student teacher cognition about pronunciation instruction?

5.5 Research Design
Our objective was to obtain an in-depth understanding of the development of
participants’ cognition about pronunciation instruction. In order to achieve this aim, the
study followed a qualitative case study design (Duff, 2008; Stake, 1995) triangulating
data using a questionnaire, focus groups, classroom observations, one-on-one semistructured interviews, and an assessment task.

5.5.1 Participants
Of the 15 postgraduate students participating in the study, 10 were PSTs and
five ISTs. Seven PSTs were female and three were male. The ISTs consisted of three
female and two male student teachers. The PSTs ranged between the ages of 20 and 50
while the ISTs were between the ages of 26 and 60; with the average age of all
participants being 31. Although none of the PSTs had any experience teaching
pronunciation, two indicated that they had formal teaching experience prior to the
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pronunciation course. The five ISTs had taught pronunciation previously and their
formal teaching experiences ranged from 5 to 20 years. All 15 participants reported
studying an L2, although the length of their studies varied considerably (Appendix I).
Participants self-selected a pseudonym to ensure their privacy was protected (only the
first author knew who the participants were during the research).

5.5.2 Research Context
This study took place in a postgraduate course on “Teaching Pronunciation and
Prosody” offered at a tertiary institution in Australia. The second author was the lecturer
of the course and Celce-Murcia et al. (2010) was the core text. At the beginning of the
semester, in the absence of the lecturer, the first author explained the purpose of the
study to the class. 15 of the 24 teachers volunteered to participate. They choose
pseudonyms for the study to ensure confidentiality.
The pronunciation course included 13 three-hour lessons held once a week
(Appendix J). Each lesson followed a similar structure with the first hour being
dedicated to technical aspects of English phonetics and phonology (e.g., vowels,
consonants, rhythm, intonation etc.). The second hour was used to train student teachers
in controlled, guided and free activities (Baker, 2014), especially including the use of
rubber bands (Gilbert, 2012) and batons (Acton, 2001) to attend to sentence stress, jazz
chants for teaching rhythm (Graham, 1986) and haptic techniques (i.e., a systematic
combination of movement and touch) to teach segmental and suprasegmental features of
the English language (Acton et al., 2013). This was done to enhance student teachers’
knowledge of how to address different types of learning styles. In the final part of the
lesson, student teachers analysed L2 learner speech samples, allowing them to practice
for the third assignment.
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Three assessment components were implemented in the course: (1) a paper
discussing pronunciation pedagogy in the students’ home countries; (2) an in-class quiz
testing declarative knowledge of various phonological aspects of the English language;
and (3) a paper including pedagogical recommendations to address pronunciation
problems that were derived from an analysis of an L2 learner’s speech sample. Each
student presented a 5-minute summary of this paper at the end of the semester.

5.5.3 Data Collection
Data were collected over a period of 16 weeks, comprising a questionnaire,
focus group interviews, classroom observations, semi-structured interviews, and an
assessment task. Figure 3 provides an overview of this process, including the data
sources used in the study.

Week 1

Week 5

Week 9

Week 12

Week 13

Week 13-16

Questionnaire

Focus Group
Interview

Focus Group
Interview

Focus Group
Interview

Assessment
Task

Semistructured
Interviews

N=15

N=15

N=14

N=12

N=15

N=7

Week 1 – Week 13
Observation of ‘Pronunciation Pedagogy Course’

Figure 3. Qualitative case study design.

A questionnaire completed at the beginning of the semester captured
participants’ background information to gain insights into pre-existing L2 pronunciation
learning and teaching experiences (see Appendices I and K for student teachers’
previous L2 learning and teaching experiences).
The first author used ethnicity and teaching experience to divide participants
into four focus groups of three to five members. This was expected to provide insights
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into the cognition development of certain groups of student teachers (Krueger & Casey,
2000). J. C. Richards and Farrell’s notion of a “critical incident” (2005, p. 117) –
entailing the sharing of a memorable, unexpected or challenging moment – was used to
obtain the student teachers’ perspective on key moments they experienced during the
course. Focus group interviews were conducted three times during the semester (in
weeks 5, 9, and 12), and a digital voice recorder recorded the conversations.25
Non-participatory observations of all weekly lessons of the pronunciation
pedagogy course were conducted to obtain additional stimuli for the focus groups and
semi-structured interviews (Baker, 2011a; S. Borg, 2003). A non-participatory role was
chosen for the first author to sit “inconspicuously at the back of the room” (Kanno &
Stuart, 2011, p. 241), take field notes and video record the lecturers unobtrusively
(Creswell, 2013). The lessons were video recorded so that they could be reviewed
multiple times to gain a thorough understanding of classroom interactions, instructional
procedures and content.
Based on preliminary themes identified during the semester, purposeful
sampling was applied in selecting 7 of the 15 participants to join a one-on-one semistructured interview at the end of the semester (Creswell, 2013). Of the seven
interviewees, four were PSTs and three were ISTs. Participants were chosen based on
availability and issues that arose during the data collection process. As such, the seven
participants were chosen to provide additional insights into cognition development.
Among several clarification questions, a scenario-based question (S. Borg, 2006) was
asked to elicit student teachers’ choice of pronunciation activities and techniques they
may use to teach pronunciation in their classrooms. All of the interviews were audio
recorded and lasted between 30 and 45 minutes.
25

Due to scheduling/personal reasons, Rio was unable to join the week 9 and 12 focus group meetings,
and Mai and Alizeh missed the focus group interview in week 12.
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Last, participants were asked to submit their third assessment tasks to the
researcher on a voluntary basis. Seven of 12 participants chose to submit this
assessment task (the three students from Hong Kong were auditing the course and
therefore did not complete the assessments). For the other five students, their 5-minute
presentation (delivered in the last lesson of the course) was used as a data source. We
considered the final presentation to be an equivalent data source because it was an oral
delivery of their written assignments. Both provided insights into the student teachers’
choice of pronunciation teaching activities.

5.5.4 Data Analysis
Focus group, observation and interview data were transcribed verbatim. Member
checking involved emailing transcripts from the focus group and semi-structured
interviews to the participants to check for accuracy (Mertens, 2010). Participants were
given the option of altering the transcripts if they disagreed with content reflected in the
documents (none of them asked for content to be modified). Once participants
confirmed that the transcripts were accurate, the data were coded with the assistance of
NVivo 10. The third assessment task (or transcript of the 5-minute oral presentation)
along with answers to scenario-based questions asked during the semi-structured
interviews were coded according to Baker’s (2014) taxonomy of pronunciation teaching
techniques to examine student teachers’ knowledge of pronunciation pedagogy. NVivo
10 allowed the data to be coded thematically, which reduced the large amount of data so
an in-depth understanding of the participants’ cognition development could be achieved.
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5.6 Findings
The findings are divided into three parts. The first section outlines the
development of student teachers’ cognition, the second summarizes differences between
the development of PST and IST cognition, including factors that contributed to
cognition development, and the third part discussed factors which restricted student
teachers’ cognition development.

5.6.1 Student Teachers’ Cognition Development and Contributing Factors
SLTC research has provided inconclusive evidence on the impact educational
programs have on student teachers’ cognition (Baker & J. Murphy, 2011; M. Borg,
2005; S. Borg, 2006). This study, by and large, confirmed this. The comparison of
student responses provided in the questionnaire with data derived from assessment task
#3 suggested that PSTs and ISTs’ cognition developed relatively little during the
semester. Obtaining a pre-course count on pronunciation techniques was not the
purpose of the questionnaire, but the survey revealed that the majority of PSTs (nine out
of 10) reported learning L2 pronunciation through drills and repetitions/imitations,
while all of the ISTs indicated that their pronunciation-oriented teaching practice almost
exclusively comprised these types of controlled techniques (see Appendices I and K for
more details). At the end of the course, the types of activities chosen by PSTs and ISTs
in the third assessment task consisted of predominantly controlled activities (Figure 4).
Of the 65 activities selected, 52 were controlled (PSTs = 25; IST = 27), 10 guided or
semi-structured (PST = 4; IST = 6) and three free or student-centered (PST = 3; IST =
0). This suggests that student teachers’ cognition about pronunciation instruction
developed only marginally, because the teachers chose the same controlled activities in
assessment task #3 as in the questionnaire. It also confirms previous work showing that
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L2 instructors most often employ traditional teacher-centered activities when teaching
L2 pronunciation (Baker, 2014; Buss, 2015; Foote et al., 2016; D. Murphy, 2011;
Tergujeff, 2012; Wahid & Sulong, 2013).

30
25
20
15

Controlled activities

10

Guided activities
Free activities

5
0
Pre-service
Teachers

In-service
Teachers

Figure 4. Pronunciation activities selected by participants in assessment task #3.
Further qualitative analysis of assessment task data revealed that PSTs and ISTs’
cognition did in fact develop; more than one third of the 52 controlled activities shown
in Figure 426 (18 out of 52) represented a kinesthetic/tactile element. In the
questionnaire, none of the student teachers mentioned learning or teaching
pronunciation through kinesthetic/tactile means. Thus, while student teachers still
seemed to prefer controlled activities, their cognition developed in how modeling
English pronunciation can be achieved. Additional evidence from the semi-structured
interviews and focus group meetings supports this finding. The two types of interviews
showed that kinesthetic/tactile pronunciation teaching was new to the participants,
regardless of their pedagogical background. Aoi (IST), for example, mentioned that she
had never used body movement in her classes in Japan:
When I was in Japan no one taught me systematic English pronunciation way …
we never use body movement … Everything is new to me and I found it

26

See Baker (2014) for a discussion of categories of controlled activities.
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interesting because touching hand is creating power memory. I never learned it
before in Japan (FG2-1).27
Similarly, Mark (PST) said that he was surprised about having “a lot of movements in
that course” (FG4-1) and Hiro (PST) indicated that he had been unaware of using
movement to teach pronunciation: “Kinaesthetic exercises were very new things to me
and I didn’t have [any] idea of those practical exercises, so it was very innovative for
me” (FG1-3).
A substantial amount of class time was devoted to student teachers experiencing
such techniques. Subsequently, after having experienced several sessions, the student
teachers’ understanding of these techniques developed as Kirsten’s (PST) statement
illuminates:
at first…it make no sense to me because I don’t know what’s going on and I don’t
know what’s the point to teach…how does it effectively teach pronunciation? But
later, after a few weeks, I find it … works. It is interesting (FG4-1).
As Kirsten exemplifies, at first the participants perceived the training to have little
value. But these sessions gradually began to have an impact on student teachers’
cognition about pronunciation pedagogy, reflected in their new beliefs about the use of
kinesthetic/tactile pronunciation techniques. This growth was evident in a statement
made by Hayley (PST) during the third focus group meeting:
I think the ways [to] teach stress and intonation, including the ball, the rubber
bands and the chopsticks … I think it’s very practical for me to teach the students
in the future. And I think the students will enjoy it, too because they don’t need to
just sit on the chair and listen to me … they can really have opportunities to
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The following codes identify data sources: FG1-3 = focus group 1 - interview 3; FI = final semistructured interview; OW7 = observation/week 7.
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practice … I think this kind of way can make them easily to memorize how they
have to stress and make the intonation (FG4-3).
Hayley began to believe that using kinesthetic/tactile elements allowed for enhanced
learner involvement, enjoyable L2 learning and improved pronunciation teaching. In the
same way, Rio (IST) thought that “stretching the rubber band [was] a good thing...” (FI)
to teach pronunciation to L2 students. Thus, participants including kinesthetic/tactile
elements in their third assessment task signified an uptake of pedagogical course
content and subsequent cognition development for both PSTs and ISTs.
As the lecture data indicated, the opportunity to observe a real-life pronunciation
teaching session in a local ESL program contributed immensely to some student
teachers’ beliefs that the use of movement can be effective in pronunciation instruction.
During the lecture held in week 7, Grace (PST) and Mio (IST) both shared with the rest
of the class their insights gained from observing the second author teaching
pronunciation kinaesthetically to L2 learners. Mio, for example, mentioned that they
initially doubted L2 students’ willingness to learn pronunciation through a
kinesthetic/tactile approach. After the observation, however, she thought that “[t]he
most impressive thing was that the students perfectly accepted that technique … I saw
they [were] pleased with the movement with pronunciation. It really worked very well”
(OW7). When asked about her observation, Grace echoed Mio’s newly gained
perspective: “I do think that [pronunciation] can lead to change now” (FI). The findings,
thereby, provided evidence that observations of ESL classes played a significant role in
transforming the two participants’ cognition, supporting Cabaroglu and Roberts’ (2000)
notion of classroom observations being effective in stimulating cognition change in
SLTE programs.
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These findings contribute to SLTE because in contrast to some research
suggesting teacher preparation programs are potentially ineffective in altering student
teachers’ beliefs and knowledge (e.g., Peacock, 2001; Urmston, 2003), our study
demonstrated that the cognition of PSTs and ISTs regarding kinesthetic/tactile
pronunciation instruction developed during the course. Differences between PST and
IST cognition development are discussed in the following section.

5.6.2 Differences between the Development of PST and IST Cognition about
Pronunciation Instruction
In alignment with research indicating that PST and IST cognition often differs
(Kourieos, 2014; Polat, 2010), observation, focus group and semi-structured interview
data suggested that in comparison with the ISTs, PSTs’ beliefs and knowledge about
pronunciation pedagogy developed less. When asked at the end of the semester about
the choice of pronunciation instruction used in their classrooms, most PSTs believed
that they lacked the ability to teach pronunciation. Lucy, for example, expressed
uncertainty about how to teach pronunciation, and she suggested that general speaking
skills rather than pronunciation should be focused on in L2 classrooms (FG3-3).
Additionally, Grace felt “stuck” (FG3-3) about how to teach pronunciation and
therefore relied on textbooks for guidance (FI). Besides Grace’s uncertainty, her
dependence on commercially published ESL resources is problematic since ESL
textbooks generally provide L2 instructors with limited guidance on pronunciation
pedagogy (Derwing et al., 2012; Diepenbroek & Derwing, 2013). This suggests that
despite the course’s strong emphasis on pronunciation pedagogy, without practical
teaching experience to anchor this new knowledge, PSTs struggled with confidence.
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Some of the ISTs, on the other hand, seemed to be more confident when talking
about pronunciation teaching. Georgia mentioned using her newly gained knowledge of
the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) in her classes: “I wasn’t a hundred precent
familiar with the IPA. Now I am which is, you know, really really good. I feel like I can
use it to my advantage” (FG2-3). This indicates the cognition of ISTs developed more,
which was evident in how ISTs were able to connect new course content with their
teaching experience (Basturkmen, 2012; Hong, 2010). Further contributing to their
development was their stronger awareness of the influence of contextual factors (e.g.,
institutional, curricular, and political) on pronunciation instruction. This is not
surprising, given that experienced instructors are likely to possess a better
understanding of factors impacting their teaching due to insights gained in their own
classrooms (Kourieos, 2014; Polat, 2010). What was unexpected, however, was that
non-integrated pronunciation instruction was frequently mentioned by both ISTs and
PSTs. Treating pronunciation as a stand-alone entity in the form of short sequences was
generally seen as being the most effective means to address L2 learners’ pronunciation
needs. Grace’s comment is representative of what several participants expressed (e.g.,
Hiro, Mark, Mio, Lucy):
I would firstly set aside at least 5 to 10 minutes at the end of each lesson, just
dedicated to pronunciation teaching, just so that we could get into that rhythm and
then once 10 minutes is enough then we can bring it down to 5 and focus on the
other work. (FI)
The notion of dedicating just a few minutes to pronunciation at the end of an L2 lesson
was in contrast to the lecturer’s frequently advocating an integrated approach to
pronunciation instruction. However, at the end of the semester, student teachers
continued to view pronunciation instruction as being most effective when approached in
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a non-integrated manner. This raises the question of what restricted the development of
some of the students’ beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation instruction.

5.6.3 Factors Restricting the Development of PST and IST Cognition about
Pronunciation Instruction
This study demonstrated that training and classroom observations can exert a
positive influence on student teachers’ cognition about pronunciation teaching, but
focus group, observation and semi-structured interview data also showed that all of the
participants expressed difficulty with learning content at some point during the course.
We propose that the challenge of acquiring subject matter may have delayed the
development of participants’ cognition. An analysis of our thematic coding suggested
that two factors restricted development: (1) the intensity of the course/depth of content,
and (2) the complexity/ambiguity of English phonology. Both factors were closely
intertwined in that the complexity and ambiguity of phonology was often manifested in
participants’ perception of the course being intense and overwhelming. The number of
incidents coded as restrictive was much higher for the PSTs, indicating that the
development of inexperienced instructors’ cognition was more likely to be restricted by
these two factors during the course (Figure 5). These findings support previous research
indicating that classroom experience (or the lack thereof) plays an important role in
student teachers’ cognition growth (Kourieos, 2014; Polat, 2010).
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Figure 5. Factors restricting cognition development.

On several occasions during the focus group meetings, Alizeh, Charlotte, Lucy
and Grace mentioned that the course contained too much content for them to process
and obtain an in-depth understanding. At the beginning of the semester they found
English vowel sounds to be challenging. They expressed frustration with their inability
to distinguish certain vowel sounds, especially some of the subtle differences commonly
occurring in Australian English (e.g., ‘goat’ versus ‘no’). Although not clearly visible in
Figure 5, the qualitative data suggested that in the second half of the semester,
intonation posed a significant challenge for PSTs and ISTs. For example, Aoi (FG2-3),
an in-service teacher from Japan, and Kirsten (FG4-2), a pre-service teacher from Hong
Kong, both mentioned that intonation was challenging because of their difficulties with
using it in their own speech. For Hiro (PST), on the other hand, intonation was
confusing because of his lack of knowledge (FG1-3). Furthermore, Grace (OW12), a
PST, and Rio (OW13), an IST, suggested that the L2 learner speech sample they had to
analyse for assessment task #3 contained no intonation because of the monotony of the
speaker’s voice. Their inability to recognize that intonational contours existed
regardless of how an utterance is expressed indicated their difficulties with mastering
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the concept of intonation. In fact, at the end of the lesson on intonation, Lucy (PST) said
that “I feel like having a nervous breakdown” (OW7) because she was unable to
understand the content covered in class. Restricting factors seemed to affect mostly
PSTs whose first language was English. NSs without pronunciation teaching experience
appeared to be particularly susceptible to restricting factors impeding cognition growth
(Table 11).

Table 11
Factors Restricting Cognition Development of Native and Non-native English Speakers
Pre-service
Teachers

In-service
Teachers

NS (4)

NNS (6)

NS (1)

NNS (4)

Intensity of course / depth of content

17

1

2

1

Complexity /ambiguity of phonology

15

4

1

Notes: NS = native English speaker; NNS = non-native English speaker; number of
participants is indicated in brackets

Since only four PSTs were NSs, the large number of restricting factors encountered by
native English-speaking PSTs is noteworthy. It confirms previous work showing that
differences exist between NNS and NS cognition development (Burri, 2015b) and
between PST and IST cognition growth (Kourieos, 2014; Polat, 2010); it also supports
Wyatt and S. Borg’s (2011) research demonstrating that program-related factors can
exercise a powerful influence on student teachers learning to teach language. Our
findings suggested that learning to teach pronunciation might be particularly
challenging for inexperienced NSs. The findings have, therefore, important implications
for teacher educators preparing L2 instructors to teach pronunciation.
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5.7 Discussion
The study showed that student teachers’ beliefs and knowledge developed
during the pronunciation pedagogy course and at the same time, demonstrated the
complexity of SLTC development (Baker & J. Murphy, 2011; S. Borg, 2006; Tsui,
2011). On the one hand, the course had limited impact on participants’ cognition
development, specifically pronunciation activities selected in assessment task #3. On
the other hand, contrary to research suggesting that SLTE might be ineffective in
developing the knowledge and beliefs of student teachers (e.g., Peacock, 2001;
Urmston, 2003), this study demonstrated that one area of student teachers’ cognition
changed, namely their cognition about kinesthetic/tactile pronunciation instruction.
Various factors, such as training participants in the use of kinesthetic/tactile techniques,
classroom observations, intensity/depth of content and complexity/ambiguity of English
phonology, also exerted a strong influence on the cognition of student teachers (Figure
6). Implications for pronunciation teacher preparation are outlined in the ensuing
discussion.
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Figure 6. Factors impacting the development of student teacher cognition about
pronunciation instruction.

5.7.1 Implications for Pronunciation Teacher Preparation
Why did student teachers not select more guided and free activities in task #3 as
advocated by the lecturer during the lesson on teaching techniques held in week 10? The
participants’ previous exposure and experience with pronunciation teaching provides a
likely explanation for their choice of activities. The PSTs had experienced mostly
traditional pronunciation instruction (e.g., drills and repetition) during their past L2
learning endeavours. Given the powerful influence previous learning experiences have
and the fact that expert knowledge is not yet available to teachers without pedagogical
classroom experience (S. Borg, 2006), the selection of mostly controlled activities may
have been the result of PSTs drawing on their apprenticeship of observation as language
learners (M. Borg, 2005; Lortie, 1975). Lucy and Hiro were the only PSTs that selected
free activities (drama and role games). While Hiro’s self-proclaimed interest in
innovative teaching techniques may explain his choice, Lucy’s extensive participation
and observable engagement in class lectures is the most likely reason for her choosing
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free activities. As for the ISTs, their teaching experiences might have prevented them
from adopting new techniques. Research has shown that pedagogical experiences have
an impact on teacher learning (see Tsui, 2011); thus, ISTs might have resorted to the
types of techniques they felt most comfortable with because they had used them in their
former classrooms to address their students’ pronunciation needs (Appendix K). As the
majority of pronunciation work involves controlled techniques (Baker, 2014), the ISTs
might have also picked the ones that seemed to most directly relate to addressing
specific pronunciation difficulties and thus these experienced teachers may need more
time to become familiar with other options (personal communication with John Levis,
January 22, 2016). Alternatively, because of their practical experience, some of the ISTs
were perhaps “critical of the information and knowledge imparted in [the pronunciation
course]” (Mattheoudakis, 2007, p. 1282).
The finding that student teachers’ preference for controlled activities remained
largely unchanged should concern teacher educators, especially since student teachers,
irrespective of teaching experience, expressed uncertainty about integrating
pronunciation instruction into L2 teaching. Participants generally regarded
pronunciation as an add-on to existing lessons, something that can be covered in a few
minutes at the beginning or end of a lesson. This confirms previous research showing
the difficulties L2 instructors have with the integration of pronunciation (Breitkreutz et
al., 2001). Although there is a general consensus in contemporary language teaching
that pronunciation should be integrated and practiced in meaningful contexts rather than
treated as a stand-alone matter (Burgess & Spencer, 2000; Burns, 2006; Levis, 1999;
Levis & Grant, 2003; Morley, 1991; Scales, Wennerstrom, Richard, & Wu, 2006;
Sicola & Darcy, 2015; Trofimovich & Gatbonton, 2006), helping student teachers learn
to integrate pronunciation appears to be an urgent need for L2 teacher educators.
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In light of the positive effects classroom observations had on Mio and Grace’s
cognition about kinesthetic/tactile pronunciation instruction, observing how expert
teachers integrate pronunciation into their lessons could be effective in addressing this
need. However, if visiting a real classroom is logistically challenging, videos of L2
classroom sessions could be shown (e.g., Harmer, 2007). Observations – whether done
in real-time or video format – may allow participants to connect course content with
real-life classrooms and subsequently enhance cognition about effective integration of
pronunciation instruction (J. Murphy, 2014b). To further facilitate student teachers’
understanding of pronunciation teaching, observers could be provided with reflective
tasks to accompany their observations (Farrell, 2007; J. C. Richards & Farrell, 2005).
Student teachers could thus be given a set of pedagogical criteria that focus on effective
pronunciation integration. Identifying such criteria would most likely increase
observers’ understanding of how pronunciation can be integrated into L2 classrooms.
Observation tasks could also help student teachers reflect on their pre-existing
cognitions about L2 learning and teaching (Gutierrez Almarza, 1996; Peacock, 2001),
allowing them to examine how their pre-existing beliefs and knowledge may conflict
with integrated pronunciation instruction. Given the potential influence the biographical
background exercised on participants’ cognition, having student teachers acknowledge,
question and examine their pre-existing beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation
pedagogy may promote cognition growth and subsequently enhance the preparation of
pronunciation teachers.
L2 teacher educators must also take into account the powerful influence that the
intensity/depth of content and complexity/ambiguity of English phonology exert on
student teachers’ cognition development. The findings suggest that preparing
inexperienced NSs to teach pronunciation may require time beyond coursework to learn
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the necessary skills to teach language effectively (Freeman, 2002). For them to develop
to the extent that these teachers are ready to teach pronunciation in their future
classrooms, we argue that additional support could be built into postgraduate courses on
pronunciation pedagogy. One way to provide such support could be to team up PSTs
and ISTs during lectures. ISTs could be asked to share pedagogical experiences with
their PST peers and then collaboratively reflect on implications of new content learned
during the pronunciation course (Farrell, 2007). This type of partnership may allow
inexperienced teachers to process some of the course content more effectively –
something S. Borg (2011) considers to be essential in SLTE – because new content
might become more meaningful to PSTs in that it could be linked to real-life classroom
experiences. Ideally, this type of group work would also consist of NNSs and NSs
because a linguistically diverse learning environment can result in cognition growth of
student teachers learning to teach pronunciation (Burri, 2015a).
Finally, findings generated by this study support the notion of cognition
development being a complex, uneven, individualistic and often ambiguous process (M.
Borg, 2005; H. Murray, 1995). It also appears that the growth process of PST and ISTs’
beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation instruction may require significant time
(Mattheoudakis, 2007) and/or perhaps different tasks than those used in the course. It is
important to note that, in any course or program, the process between input,
appropriation and action requires considerable time. Whether a postgraduate course on
pronunciation pedagogy offers enough time to observe development in a variety of areas
is, therefore, a legitimate question. At the same time, the findings also demonstrated
that cognition does develop, even if only modestly, suggesting that preparing L2
teachers to teach pronunciation is a worthwhile undertaking in SLTE.
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5.8 Conclusion
This research provided insights into how inexperienced and experienced L2
instructors’ cognitions about pronunciation teaching developed during a pronunciation
pedagogy course. To better understand the contribution of a pronunciation pedagogy
course to preparing L2 instructors, further inquiry is needed to examine “how teachers
appropriate their new pedagogical tools in their own teaching settings” (Kurihara &
Samimy, 2007, p. 118). A useful follow-up study would be to ascertain the degree to
which the participants adopted some of the practices that were included and observed in
the pronunciation course. This would most likely reveal to what extent these teachers
draw on new techniques such as the kinesthetic/tactile activities. It is a possibility that
although the cognition of the participants changed during the course, they may revert
back to their previous beliefs and practices due to contextual and institutional
constraints (E. L. Tang et al., 2012). This type of research would also disclose whether
controlled activities continue to prevail in their classrooms, or whether, as the teachers
become more experienced and thus more confident in teaching pronunciation, they
begin to place greater emphasis on guided or free techniques. Although an equal gender
balance and an even number of PSTs, ISTs, NNSs, and NSs may have generated
slightly different findings (Polat, 2010), and although the study showed a growth in
participants’ cognition, whether this change will be reflected in teachers’ pronunciation
teaching practices remains unanswered (Wyatt & S. Borg, 2011).
In view of the impact of the classroom observations on participants’ cognition
development, future research should be conducted in a pronunciation course featuring
more experiential components. This kind of approach to L2 teacher preparation may
result in more substantial cognition growth. Research should also examine whether
PSTs and ISTs require different elements in a pronunciation course in order to enhance
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the uptake of content. Such research would almost certainly yield invaluable insights
that could be used to further improve the preparation of pronunciation teachers.
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FOREWORD TO STUDY 4

The first three studies (Chapters 3-5) included in this thesis have established that
the pronunciation pedagogy subject contributed substantially to the cognition
development of postgraduate students’ learning to teach English pronunciation. While
the first study demonstrated that student teachers’ cognition changed in regards to the
goal of pronunciation instruction, the second paper illustrated that native and non-native
cognition development is a multifaceted process in which participants’ linguistic
background and their own pronunciation and language awareness played important
roles. Corroborating Rahimi and Zhang’s (2015) work suggesting that teachers’
cognitions differ according to the extent of their pedagogical experience, the third study
revealed that pronunciation teaching experience is an important factor in the
development of student teachers’ beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation
instruction, particularly their cognition about kinaesthetic/tactile teaching techniques.
The findings of these three studies made a valuable contribution to the understanding of
pronunciation teacher preparation. However, a significant aspect of teacher cognition,
that of student teachers’ identity, was not explicitly addressed in any of the papers.
Considering the intricate connection between pronunciation and a speaker’s identity
(Golombek & Jordan, 2005; Goodwin, 2014; Macdonald, 2015; Marx, 2002; Morgan,
1997, 2003; Müller, 2016), the importance of identity in teacher learning (Kamhi-Stein,
2013; Trent, 2012; Tsui, 2011; Varghese, Morgan, Johnston, & K. A. Johnson, 2005),
as well as Kubanyiova and Feryok’s (2015) argument emphasising the need to
reconceptualize SLTC, the aim of the fourth paper was to shift from the more traditional
cognitive paradigm represented in the first three studies to an exploration of the
relationship between participants’ cognition development and their identity
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construction. Bringing these two constructs together and examining their connection
was essential to yield further insights into the process of participants’ learning to teach
English pronunciation.
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CHAPTER 6 – STUDY 4: JOINT DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHER
COGNITION AND IDENTITY THROUGH LEARNING TO TEACH L2
PRONUNCIATION

6.1 Abstract
The constructs of teacher cognition and teacher identity have recently gained
considerable attention in second language teacher education research for their crucial
roles in understanding teacher learning. While a number of current studies have
examined the contributions of both constructs, the connections between cognition and
identity are yet to be fully conceptualized. This article addresses this gap by drawing on
the notion of identification to examine the identity construction and cognition
development of 15 student teachers in the context of a postgraduate course on
pronunciation pedagogy. Questionnaires, focus group interviews, observations, and
semi-structured interviews were triangulated to obtain an in-depth understanding of the
complex relations between identity formation and cognition growth. Findings revealed
that identity construction – manifested through imagination of self and others,
engagement and investment in the course, and alignment with course content – not only
had a profound impact on participants’ cognition development, but that these two
constructs were intertwined in a complex and reciprocal relationship, fostering the
process of student teachers’ learning to teach pronunciation.

6.2 Introduction
Teacher learning has generated considerable discussion among L2 teacher
educators (see, for example, the exchange between Tarone & Allwright and Freeman &
Johnson in Tedick, 2005). Defined as “how individuals learn to teach” (Freeman, 2002,
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p. 1), teacher learning has been considered as a core component of SLTE. To date,
previous research into teacher learning has focused on teachers’ beliefs (Johnson, 1994;
Kurihara & Samimy, 2007; Peacock, 2001), pedagogical and content knowledge (Wyatt
& S. Borg, 2011), and self-perceptions as practitioners (Golombek & Jordan, 2005;
Park, 2012). Recent research has paid attention to the role of teacher identity in teacher
learning (Varghese et al., 2005). Such studies, however, are limited in focus. Each of
these perspectives only provides a partial understanding of teacher learning as beliefs,
knowledge and identity are typically investigated as separate domains. Subsequently, in
the field of teacher cognition, Kubanyiova and Feryok (2015) have called for a new
research agenda for SLTC that moves beyond its narrow focus on beliefs and
knowledge to include interdisciplinary components that account for “other dimensions
of teachers’ inner lives (e.g., emotions, motivations, values)” (p. 437). This article
responds to this call by bringing together teacher cognition and teacher identity to offer
an interdisciplinary theorisation of student teacher learning, focusing specifically on
learning to teach English pronunciation. As a pronunciation course generally provokes
identity-related issues, such as the nexus between speaker identity, accent and
intelligibility (Gatbonton et al., 2005), it provides an ideal site for a study exploring the
joint development of teacher cognition and identity.

6.3 Teacher Identity and SLTE
Teacher identity has become an emerging research area in TESOL (Wright,
2010) due to its central role in facilitating competent teacher development (Kanno &
Stuart, 2011; Tsui, 2011) and in understanding teachers’ practices and decision making
processes (Canagarajah, 2012; Huang, 2014; Kamhi-Stein, 2013; Morgan, 2003; Trent,
2012; Varghese et al., 2005). Defined as teachers’ perception and understanding of
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themselves and others as L2 instructors (D. E. Murray & Christison, 2011), the concept
of teacher identity has contributed to understanding practitioners’ perception of
themselves as content, pedagogical, and didactic experts (Beijaard, Verloop, &
Vermunt, 2000).
Research on the emerging identity of postgraduate student teachers has made
several key contributions to understanding what learning to teach English as an
additional language entails. Park’s (2012) work, for example, demonstrated that identity
construction in postgraduate education is a gradual process but one that is made possible
through the provision of culturally relevant content and the accommodation of student
teachers’ cultural, linguistic and self-perceptual needs. The study sheds light on how a
non-native student teacher shifted from marginalizing herself (i.e., considering herself
to hold a lower status position in TESOL) to learning to accept her non-native identity,
as her subject matter knowledge increased. This identity shift was critical to her
increasing confidence and subsequent change in regarding herself as a competent
English teacher. In another study by Morita (2004), teacher learning was substantially
influenced by classroom participation, negotiation of competence and navigation of
power relations. An important insight from this body of research is that becoming a
teacher is dependent upon development of one’s identity as a teacher.
The exploration into identity construction in the case of preparing pronunciation
teachers is still in its infancy (J. Murphy, 2014b). This is problematic given that
pronunciation has regained some of its former prominence as a critical skill area in L2
teaching (Derwing & Munro, 2005; Munro & Derwing, 2015). One study that has
examined pronunciation teacher preparation is Golombek and Jordan (2005). Their
research provides insights into the evolving identity of two student teachers from
Taiwan, in that the course facilitated changes in participants’ perception of themselves
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as legitimate English speakers and pronunciation teachers. Their emerging identities as
legitimate English speakers was significant for their development as pronunciation
teachers. To what extent their learning also influenced their cognition development,
however, is unknown.

6.4 Teacher Cognition and SLTE
Another body of research that has examined teacher learning is teacher
cognition. In the field of teacher cognition, instructors’ beliefs, thoughts and knowledge
(S. Borg, 2006) play a prominent role in SLTE research. So far research examining
SLTC has explored factors that stimulate or restrict student teachers’ cognition
development to determine the effectiveness of educational programs. Past experiences,
strong pre-existing beliefs, prior and existing knowledge, personal traits, attitudes and
contextual factors have all been shown to exert a powerful influence on student
teachers’ cognition growth and subsequently their learning to teach language (Baker,
2011b; Kurihara & Samimy, 2007; Wyatt & S. Borg, 2011). In the context of
pronunciation teacher education, Burri (2015b) found that NNSs’ self-perceived
improvement of their own pronunciation and an increase in their language awareness
had a profound impact on their cognition development. In a subsequent study,
pedagogical training sessions and observations of real-life L2 classrooms contributed to
student teachers’ cognition development, whereas the intensity of the program and the
complexity of the English sound system appeared to restrict participants’ cognition
about pronunciation pedagogy (Burri et al., accepted).
Despite these positive findings signifying teachers’ cognition growth, other
research evidence of the impact of SLTE on student teacher learning is relatively
inconclusive. Peacock (2001) and Urmston (2003), for example, suggest that the
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effectiveness of teacher education is marginal in terms of student teachers’ cognition
development, but such findings are based mostly on questionnaire responses and thus
are limited in their descriptions. Other research built on more robust methodology with
multiple data sources indicates that SLTE can enhance the beliefs and knowledge of
student teachers and subsequently prepare them effectively to teach an L2 in their
classrooms (Baker, 2011b; Farrell, 2009; Johnson, 1994; Kurihara & Samimy, 2007;
Wyatt & S. Borg, 2011).
Although these studies have afforded important insights into SLTE-related
factors involved in the successful preparation of student teachers, they have largely
focused on teacher learning from a traditional individualistic and cognitive perspective
(Burns et al., 2015), treating teachers’ practices, contexts and mental lives as separate
entities. Kubanyiova and Feryok (2015) have recently raised concerns about this
theoretical divide and called for attention devoted to assessing “the value of going
beyond rationalist conceptualizations of cognition” (p. 443). This article sets out to
address this concern by developing an integrated research framework that accounts for
both social and cognitive development in teacher learning. It does this by offering an
interdisciplinary dialogue that examines the interplay of cognition and identity in an
SLTE setting. Examining this connection will further our understanding of teacher
learning, specifically within the context of a postgraduate course on pronunciation
pedagogy at an Australian university. The study is thus guided by the following
research questions:
 What relationship exists between the development of student teachers’ cognition
about pronunciation instruction and their identity construction?
 What factors contribute to or restrict the cognition development and identity
construction of student teachers learning to teach pronunciation?
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6.5 Theoretical Underpinnings
The theoretical lens informing the proposed integrated framework of cognition
and teacher identity comprises theories of identity (Norton, 2013) and social learning
(Lave & Wenger, 1991). From this perspective, learning is seen as a process of
becoming a member of a community made possible through social participation and
understanding community practice, which in turn leads to increased knowledge and
competence. As discussed earlier, previous SLTE research has often drawn on the
cognitive dimension of teacher learning. However, research into identity has
increasingly shown that multiple viewpoints resulting from class, race, gender and
sexual orientation may impact the process of language learning and teaching (Norton,
2013). A key tenet of Norton’s identity theory is that “opportunities to practise
speaking, reading and writing … are socially structured in both formal and informal
sites of language learning” (p. 2). Understanding teacher learning should include
investigation into how the knowledge and skills are acquired but especially the
conditions under which they are developed. Examination of teacher identity, therefore,
offers a means to theorise how teacher cognition is shaped and developed.
In conceptualizing the complex interplay between identity and teacher cognition
brought together in teacher learning, we draw on Wenger’s (1998) notion of
identification. Wenger argues that identifying as someone or with someone is a
fundamental element of identity formation. This association shapes who we are in any
setting. In the context of teacher learning, identification may involve students’
identifying with certain beliefs and perspectives underpinning a teaching approach,
crucial for their development of teacher cognition. In that light, identification serves as a
scaffold to bring identity and cognition together, offering an interdisciplinary approach
to explore student teachers’ learning to teach pronunciation.
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Wenger notes that identification can take place through three pathways:
imagination, engagement, and alignment. For Wenger, imagination relates to imagining
and positioning “ourselves in a completely different context” (p. 194). It thus can have a
profound impact on identity formation as identities can “take on new dimensions” (p.
194).28 One example of this might be teachers envisioning themselves teaching
pronunciation to L2 learners, resulting in self-confidence in teaching it. Engagement, on
the other hand, refers to the extent in which participants invest their actions, activities
and their “relations with other people” (p. 192) to gain a sense of who they are; a
process which develops competence. This notion of investment has strong affinity with
Norton’s (2013) concept of investment which was employed to account for the complex
relationship between language learning engagement and learner identity. Discussing
students’ motivation to learn English, Norton argues that language learning requires
students’ investment in a given set of language practices. It can, therefore, be argued
that investment is also critical to the development of teacher cognition. Finally,
participants need to demonstrate alignment, directing their actions in light of their
positions and beliefs (Wenger, 1998). Because aligning with something or someone
typically involves participation (or non-participation), allegiance and power, alignment
in the present study could involve student teachers connecting themselves with, for
example, course content.
In this article, Wenger’s notion of identification allows for an in-depth
examination of how student teachers see, position and define themselves and others, and
how they identify themselves with various key components of the pronunciation
pedagogy course, such as content, theory, and pronunciation teaching techniques. The
collaborative, participatory nature of the pronunciation pedagogy course (see Research
28

As Wenger posits, imagination can also cause disassociation and subsequently impact one’s identity in
a non-participatory way.
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Context) coupled with the participants’ diverse backgrounds is suited to this particular
theoretical construct. The interconnectedness of these three modes allows for a
systematic, thorough exploration of participants’ identification occurring during the
pronunciation course, and subsequently provides novel insights into teacher learning.

6.6 Methodology
The present study aims to provide an interdisciplinary understanding of a
particular case situated in a specific context: learning to teach English pronunciation in
a postgraduate course on pronunciation pedagogy offered at an Australian university.

6.6.1 Research Context
The research took place in a 13-week long postgraduate course called Teaching
Pronunciation and Prosody that was taught by the third author.29 The structure of the
course was organized in a way that each weekly lecture focused on a particular area of
English pronunciation and was complemented by readings from the main textbook
(Celce-Murcia et al., 2010) and several journal articles. Overall, the course featured a
strong collaborative learning environment, involving small group discussions, group
task work and peer teaching. Additionally, the inclusion of native and non-native
English varieties and accents in L2 teaching was a prominent theme throughout the
semester and students’ previous L2 learning and teaching experiences were regularly
drawn on to stimulate reflection on subject content.

29

The third author was unaware of which students participated in the study; thus, students were neither
advantaged nor disadvantaged by their choice to participate, or alternatively not to participate, in the
study.
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6.6.2 Participants
Of the 24 postgraduate students enrolled in the course, 15 agreed to participate
in the project. Participants assigned themselves a pseudonym so that their
confidentiality and anonymity was maintained throughout the study (Creswell, 2013).
This was important in order to avoid any conflict of interest as the third author taught
the course and marked the participants’ assessment tasks. The students self-identified
themselves as either L1 or L2 speakers of English (as part of an initial questionnaire).
The dichotomy of native versus non-native teachers has been challenged in
contemporary L2 teaching (Braine, 1999). Considering this distinction, however, is
necessary in this present study to explore the potential role participants’ language
background played in learning to teach pronunciation.
The demographic profile of the 15 participants varied considerably, including
four from Australia (Lucy, Georgia, Grace, Charlotte), six from Japan (Hiro, Mio, Ken,
Koki, Mai, Aoi), three from Hong Kong (Kirsten, Hayley, Mark), one from Pakistan
(Alizeh) and one from Iran (Rio); all of the NNSs (n=10) were highly proficient in
English. The age of the participants ranged between 20 and 60. While only five of the
15 student teachers reported having pronunciation teaching experience prior to the
pronunciation course, all 15 had experience with studying a foreign language.

6.6.3 Data Collection and Analysis
In line with case study research and previous work on SLTC (Baker, 2014;
Barnard & Burns, 2012), multiple data sources were triangulated to examine the
relationship between cognition development and identity construction in learning to
teach pronunciation: a pre- and post-course questionnaire, focus group interviews,
observations, and semi-structured interviews.
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Two questionnaires were used in the study to explore participants’ reported
cognitions about pronunciation teaching. The first questionnaire was used to collect
participants’ biographical data as well as elicit comments on some of their pre-existing
pedagogical beliefs. This questionnaire was developed in previous research examining
pronunciation teacher cognition (Baker, 2011c). At the end of the course, a second
questionnaire was administered, consisting of the multiple-choice items from the first
questionnaire, one question asking about homework and one open-ended question about
students’ general beliefs about teaching and learning English pronunciation. This
second survey allowed us to examine the extent to which participants’ cognition about
pronunciation instruction developed during the pronunciation pedagogy course.
The 15 participants were then divided into four focus groups according to their
language background and teaching experience. The purpose of dividing the focus
groups in this way was to obtain data “simultaneously from several interviewees”
(Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2010, p. 1565) with similar backgrounds (Krueger & Casey,
2000). This allowed for an examination of learning to teach pronunciation according to
participants’ linguistic and professional background. Each focus group consisted of 3-5
members and all four groups met with the first author three times during the semester
(in weeks 5, 9, and 12). In addition to questions about participants’ cognitions about
pronunciation instruction, participants were asked to share a “critical incident” (J. C.
Richards & Farrell, 2005, p. 117) from the coursework to elicit their perceptions and
viewpoints on any memorable, unexpected or challenging moments they experienced
during the pronunciation pedagogy course. The focus group interviews were audio
recorded with a digital voice recorder.
Besides the focus group interviews, the first author conducted weekly nonparticipatory observations of the 3-hour lecture to observe participants’ reaction to class
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content and classroom interactions. The insights gained from these observations then
served as stimuli for subsequent focus group and semi-structured interviews (Baker,
2011a; S. Borg, 2003). All of the lectures were video recorded with a Canon Vixia
HFR21.
Based on several preliminary themes that were identified during data collection,
purposeful sampling (Creswell, 2013) was applied by inviting 7 of the 15 participants to
participate in a 30-45-minute semi-structured interview with the first author. The criteria
for purposive sampling were student availability and several questions that arose during
the data collection. In addition to these clarification questions, interviewees were asked
a scenario-based question (S. Borg, 2006). This required participants to select specific
course content (e.g., pronunciation teaching techniques), most likely reflecting their
identification with and their cognition about pronunciation pedagogy at the end of the
course; however, they were not specifically asked about their identities or cognition.
The one-on-one interviews were audio recorded and conducted within a month of the
completion of the course.
A coding structure drawn from the first author’s (Burri, 2015a, 2015b) previous
research on the cognition development of student teachers learning to teach
pronunciation was used as a point of departure. This set of themes was then expanded
by analysing and coding the data according to the components of identification
discussed in the theoretical framework (Trent, 2012). Identified themes were allocated
to individual students and a profile for each participant was created to attain a thorough
understanding of the mediation of student teachers’ identities and cognitions. Initially
examining each student teacher individually (Huang, 2014) not only allowed the
exploration of participants’ cognition development and identity formation in depth, but
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also assisted in the identification of thematic overlaps among student teachers
(Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2010). All of the coding was undertaken in NVivo 10.

6.7 Findings
In the following section the findings of the study – derived from questionnaires,
focus groups, observations and interviews – are organized according to the theoretical
framework underpinning the research. Thus, the first part of the findings is divided into
the three categories constituting participants’ identification with the pronunciation
pedagogy course: (1) imagination of self and others; (2) personal engagement and
investment in course; and (3) alignment with course content. In the second part of the
findings we follow Morita’s (2004) model by profiling two student teachers. These
profiles are included to highlight the complex relationship between participants’
cognition development and identity construction, and to foreground some of the factors
that are part of the different trajectories of postgraduate student teachers’ learning to
teach pronunciation.

6.7.1 Imagination of Self and Others
An analysis of the focus group and interview data showed that imagination of
self and others exerted a substantial influence on participants’ cognition growth and
identity formation. Contrary to previous NNEST research suggesting that NNSs
consider themselves to be less able L2 teachers – a view that disempowers identity
construction (Amin, 1997; C. Tang, 1997) – the majority of NNSs in the present study
began to gradually imagine themselves over the course of the semester as legitimate and
competent pronunciation instructors. At the end of the term, Mark, Mio and Rio viewed
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NNSs to be better equipped to teach pronunciation due to their strong awareness of
English pronunciation. For example:
[NNESTs are] aware of the ways of teaching pronunciation and how they can
teach pronunciation but, for native speakers, they [don't] know that, why do they
have that higher or lower pitch. They think it’s natural and they may not have too
much awareness of the reason behind that. So they may not have enough theory or
something to back up their teaching. (Mark; FI)30
The non-native student teachers, thus, increasingly viewed their identities in a positive
light as the semester progressed. This newly acquired belief in their pedagogical ability
resulted in increased confidence to teach pronunciation effectively (e.g., Hiro, Mio, Aoi,
Rio, Mark), lending support to previous research suggesting that confidence is closely
tied to NNESTs’ identity formation (e.g., Park, 2012).
Further contributing to the NNESTs’ positive self-image was the recognition by
the native-speaking student teachers of the legitimacy of NNSs in teaching English
pronunciation. As illustrated in the following statement made by Georgia, the NSs not
only believed that the NNSs were more comfortable with course content, but they
imagined NNESTs to be strongly positioned for teaching pronunciation due to their
shared L1 with their students and their experience with learning English pronunciation
explicitly:
I thought all this time that the best result was a native speaker teaching
pronunciation, but of course that’s not always possible … and then [NNSs] have
the experience of learning another language and learning about pronunciation and
that, so in some ways they’re better equipped. (FI)

30

The following notation system is used to refer to data sources: FI = final interview; FG1-3 = focus
group 1, interview 3; T3 = assessment task #3; OW7 = observation/week 7.
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This acknowledgment of being legitimate pronunciation instructors appeared to have a
powerful impact on NNS student teachers’ identity. In other words, since identity
entails a sense of belonging and self-worth, the recognition by their NS peers
empowered the NNSs, who began to believe that they could be effective pronunciation
teachers. Like Árva and Medyes’ (2000) findings, the majority of the student teachers
thought NSs’ strength was their superior command of English, allowing them to provide
explanations in several different ways. However, by the end of the semester, four of the
five NSs found it challenging to imagine and position themselves as effective
pronunciation instructors. That is, they appeared to be uncertain and lacked confidence
in their ability to teach pronunciation to L2 learners. These same four participants also
had no previous pronunciation teaching experience. Although this is speculative, these
NSs may have felt that the more they learned about pronunciation, the less they
possessed subject matter knowledge about the English sound system, thus leading them
to feel less confident in teaching it. Overall, these findings lend support to the
importance of a joint development of teacher cognition and identity in learning to teach
English pronunciation.

6.7.2 Personal Engagement and Investment in Course
In addition to imagination, personal engagement and investment in the course
and its content had a profound impact on student teachers’ identity construction which
in turn mediated their cognition growth. As the analysis of the focus group, interview
and observation data revealed, participants’ engagement/investment encompassed
several different forms: reading professional literature, status as classroom teacher, and
value attributed to assessment tasks.
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6.7.2.1 Reading professional literature. Overall, student teachers engaged in
the course readings throughout the semester. However, three in particular – Lucy, Hiro
and Georgia – devoted a significant amount of time to reading a wide variety of
literature on pronunciation pedagogy and research. For Georgia this facilitated her
understanding of course content, whereas Lucy began to recognize the importance of
pronunciation and the value of including non-native English varieties in L2 instruction.
In Hiro’s case, reading journal articles enhanced his understanding of the pedagogical
goal of pronunciation instruction: “I’m reading those things second or third time, and
kind of understand … the realistic goal [of pronunciation teaching]” (Hiro; FG1-3).
Thus, these findings lend support to Golombek and Jordan’s (2005) research that found
that professional literature can have a considerable effect on postgraduate student
teachers’ learning to teach English pronunciation.

6.7.2.2 Status as classroom teacher. Having access to an L2 classroom either
during or immediately after the postgraduate course contributed to some of the student
teachers’ personal investment in the course, and subsequently to their emerging
competence as pronunciation instructors.31 Georgia, for example, taught at a local
language school and was highly invested in the pronunciation course as a way of
learning to teach pronunciation to her students. As she explained, having her own
classroom allowed for experimentation with some of the newly learned pronunciation
techniques. For example, she described how a new kinaesthetic/tactile technique she
tried with one of her Vietnamese students improved his pronunciation: “I’m still helping

31

At the time this study was conducted, Georgia was the only participant engaged in regular L2 teaching.
Charlotte and Grace began their practicums, while Koki, Hiro, Mai, Aoi, Miho, Ken and Rio, all reported
either returning to their previous teaching positions, having been offered employment after their studies or
beginning to look for teaching opportunities immediately after their courses were completed.
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the Vietnamese student that I interviewed and I showed him the baton system32 the
other day … and it came together for him. So he can see the benefit of that” (FI).
Charlotte also had access to an L2 classroom when she commenced her
practicum in the later part of the semester, consequently gaining initial classroom
experience. This newly gained status as a classroom teacher appeared to signify a
particularly important stage in Charlotte’s process of learning to teach pronunciation.
Until that point, as was evident in the focus group and observation data, Charlotte
appeared to increasingly disassociate herself from subject matter, and she voiced strong
doubts about her choice of becoming an L2 instructor. However, observation data
obtained during the week 11 lecture demonstrated that beginning her practicum during
the course helped realign herself with some of the course content. She gradually began
to see pronunciation instruction in a somewhat more positive and relevant light. She
explained to the postgraduate class that, for her current L2 students, intelligibility was
the most important part of pronunciation. She also expressed her desire to teach one of
the kinaesthetic/tactile techniques to her students.

6.7.2.3 Value attributed to assessment tasks. Perceiving value in the
assessment tasks used in the pronunciation pedagogy course to augment student
teachers’ learning about the English sound system and how to teach it was a strong
indication of the extent student teachers were invested in the course. Nine of the 10
participants showing strong investment embraced the assessment tasks and considered
them to be a useful means to learn about English pronunciation and how to teach it to
L2 learners. Mio, for instance, perceived assessment task #3 as valuable because it

32

See Acton (2001).
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improved her language awareness, and Grace mentioned that the assignment assisted
her with attaining a more in-depth understanding of the IPA:
I think that the last assignment that we’ve been working on for a while, it’s
actually taught me to be aware of the phonetic alphabet more. So, as I’m
analysing things now I know a lot more symbols and it’s just coming naturally to
me, and I don’t really have to look at my chart anymore. (FG3-3)
Two of the five participants with less investment in the course, however, considered the
assessments to be daunting and possibly unhelpful: “I don’t think the assignments
overall are good for future teaching. [No] teacher is going to have time to do a 4000
word analysis of a student’s speech ever!” (Charlotte; FG3-3).33 Charlotte not only
perceived assessment task #3 to be overwhelming, but it evoked in her some strong
emotions and negative feelings towards the assignment, possibly contributing to her
gradual disengagement occurring during the first half the pronunciation pedagogy
course. Charlotte’s struggles demonstrated the potentially negative effects the
assessments had on her pronunciation teacher identity, but they also substantiate S.
Borg’s (2009) proposition that program requirements (such as assessment tasks) can
exert strong influence on teachers’ cognitions.

6.7.3 Alignment with Course Content
Alignment through personal interest in course content and through student
teachers’ response to some of this content played important roles in the growth of
participants’ pronunciation teaching competence. The areas of student teachers’
interests in specific subject matter content varied considerably; yet, the questionnaire,
focus group, and interview data clearly showed that personal interest in subject matter
33

The speech analysis of scripted (300 words) and unscripted (300 words) text consisted of 600 words in
total, and the write-up of the results and pedagogical implications was 3400 words.
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taught in the course had a positive effect on their identity formation and cognition
development. The majority of the participants, for instance, expressed their interest in
learning about suprasegmentals. This was an area which relatively few participants had
given much consideration to when thinking about teaching pronunciation as, at the
beginning of the course, most considered segmentals to be the main focus in
pronunciation instruction. Lucy’s interest in this area facilitated a shift in her
pedagogical beliefs towards teaching prosodic features. A strong interest in prosody
fostered Hiro’s understanding for a need of a more balanced approach to pronunciation
instruction, and Mark, Kirsten and Aoi began to view suprasegmentals as an important
element in pronunciation instruction. Moreover, Rio’s personal interest in
suprasegmentals fostered his awareness of and knowledge about several prosodic
features such as intonation and prominence. Thus, it appeared that participants’
development of subject matter knowledge and identity formation occurred in a
reciprocal relationship that was facilitated by a personal interest in English prosody.
Besides their interest in prosodic features, the majority of participants expressed
enthusiasm for the novelty of kinaesthetic/tactile techniques. Their interest in these
techniques appeared to enhance their identification with course content in that most
student teachers expressed a desire to use kinaesthetic/tactile techniques in their future
classrooms. In addition, Lucy’s passion for the history of the English language and
Ken’s curiosity about accents stimulated their beliefs and knowledge about
pronunciation. As Ken’s awareness of English accents increased, he began to
understand that attaining native-like pronunciation was not necessary for L2 learners.
Ken’s newly acquired understanding was reflected in the second questionnaire where he
disagreed with the notion of accent elimination being the goal of pronunciation
instruction (for more on accent reduction and pronunciation instruction, see Thomson &
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Derwing, 2015). These findings suggested that alignment through interest in course
content was a crucial factor contributing to the process of student teachers’ learning to
teach pronunciation.
The student teachers’ emotional response to some of the course content had an
effect on the extent to which participants aligned with it. This was particularly true with
regards to accents, which are interwoven with a speaker’s identity in complex, social
and psychological ways (Goodwin, 2014). The focus group and observation data
demonstrated that, for better or worse, everyone was struggling emotionally at some
point during the semester (Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2010). Data, however, clearly showed
that NS student teachers without any teaching background experienced the most serious
emotional struggles during the course. For example, Alizeh, who was from Pakistan and
whose accent appeared to be central to her identity, expressed her puzzlement about the
notion of correct pronunciation and she seemed to be rather frustrated by her difficulties
with trying to pronounce Australian English:
I’m always confused, actually, as to whether I’m pronouncing things correctly
now, because this the Australian would do it, this the Canadian, but you can do it
the way you do it in your country, so I’m not sure if I’m doing it right … it’s
impossible for me to get rid of this accent that I’ve got. I can’t do it! I mean I
don’t want to do it as well… (FG3-1)
Focus group data suggested that for most part of the course, Alizeh was under the
(wrong) impression that one of the underlying premises of the course was for her to get
rid of her accent, causing the student teacher a great deal of emotional unrest.34 For
Charlotte, on the other hand, course content (as well as the assessment tasks) caused
34

It was not clear why Alizeh developed this misperception, particularly since one of the goals of the
course was for student teachers to become familiar with and value the use of English varieties rather than
aiming for accent reduction to be the instructional target of pronunciation teaching as was clearly evident
from the observation data collected from the class lectures.
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occasional emotional turmoil. Three-hour lectures/workshops were perceived to be too
long, and she explained that the course contained too much content for her to process.
Relatively early on in the semester, she thought the course was not preparing her
adequately to teach pronunciation in future classes, and still at the end of the course she
expressed little desire to teach pronunciation. Charlotte’s lack of alignment as well as
her partial reluctance to engage with some of the course content confirms that learning
to teach pronunciation requires cognition development and identity negotiation.
In fact, emotions, cognition and learning to teach “continuously interact and
influence each other” (Golombek & Doran, 2014, p. 105), and therefore the two
participants’ emotional dissonance was likely part of their developing conceptualization
of pronunciation pedagogy. A closer look at the data revealed that the student teachers’
difficulties may not have necessarily restricted their alignment with course content.
Rather, as the observation data suggested, their struggles may have formed an integral
part of their development, as both students began to show some cognition growth by the
end of the semester. As previously mentioned, Charlotte expressed her intention of
teaching a kinaesthetic/tactile technique during her practicum. In contrast, Alizeh,
perhaps as a result of her increasing acceptance of herself as a legitimate speaker, began
to redefine her conception of the goal of pronunciation teaching. In her presentation
delivered in the last class of the semester, she mentioned learner intelligibility to be the
goal of pronunciation teaching. This shift of teacher cognition appeared to have codeveloped with her new sense of self – her emerging pronunciation teacher identity.
These were incidents of gradual growth taking place, particularly given
Charlotte’s somewhat negative perception towards kinaesthetic/tactile pronunciation
teaching in the first half of the course. Nevertheless, findings suggested that for certain
student teachers learning to teach pronunciation may involve substantially more
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cognition development and negotiation of identity coupled with emotional struggles.
These challenges may not automatically restrict student teachers’ growth, but for some
the process of becoming a competent pronunciation instructor may take longer and
move beyond the realms of a postgraduate course on pronunciation teaching.

6.7.4 Illustrative Examples of Student Teachers Learning to Teach English
Pronunciation
In this segment of the findings, drawing on all of the data sources triangulated in
the study, two student teachers are profiled to highlight some of the aforementioned
themes in more detail, as well as demonstrate the different trajectories, complexity and
interrelatedness of cognition development and identity construction of postgraduate
student teachers learning to teach pronunciation.

Lucy: Even though Lucy possessed several years of mainstream classroom
teaching in Australian primary and secondary schools, she reported having no prior
pronunciation teaching experience. Lucy was heavily invested in the course. She read a
wide array of professional literature on pronunciation instruction, and, as the semester
progressed, she began to see the legitimacy and potentially advantageous position of
NNESTs in teaching pronunciation. Her perspective on the goal of pronunciation
teaching also changed and she began to understand that achieving native-like
pronunciation was an unrealistic notion for L2 learners. Lucy’s personal interest in the
history of English language had a profound impact on her identification with subject
matter in that it consolidated her cognition about pronunciation instruction:
Well it probably wasn’t until about week 11 and 12 of the course that something
kind of clicked together for me. I don’t know what it was but we had one session
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where we talked a lot about the history of English … and I’m hugely interested in
that. Suddenly it kind of all clicked together. (FI)
This amalgamation of knowledge achieved towards the end of the semester was an
important step in Lucy’s formation of becoming a competent pronunciation teacher. By
the end of the semester, Lucy’s overall perception of the importance of pronunciation
grew substantially. Prior to taking the course, she had never heard of prosody, and
thought that pronunciation “had absolutely nothing to do with anything…” (FI);
teaching it was done through repetition. At the end of the course, her cognition had
shifted towards teaching suprasegmentals to help L2 learners improve their
intelligibility. Lucy now believed that pronunciation was a critical component in L2
teaching and learning and should, therefore, be integrated into L2 teaching programs.
English was viewed as a world language, and Lucy’s perception of non-native English
varieties changed to the extent that she would include them in her classrooms.
Sharing class with non-native student teachers further enhanced her
understanding of the difficulties L2 learners face with learning English pronunciation.
Subsequently, Lucy considered teaching a monolingual class to be easier than a
multilingual one because it would allow meeting student needs more effectively. In
spite of her substantial growth in competence, Lucy was unsure how to teach
pronunciation, and she found it somewhat difficult to understand some of the teaching
techniques learned in class. This suggests that although Lucy’s identity as a
pronunciation instructor clearly began to emerge during the course, becoming a
competent and effective pronunciation teacher may require more time than a graduate
course can provide.
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Mio: She had several years of pronunciation teaching experience in Japan, and
reported having prior knowledge of prosody (e.g., rhythm). During her formative school
years in Japan, Mio had taught herself how to use the IPA to improve her own
pronunciation. She was highly invested in the course which was evident in her positive
perception towards the assessment tasks in that she considered them to be helpful for
her language awareness and understanding of course content. As the course progressed,
she began to see value more in teaching segmentals, because, in her opinion, clearly
producing individual sounds would assist students with producing “good intonation”
(FI).
In her final interview, Mio explained that the pronunciation pedagogy course
“influenced [her] way of thinking” (FI). Because of all the different English varieties
spoken in the classroom, she gradually began to accept non-native varieties, and
therefore considered teaching both native and non-native English varieties to her
Japanese students. Mio also gained confidence in her ability to teach pronunciation, and
she thought that NNSs could be effective pronunciation teachers. She expressed a strong
desire for the lecturer to correct her pronunciation and she was highly interested in the
use of kinaesthetic/tactile pronunciation teaching. Halfway through the semester, Mio
was given the opportunity to observe an ESL class taught by the third author. As she
explained during the week 7 lecture, this observation was a key moment in her
alignment with course content and her beliefs about the effectiveness of pronunciation
instruction. That is, Mio began to see value in using kinaesthetic/tactile pronunciation
activities. Besides her newly gained appreciation for this type of pronunciation teaching,
the instructor was now seen to be a crucial element in pronunciation instruction and
learning. Mio’s changing cognition about the important role an instructor plays in
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teaching pronunciation appeared to be a reflection of her own emerging identity as a
pronunciation teacher.
Because of her teaching experience, Mio had a strong awareness of
pronunciation instruction being frequently influenced by government decisions and
policies. She was also aware that pronunciation instruction was context-dependant. Mio
explained that in a vocational program she would teach segmentals and intonation using
a kinaesthetic/tactile approach, whereas in a high school context, the articulation
system, syllables and stress needed to be foregrounded. Interestingly, however, at the
end of the semester Mio was still somewhat unsure whether pronunciation teaching
could actually lead to permanent change. Similar to Lucy’s case, this indicates that
becoming a competent pronunciation teacher goes beyond a graduate course on
pronunciation pedagogy.

6.8 Discussion
The findings of this study illustrated that participants’ identity not only affected
their cognition, but that the construction of student teachers’ identity and the
development of their cognition were intertwined and mediated each other in complex
ways. Figure 7 conceptualizes this reciprocal relationship between participants’
cognition development and identity construction that occurred during the pronunciation
pedagogy course.
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Figure 7. Conceptualization of learning to teach English pronunciation.

As the figure shows, these two constructs were in an interwoven, inseparable
and reciprocal association, which contributed substantially to participants learning to
teach pronunciation. Lucy’s identity was, for example, shaped by engaging with the
literature and drawing on her personal interest. This then resulted in considerable
cognition growth in the area of suprasegmentals, instructional target and importance of
pronunciation instruction. Reflecting this growth was her newly gained appreciation
(i.e., imagination) of NNESTs being suitably positioned to teach pronunciation. Hiro’s
identity construction, on the other hand, was facilitated by a growing sense of being a
capable pronunciation instructor (imagination), high engagement and investment in the
course, and a strong personal interest in the course and its content (alignment). These
characteristics in turn had a strong impact on the development of his cognition in that he
began to value a balanced approach to pronunciation instruction. Conversely, his newly
found pedagogical beliefs seemed to stimulate his identity formation to the extent that
he expressed his confidence in possessing the ability to teach pronunciation even though
English was not his L1. For Mio, the quiz, an ESL classroom observation, and
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interacting with classmates from diverse linguistic backgrounds contributed to her
cognition development. This growth was critical in that it boosted her confidence (i.e.,
imagination) in being able to teach English pronunciation.
In addition to this vital reciprocal relationship between identity construction and
the development of participants’ beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation pedagogy,
the findings demonstrated that learning to teach pronunciation is an individual process.
Various factors, such as peer recognition of competence regardless of native status,
professional literature, status as a classroom teacher, assessment tasks, personal interests
and participants’ response to the content, all played important roles in student teachers’
identification with the pronunciation pedagogy course. Previous research has also
established that that cognition development and identity formation are both multifaceted
and individual processes (e.g., M. Borg, 2005; Cabaroglu & Roberts, 2000; Park, 2012;
Trent, 2012; Tsui, 2007); however, our study clearly highlighted the heterogeneous
nature of teacher learning. That is, irrespective of their cultural and linguistic
backgrounds, student teachers experienced different trajectories in their journey to
become effective pronunciation teachers. Also, in light of the struggles Charlotte and
Alizeh encountered during the course, it is reasonable to assume that for some
individuals becoming a competent pronunciation instructor is a slow process that takes
place over a prolonged period of time. It can, therefore, be argued that for pronunciation
teaching competence to emerge, the shaping of student teachers’ identity must undergo
a complex, diverse, often emotional and nonlinear process, which in turn is critical for
cognition development to occur.
Considering these findings, we concur with Crookes (2015) that S. Borg’s
(2012) claim of identity being part of cognition needs to be treated with caution. More
specifically, the findings generated by this study point to identity construction and
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cognition development as being both integral parts of L2 teacher learning. Thus,
identity and cognition need to be considered as two equally critical components that
mediate each other in SLTE. We suggest, therefore, that L2 teacher educators pay close
attention to the intertwined nature of these two components rather than grouping them
together as one construct. Adopting this more holistic perspective as suggested by
Kubanyiova and Feryok (2015) would likely enhance the effectiveness of SLTE
because teacher learning is then viewed as a multidimensional process, one that takes
into account and taps into student teachers’ personal investment, imagination and
alignment, along with the reciprocative elements of teacher cognition: knowledge,
beliefs and perceptions. In essence, cognition growth and identity formation play
essential roles in postgraduate student teachers learning to teach language.

6.9 Conclusion
This article has demonstrated that L2 teacher learning is a highly multifaceted
process. Wenger’s (1998) notion of identification provided a useful framework for
analysing and making sense of participants’ learning to teach pronunciation. The
student teachers’ emerging pronunciation teaching competence is obviously just the
beginning of their quest of becoming effective L2 instructors, especially since teacher
learning is often impacted by contextual factors, such as curricula, school and
government policies, colleagues, supervisors and parents, and therefore negotiated in
actual teaching contexts over a prolonged period of time. More research is necessary to
examine how and to what extent the teachers begin to negotiate and implement their
pronunciation teaching practices in their future teaching contexts. Continuing this line
of inquiry would most certainly reveal new and valuable insights for L2 teacher
educators to implement in their SLTE programs.
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

7.1 Overview of the Chapter
This study was motivated by the need to better understand the preparation of L2
instructors in light of the inconsistent evidence about the impact of SLTE on student
teacher learning (e.g., M. Borg, 2005; Kubanyiova, 2012; Macalister, 2016; Ogilvie &
Dunn, 2010; Peacock, 2001; E. L. Tang et al., 2012; Urmston, 2003). Subsequently, this
qualitative case study set out with the purpose of exploring the process of 15 student
teachers’ learning to teach English pronunciation in a postgraduate subject on
pronunciation pedagogy. Two questionnaires, focus group interviews, observations,
semi-structured interviews, an assessment task and the researcher’s journal served as
data sources. The following research questions guided the present study:
 How and to what extent does student teacher cognition about L2 pronunciation
teaching develop during a postgraduate subject on pronunciation pedagogy?
o How and to what extent does this development differ between native, non-native,
pre-service, and in-service student teachers?
o What factors contribute to or restrict the development of student teacher cognition
about L2 pronunciation teaching?
o What relationship exists between student teachers’ cognition development and
their identity construction?
To answer these four research questions, the findings were presented in the form of four
separate journal articles, organized as Chapters 3-6 in this thesis. Overall, the study
found that SLTE can be effective in terms of the development of student teachers’
cognition about pronunciation teaching and learning. Key themes to support this further
are discussed in section 7.2, and a theoretical model of what constitutes learning to
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teach English pronunciation and subsequent implications are discussed in sections 7.3
and 7.4.

7.2 Summary of Key Findings in the Four Journal Articles
The four journal articles demonstrated several key findings that are briefly
summarized below and discussed in consideration of the contributions made to the
existing literature, research and knowledge about L2 teacher preparation and cognition.
Chapter 3 (Study 1) established that a postgraduate subject on pronunciation
pedagogy can have an observable impact on the cognition development of
pronunciation instructors. The paper showed that becoming aware of English varieties
and accents (i.e., EVA) clearly fostered teacher learning; namely, it was a critical factor
in preparing instructors to teach English pronunciation in their future classrooms. An
important insight gained from this first paper was that engaging in group work and
comparing diverse accents during the semester resulted in native and non-native
participants beginning to see value in non-native varieties of English. Student teachers
also developed a better understanding that present-day pronunciation instruction should
not aim at eliminating accents (Thomson, 2014; Thomson & Derwing, 2015).
Building on the foundation of the preceding chapter, Chapter 4 (Study 2)
presented further confirmation that comprehensive teacher education in pronunciation
pedagogy can have a positive impact on student teachers’ cognition development. The
study addressed the first sub-research question investigating the difference between
NNS and NS cognition development, as well as the second sub-research question
exploring factors that contribute to and/or restrict participants’ cognition development.
Chapter 4 demonstrated that all of the student teachers’ awareness about the importance
of teaching suprasegmentals increased during the subject. The increase in NNSs’
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suprasegmental awareness was, however, more notable than their NS peers. Findings
showed that NNSs’ cognition was enhanced through self-perceived improvement in
their own pronunciation and an increase in awareness of their spoken English. The
study also revealed that the non-native student teachers gained confidence in their
ability to teach pronunciation. This was an important finding because research has
shown that L2 instructors are often uncertain about their ability to address pronunciation
in their classrooms (e.g., Baker, 2011a; Burns, 2006; Foote et al., 2011; Macdonald,
2002).
Taking into account that student teachers’ linguistic backgrounds influence
learning to teach pronunciation, Chapter 5 (Study 3) then represented the first empirical
attempt to examine and compare the cognition of PSTs and ISTs in the context of
pronunciation teacher education. The paper made an invaluable contribution to the
SLTE literature by providing insights into a neglected, and particularly complex, area of
teacher preparation. It investigated the first and second sub-research questions, but from
a different perspective. This study specifically explored whether and to what extent
student teachers’ L2 teaching background had an impact on their cognition
development. The research provided evidence that kinaesthetic/tactile training sessions
and opportunities for student teachers to observe real-life ESL classrooms contributed to
the development of participants’ cognition about pronunciation pedagogy. However, the
intensity/depth of content and the complexity/ambiguity of phonology appeared to
restrict cognition growth, particularly in the case of student teachers without any prior
pronunciation teaching experience. The findings of this third paper supported previous
studies which indicated that program components (Gutierrez Almarza, 1996; Wyatt &
S. Borg, 2011) and pedagogical experiences (Basturkmen, 2012; Hong, 2010; Kourieos,
2014; Polat, 2010) play important roles in teacher learning.
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What was missing from the previous three chapters was an explicit look at the
connection between student teachers’ cognition and their identity. As discussed in
Chapter 6, earlier research into teacher cognition and identity has often treated these two
constructs as separate entities and therefore provided relatively limited insights into
teacher learning. Thus, the fourth and final study focused on the third sub-research
question, investigating the relationship between participants’ cognition development
and their identity construction. The paper presented in Chapter 6 made a vital
contribution to the SLTC/SLTE literature and research in that the findings clearly
demonstrated that cognition development and identity construction were practically
inseparable and that they existed in a mediational relationship that fostered participants’
learning to teach English pronunciation. The findings showed that both cognition
development and identity construction must be considered by teacher educators to
prepare L2 instructors successfully.
All of these findings generated by the four studies provide strong evidence that
pronunciation teacher, and more broadly, language teacher preparation, can be effective.
The next section then brings these findings together to form a theoretical framework
reflecting pronunciation teacher preparation.

7.3 A Model of Learning to Teach English Pronunciation
As the previous section illustrated, learning to teach English pronunciation is a
multi-faceted process. To further advance the understanding of pronunciation teacher
preparation, the findings of the four articles (Chapters 3-6) are synthesized and a
theoretical model of what constitutes learning to teach English pronunciation is
discussed in this section. By summarizing the findings and drawing up a model, the
overarching research question asked in the introductory chapter is answered: How and
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to what extent does student teacher cognition about L2 pronunciation teaching develop
during a postgraduate subject on pronunciation pedagogy? Even though the four papers
have provided insights, particularly in relation to the extent cognition developed during
the subject, the model sheds additional light into learning to teach English
pronunciation. At the same time, it is the first model to provide a detailed representation
of pronunciation teacher preparation. Given the current uncertainty about the efficacy of
SLTE and the limited understanding about L2 teachers learning to teach pronunciation
(J. Murphy, 2014b), this theoretical framework makes a significant contribution to
existing literature, research and body of knowledge in the area of SLTE because it
conceptualizes pronunciation teacher preparation.
As illustrated in Figure 8, three significant factors contributed and/or restricted
student teachers’ learning to teach English pronunciation during the subject: (1)
personal-professional factors, (2) teacher preparation factors, and (3) language factors.
The personal-professional category includes aspects related to student teachers’
interests, emotions, awareness of spoken language, own pronunciation, imagination of
self and others, language background, and teaching experience. Teacher preparation
factors, in contrast, encapsulate learning components and opportunities implemented in
the pronunciation subject: group work/discussion, classroom observations, training
sessions, NNS/NS collaborations, assessment tasks, professional literature, and subject
content. Lastly, as the term suggests, language factors include various aspects of
language that were covered during the pronunciation subject: accents, English varieties,
and phonological ambiguity/complexity.
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Figure 8. Pronunciation teacher preparation

It must be noted that because each paper had its own specific research focus, the
complex and interwoven nature of all these factors is not immediately evident if the
articles are read separately. Amalgamating the factors into three main categories,
therefore, paints a clearer picture, which, in turn, provides a better understanding of
what learning to teach pronunciation entails. As shown in the proposed model, the three
main factors located on the outer periphery of the model are closely interconnected, as
represented by the three lines with arrows on each side pointing towards each factor.
Yet, each factor also substantially contributes to and/or restricts student teachers’
cognition development and identity construction, which is shown by the arrows pointing
towards the two circles situated in the centre of the model.
Figure 8 highlights what the four journal articles were only able to partially
capture on their own. That is, the three factors on the outside of the model should not be
viewed as separate components but rather as intertwined entities that mutually shape
each other, thereby impacting student teachers’ cognition development and identity
construction (i.e., their pronunciation teaching competence) during the course of a
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pronunciation subject. For example, group work/discussions (teacher preparation
factor) had a notable reciprocal effect on participants’ increased awareness of spoken
language and acceptance (i.e., imagination) of NNSs being viewed (both by themselves
and their NS peers) as capable pronunciation instructors (personal/professional factors)
as well as on student teachers’ positive perception of EVA (language factor). Another
illustration of this interrelationship can be seen with the assessment tasks (teacher
preparation factor), which facilitated several of the participants’ learning but also
caused emotional struggles for others (personal-professional factor) due to the
phonological complexity/ambiguity (language factor) and the lack of pronunciation
teaching experience of some of the student teachers (personal-professional factor). One
further example was the reciprocity between participants’ personal interest in subject
content (personal-professional factor), their reading of professional literature (teacher
preparation factor) and their increased awareness of EVA (language factor). Also
evident in the model is the interconnectedness between participants’ cognition
development and their identity construction. As summarized above (see section 6.2),
cognition development and identity construction are virtually inseparable because of
their mediating relationship. This important connection constitutes the heart of
pronunciation teacher preparation. The intersection of the cognition and identity circles
forms, therefore, the centre piece of the model and represents student teachers’ learning
to teach English pronunciation
In essence, the model discussed in this chapter presents a holistic and in-depth
perspective on learning to teach pronunciation. The findings are also consistent with
current knowledge and contemporary approaches to L2 teacher preparation. The model,
for example, corroborates previous research showing that various personal, program,
and context-related factors impact teachers’ cognition (e.g., Altan, 2006; Aslan, 2015;
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Baker, 2011b; Bangou, Fleming, & Goff-Kfouri, 2011; Basturkmen, 2012; Couper,
2016; Gutierrez Almarza, 1996; Kourieos, 2014; Lim, 2016; Ogilvie & Dunn, 2010;
Polat, 2010; E. L. Tang et al., 2012; Warford & Reeves, 2003; Wyatt & S. Borg, 2011).
Additionally, the model supports S. Borg’s (2006) language teacher cognition
framework established a decade ago. Borg’s framework portrays the effects of personal
histories, previous learning experiences, and teacher preparation on cognitions of L2
teachers. Yet, Borg’s model is not situated in an L2 teacher education context (his
framework focuses instead on practicing teachers) and, equally importantly, it fails to
capture the notion that teachers’ identity and language-related factors play important
roles in learning to teach language. Borg (2012) later suggested that identity was a
component of cognition, but no empirical evidence was provided to support his claim.
This thesis research, however, clearly showed the impact of the reciprocal relationship
between participants’ cognition and identity in their learning to teach English
pronunciation. The model reflects this important connection between student teachers’
cognition development and their identity construction.
The findings generated by this research are also in line with the proposition that
teacher learning is a complex undertaking to capture and study (Burns et al., 2015; Kiss,
2012). In fact, the present study highlighted the dynamic nature – including the
interaction of various contributing and restricting factors – of student teachers’ learning
to teach pronunciation. This multifaceted learning process suggests that developing
pronunciation teaching competence is an on-going and constantly evolving endeavour, a
process that goes beyond an L2 teacher preparation program (Freeman, 2002) and may
never be a complete end in itself (Larsen-Freeman, 2011; Larsen-Freeman & Cameron,
2008). Yet, it is exactly this interrelated system of various factors that appears to have
been one of the subject’s key elements in facilitating student teachers’ acquisition of
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pronunciation teaching competence. That is, all of the factors affected each other,
forming a powerful learning environment, which facilitated the growth of student
teachers’ beliefs and knowledge about pronunciation pedagogy. Identifying individual
contributing and/or restricting factors in separate articles somewhat limits the
attainment of an overall picture of student teacher learning. However, if the four articles
are viewed as a whole volume, it becomes more apparent that learning to teach
pronunciation entails a complex combination of interrelated factors that can only be
captured in the form of a conceptual framework such as the one discussed above. The
findings of this research suggest that it is this symbiotic relationship of personalprofessional, teacher preparation, and language factors, for which L2 educators should
aim to enhance their student teachers’ learning. Encapsulating this holistic view on
preparing pronunciation teachers is what makes this framework so valuable for L2
teacher educators (implications for L2 teacher educators are discussed in the next
section).
Overall, this thesis clearly demonstrated that learning to teach pronunciation is
an intricate, often uneven, gradual and non-linear process in which several factors play
crucial mediating roles. To illustrate this point further, profiles of each participant are
included in Appendix L. These profiles were derived from all of the data collected in the
study. As such, each profile provides additional insights into the complexity which
learning to teach pronunciation entails. In light of the proposed model and the
complexity of pronunciation teacher preparation, the next section discusses implications
for L2 teacher education.
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7.4 Overall Implications for Second Language Teacher Education
With the availability of several recent pronunciation-related resources (Derwing
& Munro, 2015; Grant, 2014b; Jones, 2016; Kang et al., forthcoming; Reed & Levis,
2015) as well as the launch of the Journal of Second Language Pronunciation, the
visibility of pronunciation teaching is not only gradually increasing but regaining
momentum in ELT. Yet, a substantial gap in understanding the preparation of
pronunciation instruction still exists (J. Murphy, 2014b). The findings of this thesis have
provided novel insights into this underexplored area. As such, the findings have
important implications for SLTE with several of them being discussed in studies 1-4
(Chapters 3-6). L2 teacher educators should, for instance:
 raise student teachers’ awareness of English varieties and accents,
 incorporate collaborative learning tasks containing reflective components,
 provide opportunities for student teachers to improve their own pronunciation and
language awareness,
 form diverse learning groups consisting of experienced, inexperienced, native and
non-native student teachers,
 incorporate elements for students to gain first-hand experience with pronunciation
instruction used in real-life classrooms, and
 take into account the reciprocal relationship between student teachers’ cognition
and their identity.
Having covered these implications in Chapters 3-6, the aim is now to provide an indepth discussion about subject considerations in light of the proposed framework
outlined above (see Figure 8). Thus, the first half of this section outlines three curricular
implications that are directly related to learning to teach pronunciation, whereas the
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second part includes a discussion about two conceptual implications related to broader
contexts of SLTE.
The first curricular implication is concerned with the notion of facilitating
student teachers’ understanding of integrating pronunciation into their L2 classes. As
Chapter 5 showed, conceptualizing how pronunciation can be incorporated into the
classroom was a challenging task for the majority of participants. In a postgraduate
subject on pronunciation pedagogy, more emphasis should, therefore, be placed on the
integration of pronunciation instruction into L2 classrooms so that learners’
pronunciation needs are accommodated. In addition to the use of video and/or
classroom observations, as was suggested in the third study (Chapter 5), incorporating
some of the above-mentioned resources (teacher preparation factor) published by
leading scholars in pronunciation teaching and research would likely provide
prospective teachers with a better understanding of how to include pronunciation in
their L2 classes. The Journal of Second Language Pronunciation or the annual
proceedings of the Pronunciation in Second Language Learning and Teaching
Conference could also provide student teachers with insights into integrating
pronunciation. The proceedings are made freely available online and contain excellent
articles on pronunciation teaching and research. Given the strong influence that
collaboration (teacher preparation factor) had on participants’ cognition development
(see Chapters 3 and 4), these readings could be covered in reading groups. That is, the
readings could be discussed collaboratively, followed by student teachers reflecting on
their beliefs, values and experiences they held upon entering an L2 teacher preparation
program (Farrell, 2015a; Wallace, 2002). Using readings in this way would most likely
assist student teachers in overcoming their apprenticeship of observation (Lortie, 1975),
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and ultimately enhance their uptake of essential subject content, such as the integration
of pronunciation.
A second curricular-specific implication can be drawn from findings revealed by
the first two studies (Chapters 3 and 4). As these articles demonstrated, enhancing
participants’ accent and English variety awareness and appreciation (language factors)
led to improvement in their confidence and to NNSs’ self-perceived pronunciation
improvement (personal-professional factor). Considering that the interrelationship
between the factors played a crucial role in the cognition development of student
teachers, an additional teacher preparation factor could be built into a pronunciation
subject to further facilitate the process of becoming competent pronunciation
instructors. Non-native student teachers could, for instance, be provided with the
opportunity to reflect on and analyse their own speech and then make modifications, if
so desired, based on prosodic content learned during the subject. In this way, all three
factors depicted in Figure 8 would be utilized effectively and symbiotically to enhance
student teachers’ learning to teach pronunciation. Being able to work on their
pronunciation might be especially appealing for speakers of English as an additional
language in light of the findings from Peacock’s (2009) study in which NNESTs
expressed their desire for teacher educators to include more opportunities to improve
their English proficiency. The findings generated by the present research indicate that a
pronunciation subject with its focus on valuing and implementing EVA in the L2
classroom may be a particularly suitable venue for non-native teachers to work on their
own pronunciation.
The need to increase student teachers’ uptake of subject content is another
specific curriculum-related implication of this thesis. As the third study (Chapter 5)
revealed the amount of content, phonological complexity and intensity of the subject
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(language and teacher preparation factors) proved to be challenging for participants,
and, as a result, these factors had a restricting effect on student teachers’ cognition
development. Thus, as Baker (2011c) suggested in her doctoral research, including two
pronunciation subjects in a TESOL program would seem to be an ideal means to
enhance student teachers’ uptake of new subject matter. Instead of having two
pronunciation subjects within a program, however, basic aspects of the phonological
system of the English language could be included in an oral communication (i.e.,
speaking/listening) subject immediately preceding a pronunciation subject. If
coordinated effectively, this would provide student teachers with a solid knowledge
base, contributing to the acquisition of subject content. Having student teachers enter a
pronunciation subject with a basic understanding of phonology may also allow the
lecturer to cover phonology more in depth. At the same time, it might free up some
valuable class time so that more time could be devoted to certain pedagogical aspects of
pronunciation instruction, such as the integration of pronunciation into the teaching of
other skill areas.
More general implications for effective L2 teacher preparation can also be
derived from the findings. Making this extension is important because Wright and
Beaumont (2015) point out, the “[p]edagogic debate about process in SLTE lies at the
heart of efforts to create richer and more effective learning opportunities” (p. 4) for
student teachers enrolled in a TESOL program. Furthermore, Johnson (2013) suggests
that “…what is learned will be fundamentally shaped by how it is learned (p. 75; italics
in original). Given the findings of the present study, the discussion about implications
should therefore be extended to the broader context of SLTE. Two conceptual
implications for SLTE are discussed in the following section.
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Considering the positive effects the subject had on the preparation of
pronunciation teachers, the first conceptual implication is that pronunciation needs to be
included in postgraduate TESOL programs. Simply incorporating a pronunciation
subject may, however, not automatically result in L2 teachers being adequately prepared
to teach pronunciation. In regards to the findings generated by the current study, I
would argue that the proposed model (Figure 8) should be consulted in the development
of a pronunciation pedagogy subject. In that way, both contributing and restricting
factors can be taken into account. As discussed previously, the model demonstrates that
preparing pronunciation teachers is not a simple undertaking, and it is paramount for L2
teacher educators to consider multiple factors in order to prepare their student teachers
to teach pronunciation in their classrooms. A pronunciation subject should therefore be
planned around all of the factors identified in the model, and each factor with its various
sub-categories identified in studies 1-4 (Chapters 3-6) ought to receive equal
consideration to enhance the preparation of pronunciation instructors. Only then can a
rich and beneficial learning environment, for which Wright and Beaumont (2015)
advocate, be achieved.
A second conceptual implication is the necessity for L2 teacher educators to
draw on rich resources afforded by diverse backgrounds of the students in SLTE
program. As all four articles (Chapter 3-6) revealed, the diversity of the 15 student
teachers, including their language backgrounds, L2 learning experiences, and L2
teaching experiences, played a crucial role in participants’ process of becoming
competent pronunciation instructors. Thus, as was discussed throughout this thesis,
taking student teachers’ background into consideration is critical in SLTE. This is a not
a new finding, and many educators advocate for contemporary SLTE to embrace a
sociocultural perspective in order to prepare L2 instructors (e.g., Duff & Uchida, 1997;
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Johnson & Golombek, 2011b; Lantolf & Thorne, 2006; Swain, Kinnear, & Steinman,
2011). What this thesis demonstrated, however, is that utilizing diversity in conjunction
with implementing a collaborative approach to L2 teacher preparation creates a
powerful and stimulating learning environment in which student teachers are well
equipped to learn to teach pronunciation effectively.
Overall, one of the main aims of this thesis was to contribute to “an empirical
basis that justifies the practices of L2 teacher education” (Johnson, 2015, p. 516). The
thesis accomplished this by highlighting and discussing various aspects that contribute
to our understanding of what constitutes L2 teacher preparation, particularly the
development of pronunciation instructors. This important contribution to the SLTE
knowledge- and research-base was achieved in spite of several study limitations
discussed in the next section.

7.5 Limitations of Study
Given that researching teachers’ cognition is a challenging and often messy
undertaking (Macalister, 2016), a study examining student teachers’ beliefs and
knowledge about pronunciation pedagogy contains, inevitably, some limitations. First
of all, the data collection/analysis had certain limitations. Several participants, for
instance, missed some of the lectures and some missed one of the focus group
interviews due to various personal and scheduling issues (Rio, Alizeh, and Mai, for
example, missed the third round of interviews). In addition, Alizeh did not complete the
second questionnaire and Mai selected “maybe” for all her answers, leading me to
exclude these two participants’ questionnaires from the analysis. Moreover, the coding
process was not always as clear-cut as was depicted in the Methodology (Chapter 2).
Many of the identified themes (see Appendix G) were intertwined and it was often
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challenging to determine how to categorize certain topics. The assessment category, for
instance, contained sub-themes of accents, challenges, facilitating nature, and
participants’ confidence, which made the coding and the subsequent analysis a
challenging procedure. The coding of participants’ knowledge of how to teach
pronunciation (i.e., their pedagogical content knowledge) and their knowledge of
subject content (i.e., their subject matter content knowledge, Shulman, 1986) was,
therefore, often a matter of subjectivity. That is, coding based on the initial categories
Baker (2011c) established in her previous research proved to be more challenging than
first anticipated at the onset of the study. In addition, 15 student teachers with diverse
backgrounds provided a large amount of data to examine, making it nearly impossible
to capture everything that occurred during the subject. Nonetheless, several
consultations with my supervisors provided clarity and guidance, and even though it is
possible that a different researcher may have coded and interpreted some of the data
slightly differently, I am confident that the coding structure accurately reflected
participants’ cognition about pronunciation instruction.
Another limitation of the study was some of the inconsistencies in the
development of participants’ cognition about pronunciation pedagogy. That is, some
data obtained through Q2 contradicted the interview data. In Q2, for example, Grace
disagreed with the notion of pronunciation leading to change, but in her final interview
she suggested that pronunciation instruction was in fact effective in facilitating change
in L2 learners’ speech. It is not clear whether a change in Grace’s cognition occurred
between the completion of Q2 (week 13) and the semi-structured interview (week 16),
but the inconsistency in her answers provides evidence of the complexity of learning to
teach English pronunciation. In addition, as discussed in Chapter 3 (Study 1), in the
second focus group interview Aoi pointed out that the subject helped her gain a new
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appreciation for EVA, but then in Q2 she agreed with accent elimination being the goal
of pronunciation teaching. While these inconsistencies may slightly contradict some of
the study’s findings, I believe they are minor as the triangulation of multiple data
sources allowed me to examine the cognition of participants from several different
angles. This triangulation helped me to attain a holistic and in-depth understanding of
student teachers’ learning to teach pronunciation, and subsequently the minor
inconsistencies the data analysis sometimes revealed carry relatively little weight. The
discrepancies in participants’ cognition, of course, also accentuate the complexity of
cognition research (Aslan, 2015; Burns et al., 2015; Feryok, 2010; Kiss, 2012; Li, 2013;
H. Murray, 1995; Svalberg, 2015; Zheng, 2013a, 2013b), and they lend support to S.
Borg’s (2006) proposition that questionnaire data may only provide limited insights into
teachers’ cognition.
Lastly, the generalizability of the study’s findings may be somewhat restricted
because of its case study design. The research was conducted in a postgraduate subject
taught at an Australian university, and therefore the findings might not be reflective of
what learning to teach pronunciation in other countries entails. The question remains as
to whether a replication study would produce similar findings in addition to a
comparable framework as the one discussed in this chapter. I believe, however, that the
trustworthiness of the findings generated by the present study is relatively high as the
student teacher population in many modern postgraduate TESOL programs around the
world is extremely diverse (Carrier, 2003). Further research should be conducted in this
area to examine whether learning to teach English pronunciation is perhaps more
context-specific than depicted in this thesis. The following section discusses directions
for future research in more detail.
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7.6 Directions for Future Research
This study found that student teachers’ cognition about pronunciation can
develop substantially during a postgraduate subject on pronunciation pedagogy. Given
the pressing need to further examine the efficacy of SLTE, the present study has laid the
foundation for a number of future research projects that could be conducted in the areas
of language teacher preparation, teacher cognition and teacher practices.
Arguably, the most urgent follow-up study into the effectiveness of
pronunciation teacher preparation is to investigate participants’ uptake of subject
content into their subsequent professional practice. That is, future research needs to
compare the findings generated by this doctoral study with research examining
participants’ current classroom practices. Such a study would likely yield further
insights into how well the subject prepared these instructors for teaching pronunciation
in their L2 classrooms, especially since teachers’ cognitions and their actual practices
often do not correspond (Árva & Medgyes, 2000; Basturkmen, 2012; S. Borg, 2006;
Kumaravadivelu, 2006; E. L. Tang et al., 2012). Also, this line of inquiry is particularly
important given that the “the development of pedagogical content knowledge emerges
out of engagement in the activities of teaching since its very nature constitutes the
interconnectedness of content, context, students, and pedagogical purpose” (Johnson,
2015, p. 519). A similar study could focus on the non-native participants’ uptake of
subject matter into their professional experience in a context where English is taught as
a foreign language. Scholars have increasingly highlighted the need to contextualize
pedagogy, that is, to make L2 instruction relevant to local needs (Canagarajah, 2014,
2005; Kumaravadivelu, 2006). Yet, as Braine (2010) notes, relatively few studies have
explored NNESTs’ practices in their home countries, and, as discussed in Chapter 1,
pronunciation teaching practices of NNESTs continues to be an underexplored research
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area in ELT. Thus, seeking to understand the relationship between teachers’ cognitions
and their actual pronunciation teaching practices would certainly extend our
understanding of the effectiveness of SLTE.
A study comparing teachers’ cognition and their pronunciation practices would
lend itself well to the addition of a component investigating L2 learners’ pronunciation
progress. S. Borg (2015) posits that no research currently exists on teacher professional
learning and student outcomes. A future study could, therefore, be designed for L2
learners’ pronunciation (i.e., their comprehensibility and intelligibility) to be examined
concurrently with instructors’ practices as well as their cognitions formed during
teacher education. Despite the obvious magnitude of such a study, conducting it would
be feasible as previous research examining the effects of pronunciation instruction on
learners’ oral production (Couper, 2006; de Jong & Perfetti, 2011; Derwing, Munro, &
Thomson, 2007; Derwing et al., 1998; Munro & Derwing, 2015; Tavakoli, Campbell, &
McCormack, 2015) could guide the additional component of this research. Undertaking
this type of large-scale inquiry would be worthwhile as findings would have important
implications for the preparation of pronunciation instructors, and SLTE as a whole.
In regards to the important role EVA played in participants’ cognition
development, future research should explore the effects L2 learners’ beliefs about
various English models have on instructors’ cognitions and practices. Research has
shown that many L2 students continue to prefer native speaker models and accents
(Levis et al., 2016; Tokumoto & Shibata, 2011). A future study should therefore
examine the participants’ cognitions and practices should they encounter this type of
situation in their teaching contexts. It could be that their beliefs, newly gained
confidence (see Study 2) and practices shift or revert to cognitions they held prior to the
pronunciation subject. Such research would likely reveal valuable insights for L2
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teacher educators. Overall, several areas need to be explored further in order for us to
better understand the preparation of pronunciation instructors.

7.7 Conclusion
Some research has suggested that SLTE has a limited impact on student teacher
learning (e.g., Peacock, 2001; Urmston, 2003). In contrast, the findings of this doctoral
research provide convincing evidence that postgraduate education can contribute
substantially to the development of student teachers’ cognition about pronunciation
pedagogy. This thesis, therefore, makes an invaluable contribution to the knowledgeand research-base of SLTE. Of particular importance is the thesis’ conceptual
contribution to a pronunciation teacher preparation model. As discussed above, the
model was derived from the findings of four journal articles (Chapter 3-6). This newly
developed framework offers an interdisciplinary theorisation of learning to teaching
English pronunciation, which highlights an interwoven and multifaceted relationship
between cognition development, identity construction, personal-professional factors,
teacher preparation factors, and language factors. Simultaneously, the findings
generated by this thesis form a compelling argument that pronunciation should be given
a more prominent place in TESOL programs than has been the case to date. Yet, as
Johnson (2015) points out, teacher learning does not end upon the completion of a L2
teacher education program. The findings lend support to Johnson’s notion, but I would
argue that this doctoral research clearly demonstrated that the student teachers
participating in the study are well on their way to become competent and effective
pronunciation instructors.
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Appendix D
Overview of Study Participants
Name
(pseud.)

Gender;
Age;
L1

Course
Enrolled

Teaching
Experience

L2 Studied
(Years)

Method of
Learning PR

Feedback Provision
by Teacher

PR Model
Used by
Teacher

Improved PR?

Enjoyed
Learning PR?

Wanted to Learn
PR?

Koki

M; 20-25;
Japanese

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

No formal
teaching
experience

English (10)

Repetition,
imitation

Unknown. One of
his teachers told him
he had a good accent

Native and
non-native
speaker

Unknown, but
poor PR of
teachers
motivated him
to improve his
own

No, but started
enjoying it once
he realized native
speakers were
able to understand
him overseas

Yes, because he
wanted to be cool and
his PR to be perfect.

Mai

F; 31-35;
Japanese

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

6 years at
HS in Japan

English (10)

Dictations,
repetition,
imitation

Teacher pointed out
errors

Non-native
(teacher) and
native
speaker
(audio
recordings)

Yes

Yes. Practicing
PR was fun

Yes, in spite of
teacher’s focus on
reading and listening
preparation for
university entrance
exam

Hiro

M; 20-25;
Japanese

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

No formal
teaching
experience

English (10)

Learned
phonetic
symbols with
software at
university

Teacher didn’t
provide feedback

Mostly native
speaker

No. PR of junior
high school
teachers was
poor

Yes, at university.
Improved PR
resulted in
improved
comprehensibility

Yes, to make himself
better understood in
L2

Aoi

F; 26-30;
Japanese

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

5 years at
HS in Japan

English (15)

No systematic
PR instruction
at school. Took
subject on
English
phonology at
university

University lecturer
provided occasional
comments on
weaknesses (done
face-to-face)

Non-native
(teacher) and
native
speaker
(audio
recordings)

Yes. Copying
movement of
mouth was
helpful

Yes. Learning
about movement
and sound
patterns of L2 was
interesting

Yes
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Mio

F; 41-45;
Japanese

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

6 years at
HS in Japan

English (10)

Drills,
repetition,
imitation

Teacher didn’t
provide feedback

Native
speaker
(audio
recordings)

Yes, because of
high intrinsic
motivation

Yes. Recognizing
PR improvement
as a result of
practice was
enjoyable

Yes, because poor PR
hinders
communication and
results in
misunderstandings

Ken

M; 36-40;
Japanese

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

14 years at
HS in Japan

English (10)

Repeating
teacher model,
independent
study of IPA

Teacher didn’t
provide feedback

Non-native
(teacher)

Yes. It helped
acquire nativelike PR

Yes. He had the
desire to attain
perfect, nativelike PR

Yes

Lucy

F; 46-50;
English,
Dutch

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

20 years in
HS and PS
contexts in
Australia

German (since
HS)

Imitated teacher
and recordings

Teacher provided
only positive
feedback, including
repetition

Native
speaker

Yes

Unknown

Yes, to sounds
authentic and
comprehensible

Charlotte

F; 20-25;
English

Graduate
Diploma
(TESOL)

No formal
teaching
experience

Spanish (2)

Drills,
repetition,
imitation

Teacher used inclass correction

Native and
non-native
speaker

Yes. Hearing
native speakers
helped

Yes, but process
was frustrating
occasionally

Yes, to sound more
proficient and accurate

Grace

F; 20-25;
English

Graduate
Diploma
(TESOL)

No formal
teaching
experience

Indonesian (1)

Repetition,
imitation

Teacher used
activities and group
work; teacher
provided positive
feedback and
constructive
criticism

Non-native
speaker
(teacher)

Yes

Yes. Making
efficient progress
in learning L2
was enjoyable

Yes, because PR is an
important aspect of
learning L2

Kirsten

F; 20-25;
Cantonese

B.Ed
(primary
education)
in Hong
Kong

No formal
teaching
experience

English (since
KG)

Drills,
repetition,
imitation

Teacher used
repetition to correct
sounds

Non-native
speaker

No. Too much
emphasis was
placed on
spelling

No. Too much
memorisation of
complex patterns

Yes, because it feels
good to speak like a
native speaker and
have high proficiency
in L2

Mark

M; 20-25;
Cantonese

B.Ed
(primary
education)
in Hong
Kong

No formal
teaching
experience

English (since
KG)

Drills,
repetition,
imitation;
following
teacher model

Teacher provided
feedback in front of
class and during
individual
consultations

Non-native
speaker

No, because
focus was on
memorizing PR
of words

Yes. Knowing the
basic units of
sounds of L2 was
enjoyable

Yes, because accurate
PR minimizes
misunderstandings
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Hayley

F; 20-25;
Cantonese

B.Ed
(primary
education)
in Hong
Kong

No formal
teaching
experience

English (since
KG)

Drills,
repetition,
imitation

Teacher explained
that her intonation
and stress needed
improvement

Native and
non-native
speaker

Yes

Yes. Pronouncing
words correctly is
enjoyable

Yes, because it
enhanced her speaking
ability

Rio

M; 26-30;
Persian

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

8 years of
general
English to
adults in
Iran

English (7)

Drills

Teacher conducted
drills and then
checked and marked
students’ PR

Non-native
speaker

No, even though
PR of teachers
was excellent

No, but he started
seeing value in it
once he started
teaching

Yes, because it helped
him sound native and
provided him with
new insights into PR

Alizeh

F; 31-35;
English,
Urdu

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

No formal
teaching
experience

Italian (since
age 11)

A blend of
drills, repetition,
imitation,
feedback on
recordings

Teacher provided
feedback during
class

Non-native
speaker

Yes

Yes. Living in
Italy was helpful.

Yes, because PR is an
important part of
learning L2

Georgia

F; 56-60;
English

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

15-20 years
of ESL in
various
Australian
contexts; 2
years at PS
level in
Australia

French (4)

Drills,
repetition,
imitation,
listening

Teacher asked
students to repeat
words until they
were pronounced
correctly

Non-native
speaker

Unknown, but
teaching felt
artificial

Yes. Hearing the
sound of L2 was
enjoyable

Yes, because she
wanted to sound like a
native speaker

Notes: HS = high school; PS = primary school; KG = kindergarten; PR = pronunciation
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Appendix E
Questionnaire Used at the Beginning of the Pronunciation Pedagogy Subject
Part 1 – General Background:
Welcome to EDGT934 Teaching Pronunciation and Prosody. Please take about 15
minutes to answer the questions on this survey. Your answers will help me to adapt
subject content to better suit your needs.
Full name:
Preferred name:
What is your age?
20-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
46-50
51-55
56-60
61-65
66-70
70+
What is your gender?
Male
Female
What city/country are you from?
What language are you most proficient in?
What other languages do you know? On a scale of one to ten, how well do you know
each of them? (1 = not much; 10 = completely fluent). Put the number next to a
language to indicate how well you know it.
What course are you currently enrolled in?
Graduate Certificate in TESOL
Graduate Diploma in TESOL
Masters of Education (TESOL)
Other (please specify)
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What subjects are you taking?
I took the subject
in a previous
semester

I’m taking
this subject
now

I plan to take
this subject in
the future

I don’t plan to
take this
subject

EDGT917 English
Language:
Examining
Learners Problems
EDGT930
Methodology in
Second Language
Teaching
EDGT931
Teaching Speaking
and Listening
EDGT932 Second
Language Literacy
EDGT934
Teaching
Pronunciation and
Prosody
EDGT937 Field
Experience Project
in TESOL
EDGT938
Practicum in
TESOL
EDGT940
Materials and
Technology in
Second Language
Teaching
EDGT976 Text
and Context
EDGT983
Assessment in
TESOL
EDGT984
Theories of Second
Language Learning
EDGT985 English
in Specific
Contexts
EDGZ921
Introduction to
Research and
Inquiry
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What teaching experience have you had? (subjects taught, time frame, ages, location,
etc.)
When you finish your degree, what context do you want to teach in? Who will your
students be? (e.g., high school ESL students in Australia; college EFL students in
Japan; etc.).
Part 2 – Beliefs about Teaching Pronunciation:
In answering the following questions, consider your responses with respect to the
learners you expect to teach in the future (e.g., the learners you identified in the question
above).
Choose from: Strongly Agree, Agree, Maybe, Disagree, or Strongly Disagree.
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Maybe

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1. I want to teach English pronunciation.
2. Students want me to teach English
pronunciation.
3. Students enjoy learning about English
pronunciation.
4. Students prefer to be corrected on their
pronunciation in front of the class, so that
they can receive immediate feedback from
the teacher.
5. Students prefer to be corrected privately
with delayed feedback (e.g., delayed
feedback on voice recordings), so that they
do not feel embarrassed in front of the
class.
6. In the classroom (or lab), students prefer to
listen to English spoken by Americans,
Australians, the British, Canadians or other
native-speaker varieties of English.
7. In the classroom (or lab), students prefer to
listen to English spoken by Filipinos,
Indians, Nigerians, Singaporeans, and other
nativized varieties of English.
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8. In the classroom (or lab), students prefer to
listen to English spoken by Arabic,
Japanese, Russian, Vietnamese and other
varieties of non-native (or nativized)
varieties of English.
9. Learning English pronunciation means
learning how to pronounce individual
vowel and consonant sounds.
10. It is difficult, if not impossible for students
to hear and pronounce some sounds, such
as the difference between the vowel sound
in ship and the vowel sound in sheep.
Therefore, it is useless to spend time on
pronunciation
11. Pronunciation instruction is boring.
12. Pronunciation instruction is important.
13. The goal of pronunciation instruction
should be to eliminate a foreign accent as
much as possible.
14. Pronunciation instruction does not usually
result in permanent changes.
15. Pronunciation instruction is most effective
in a class of students with the same first
language.
16. Pronunciation instruction is only effective
for highly motivated students.
17. Nonnative speakers of English cannot teach
pronunciation.

Part 3 – Teaching/Learning Pronunciation:
Questions about your experience learning pronunciation in a second language. If you
are not proficient in a second language, think of a language you might have learned
even for only one semester in high school.
Name of second language: (if you have more than one second language, choose one):
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When did you learn this language? From what age? For how many months/years did
you learn this language?
Please describe how pronunciation was typically taught in this language (i.e., drills,
repetition/imitation, feedback on recordings, etc.)
Describe what models were used? (e.g., native speaker/non-native speaker)
Do you feel the way pronunciation was taught helped you improve your pronunciation?
Why or why not?
How did the teacher provide feedback on your pronunciation?
Did you enjoy learning pronunciation in the second language? Why or why not?
Did you want to learn pronunciation in your second language? Why or why not?
Part 4 (For people with experience teaching English pronunciation) – Questions
about your Experience Teaching Pronunciation in English
Do you have experience teaching pronunciation?
Yes
No
If you don't have experience teaching pronunciation, please skip this section of the
survey and proceed to the next page.
Please describe how you typically taught English pronunciation. (i.e., drills,
repetition/imitation, feedback on recordings, etc.)
Please explain why you chose that particular method of teaching pronunciation.
Describe what models you used? (e.g., native speaker/non-native speaker)
How did you provide feedback on learners’ pronunciation?
Did you enjoy teaching English pronunciation? Why or why not?
How confident were you in teaching English pronunciation? Please explain.
Part 5 – Final Question:
What other beliefs to you have regarding teaching or learning English pronunciation?
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Appendix F
Semi-Structured Interview – Sample Questions

1. Imagine you were asked to teach an English language course to adults at an
institution in your home country. Think about the techniques that were discussed
throughout this subject. How would you teach English pronunciation and how much
time would you spend on teaching pronunciation?
2. Please explain why you chose that particular method of teaching pronunciation.
3. How important do you think teaching pronunciation is in this particular context?
4. What are some potential challenges you foresee when you teach pronunciation in the
future?
5. What do you think are the main difficulties in teaching pronunciation?
6. What linguistic aspects should be focused on when teaching pronunciation (e.g.,
vowels, consonants, rhythm, intonation)?
7. How should pronunciation be assessed?
8. What can students to do to improve their own pronunciation?
9. Would you like to make any other comments?
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Appendix G
Coding Structure
 Factors and SLTC Development
Accents and English varieties
Accent change
Accents cannot be changed
Changing accents is not the purpose of teaching pronunciation
Participants cannot and don’t want to change their own accent
Accents and judgments
Accents and segmentals
Accents and consonants
Accents and vowels
Australian accent
Australian accent is difficult to understand
Comparison of Australian accent with other accents
Differences in Australian accent
Becoming aware of ELF facilitates awareness of accents
Correct and wrong pronunciation
Exposure to participants’ different accents facilitates understanding
Accent has become important to participant
L2 learners and native accents
L2 learners complain about non-native accents
L2 learners desire native accent
Lecturer’s accent
Participants’ personal and prior experiences with accents
Teaching accents and English varieties
L2 learners may need to attain NS-like pronunciation
L2 learners need to be taught about different accents and models
NNS may not need to attain NS-like pronunciation in EIL
contexts
Teaching a specific English model or accent
A combination of native and non-native model
L2 learners may need a native model in Japan
Native model
Teaching an English model is context specific
Teaching Australian accent may not be necessary in
Australia
Unsure about what model to teach
Teaching one accent consistently
Teaching with a strong accent might be problematic
Assessment tasks
Following timeline for task 3
Lecturer encourages participants to keep up with timeline
Participants find it challenging to follow
Positive attitude towards assessment task
Task 1 is seen as good
Tasks help improve participants’ own pronunciation
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Tasks help increase understanding of technical aspect of English
Tasks help with pronunciation instruction
Tasks increase LA and understanding of L2 learner problems
Challenges experienced during subject
With accents
With lecturer’s accent
With own accent
With understanding accents
With understanding native accents
With understanding non-native accents
With understanding non-native intonation
With amount of content and intensity
With assessment tasks
In relation to lecturer’s accent
With analysing learner language
With comprehensiveness of tasks
With complexity of English sound system
With fluency
With motivation
With segmentals
With consonants
With vowels
With spelling
With suprasegmentals
With connected speech
With intonation
With rhythm (including thought groups and prominence)
With syllables and word stress
With terminology and metalanguage
Group work during lectures
Group constellations and individual work
Group work and cultural awareness
Group work and knowledge construction
Group work and language awareness
Group work and motivation
Group work and participants’ own pronunciation
Group work is not perceived as useful
Misconceptions
About intelligibility
About intonation
About language
About learner problems
About spelling
About teaching pronunciation
Participants’ strategies to prepare for quiz
Personal interests
Practice quiz
Reading professional literature
 Intelligibility
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 L1 learning and Use
L1 is learned implicitly
L1 is used unconsciously
 L2 Learners and Learning
 Nativeness
 New Perspectives and Insights
 Participants’ Confidence
Assessment instilled NNS confidence
Confident in teaching pronunciation (beginning of semester)
L2 learner confidence
Not confidence in teaching pronunciation
Subject instilled NNS confidence
 Participants’ Own Pronunciation and LA
Mirroring pronunciation
Pronunciation improvement during subject
Subject increases LA
Subject is not useful in this area
 Pedagogical Content Knowledge
Constraints to pronunciation instruction
Contextual constraints
Curriculum and policy constraints
Current approach in Japan is ineffective or boring
Lack of experience
Learner constraints
Pronunciation instruction does not get much attention
Teacher constraints
Pronunciation is difficult to teach
Time constraints
Goal of pronunciation instruction
Kinaesthetic approach to pronunciation instruction
Aspects of it may be challenging or ineffective
Aspects of it may be useful and effective and interesting for
pronunciation instruction
It may need to be linked to learner experience
Pronunciation instruction is important
Preparedness for pronunciation instruction
Not ready yet
Not sure yet
Subject does not prepare me to teach pronunciation
Pronunciation instruction improves writing
Pronunciation is content and L2 learner needs dependant
Proposed pronunciation teaching activities and foci in FG3
Confidence and vowels
L2 learners need topics
Pronunciation instruction may not be that important
Segmentals and suprasegmentals
Speaking and needs analysis
Suprasegmentals
Intonation and stress
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Stress and rhythm
Proposed pronunciation teaching activities and foci in FI
Assessment activities
Assessment may not be necessary
Decontextualized pronunciation instruction
Needs analysis of segmentals
Practice may lead to change
Pronunciation instruction is context dependant
Pronunciation is not only for motivated students
Pronunciation learning should be fun
Segmentals
Segmentals and suprasegmentals
Suprasegmentals
Teacher attitude is important
Proposed pronunciation teaching activities in task #3
Assessment of pronunciation
Controlled activities
Audio identification activity
Audio recognition activity
Explanations and examples
Kinesthetic tactile production practice
Production practice
Question answer display activity knowledge creation
Repetition drill activity
Visual identification activity
Visual recognition activity
Free activities
Drama and role-play
Game
Guided activities
Haptic mutual exchange activity
Mutual exchange activity
Production student feedback practice
Questionnaires 1 & 2 responses
Questionnaire 1
Focus of pronunciation instruction
L2 learners can attain native like suprasegmentals
L2 learners may not need native like pronunciation
Pronunciation should be fun
Segmentals are important for L2 learners
Unsure if L2 learners need proper or correct
pronunciation
I always wanted to know more about pronunciation
I know little about pronunciation
Pronunciation is difficult to master
Consonants are the source of difficulty
Pronunciation is now easier to teach
Questionnaire 2
More time must be devoted to pronunciation to improve literacy
Pronunciation instruction is needed
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Reason for learning pronunciation should be known to L2
learners
Teachers can help L2 learners with pronunciation
Teachers need to know more about pronunciation
Teaching pronunciation is challenging
Segmental and suprasegmentals are both important in pronunciation instruction
Segmentals are important in pronunciation instruction
Suprasegmentals are important in pronunciation instruction
Using multiple modalities in pronunciation instruction
Various factors positive influencing pronunciation improvement
Diverse factors can influence pronunciation improvement
Monolingual class might be easier to teach
Positive attitude may help L2 learners improve their pronunciation
Scaffolding is important in pronunciation instruction
Use of music to help L2 learners enjoy and improve pronunciation
 Prior Experiences of Participants
 Questions Participants Ask in Class
About accents and dialects and English models
About articulation
About assessment tasks
About intelligibility
About meaning of words
About segmentals
About consonants
About IPA and transcription
About vowels
About spelling
About suprasegmentals
About connected speech
About intonation
About rhythm (including thought groups and prominence)
About syllables and word stress
About teaching techniques/activities
Other questions
 Subject Matter Content Knowledge
Segmentals
Consonants
Demonstrating understanding of consonants
Knowing about consonants is useful to teach pronunciation
Knowing about the articulation of consonants is not useful
Knowing technical terms may not be that useful
L2 learner challenges with consonants
Participants learning about articulation of consonants
IPA
Demonstrating limited understanding of IPA
Demonstrating understanding of IPA
Knowing IPA is useful or important to teach pronunciation
Teaching primary age students about IPA is not useful
Would like to learn more about IPA
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Vowels
Demonstrating understanding of vowels
L2 learner challenges with vowels
L2 learner challenges with monophthongs
L2 learner challenges with schwa
L2 learner use of y-onglide
Teaching vowels to young children
Vowels and clear English
Vowels and stress
Vowels are difficult for L2 learners
Vowels are important
Vowels may not be so important
Spelling
Demonstrating understanding of pronunciation and spelling
Native speaker use of spelling
Spelling and accents and English varieties
Spelling and rules
Suprasegmentals
Connected speech
Connected speech and accents and English varieties
Connected speech and register
Connected speech is important
Connected speech is interesting
Demonstrating understanding of connected speech
L2 learner challenges with connected speech and fluency
L2 learners like learning about connected speech
Intonation
Demonstrating understanding of intonation
Intonation and movement
Intonation and emotions
Intonation and meaning
Intonation and prominence
Intonation differences are subtle
Intonation is important
Intonation is type of music
L2 learner challenges with intonation
NNS know rules of intonation
Rhythm (including thought groups and prominence)
Connecting rhythm and L2 learner challenges with rhythm to
own language
Demonstrating understanding of rhythm
L2 learner challenges with rhythm and prominence
Rhythm is complicated
Rhythm is important
Syllables and word stress
Demonstrating understanding of syllables and word stress
L2 learner challenges with syllables and word stress
Participants counting syllables
Syllables and accents and English varieties
Syllables and word stress is important
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Word stress and rules
 Teacher Factors
Learning is enhanced if teacher is enthusiastic
Teacher confidence
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Appendix H
Background of Participants (obtained through questionnaire 1)
Participants

Gender;
Age

First
Language

Pronunciation
Teaching
Experience

Second
Language
Studied (Years)

PR Model used in
Class

Did your PR
Improve?

Did you Enjoy
Learning PR?

Did you Want to
Learn PR?

Unknown, but
poor PR of
teachers motivated
him to improve his
own
Yes

No, but he started
enjoying it once he
realized NSs were
able to understand
him overseas
Yes. Practicing PR
was fun

Yes, because he
wanted to be cool
and his PR to be
perfect.

Yes, at university.
Improved PR
resulted in improved
comprehensibility
Yes. Learning about
movement and
sound patterns of L2
was interesting
Yes. Recognizing
PR improvement as
a result of practice
was enjoyable

NNS Participants
Koki

M; 20-25

Japanese

No

English (10)

NNS and NS

Mai

F; 31-35

Japanese

No

English (10)

NNS (teacher) and
NS model (audio
recordings)

Hiro

M; 20-25

Japanese

No

English (10)

Mostly NS

No. PR of junior
high school
teachers was poor

Aoi

F; 26-30

Japanese

5 years at HS in
Japan

English (15)

NNS (teacher) and
NS model (audio
recordings)

Yes. Copying
movement of
mouth was helpful

Mio

F; 41-45

Japanese

6 years at HS in
Japan

English (10)

NS model (audio
recordings)

Yes, because of
high intrinsic
motivation

Yes, in spite of
teacher’s focus on
reading and
listening preparation
for university
entrance exam
Yes, to make
himself better
understood in L2
Yes

Yes, because poor
PR hinders
communication and
results in
misunderstandings
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Ken

M; 36-40

Japanese

14 years at HS in
Japan

English (10)

NNS (teacher)

Yes. It helped him
acquire native-like
PR

Rio

M; 26-30

Persian

8 years at tertiary
level in Iran

English (7)

NS

No, even though
PR of teachers was
excellent

Hayley

F; 20-25

Cantonese

No

English (since
kindergarten)

NNS and NS

Yes

Mark

M; 20-25

Cantonese

No

English (since
kindergarten)

NNS

Kirsten

F; 20-25

Cantonese

No

English (since
kindergarten)

NNS

No, because focus
was on
memorizing PR of
words
No. Too much
emphasis was
placed on spelling

Yes. He had the
desire to attain
perfect, native-like
PR
No, but he started
seeing value in it
once he started
teaching
Yes. Pronouncing
words correctly was
enjoyable
Yes. Knowing the
basic units of sounds
of L2 was enjoyable
No. Too much
memorization of
complex patterns

Yes

Yes, because it
helped him sound
native and provided
him with new
insights into PR
Yes, because it
enhanced her
speaking ability
Yes, because
accurate PR
minimizes
misunderstandings
Yes, because it feels
good to speak like a
NS and have high
proficiency in L2

NS Participants
Grace

F; 20-25

English

No

Indonesian (1)

NNS (teacher)

Yes

Charlotte

F; 20-25

English

No

Spanish (2)

NNS and NS

Lucy

F; 46-50

English

No

German (since
high school)

NS

Yes. Hearing
native speakers
helped
Yes

Yes. Making
efficient progress in
learning L2 was
enjoyable
Yes, but process was
frustrating
occasionally
Unknown

Yes, because PR is
an important aspect
of learning L2
Yes, to sound more
proficient and
accurate
Yes, to sound
authentic and
comprehensible
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Alizeh

F; 31-35

English

No

Italian (since age
11)

NNS

Yes

Yes. Living in Italy
was helpful.

Georgia

F; 56-60

English

15-20 years at
tertiary level in
Australia

French (4)

NNS

Unknown, but
teaching felt
artificial

Yes. Hearing the
sound of L2 was
enjoyable

Yes, because PR is
an integral part of
learning L2
Yes, because she
wanted to sound like
a NS

Notes: PR = pronunciation; M = male; F = female; NNS = non-native English speaker; NS = native English speaker; HS = high school
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Appendix I
Background of Study Participants
Participants
(pseud.)

Gender;
Age

Course Enrolled

Formal Teaching
Experience

Desired Teaching Context

L1; L2 Studied (Years)

Method of Learning PR During L2
Studies

Pre-service Teachers
Koki

M; 20-25

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

No

English junior HS teacher in
Japan

Japanese; English (10)

Repetition/imitation

Mai

F; 31-35

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

6 years at HS in
Japan

English HS teacher in Japan

Japanese; English (10)

Dictations, repetition/imitation

Hiro

M; 20-25

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

No

English junior HS & senior
HS school teacher in Japan

Japanese; English (10)

Learned phonetic symbols with
software at university

Hayley

F; 20-25

B.Ed (primary
ed.) in HK

No

English PS teacher in HK

Cantonese; English
(since kindergarten)

Drills, repetition/imitation

Mark

M; 20-25

B.Ed (primary
ed.) in HK

No

English PS teacher in HK

Cantonese; English
(since kindergarten)

Drills, repetition/imitation; following
non-native teacher model

Kirsten

F; 20-25

B.Ed (primary
ed.) in HK

No

English PS teacher in HK

Cantonese; English
(since kindergarten)

Drills, repetition/imitation

Grace

F; 20-25

Graduate
Diploma
(TESOL)

No

English HS teacher in AUS
and abroad

English; Indonesian (1)

Repetition/imitation

Charlotte

F; 20-25

Graduate
Diploma
(TESOL)

No

Schools and volunteer
organisations overseas

English; Spanish (2)

Drills, repetition/imitation
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Lucy

F; 46-50

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

20 years at HS and
PS contexts in
Australia

ESL (adults) in AUS and EFL
in Asia or Europe

English; German (since
HS)

Teacher provided only positive
feedback, including repetition

Alizeh

F; 31-35

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

No

ESL in AUS or Europe

English; Italian (since
age 11)

Teacher provided feedback during
class

In-service Teachers
Aoi

F; 26-30

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

5 years at HS in
Japan

English HS teacher in Japan

Japanese; English (15)

No systematic pronunciation
instruction at school. Took course on
English phonology at university

Mio

F; 41-45

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

6 years at HS in
Japan

English HS teacher in Japan

Japanese; English (10)

Drills, repetition/imitation

Ken

M; 36-40

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

14 years at HS in
Japan

English HS teacher in Japan

Japanese; English (10)

Repeating teacher model, independent
study of IPA

Rio

M; 26-30

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

8 years at tertiary
level in Iran

College level (adults) in AUS

Persian; English (7)

Drills

Georgia

F; 56-60

Masters of
Education
(TESOL)

15-20 years at tertiary
level in Australia; 2
years at PS in
Australia

ESL in AUS

English; French (4)

Teacher asked students to repeat words
until they were pronounced correctly

Notes: M = male; F = female; TESOL = Teaching English to Speaker of Other Languages; HK = Hong Kong; AUS = Australia; L1 = first language; L2 =
second language; PR = pronunciation; ESL = English as a second language; EFL = English as a foreign language; HS = high school; PS = primary school
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Appendix J
Overview of Themes Covered in the Pronunciation Pedagogy Course
Week

Topic

1

Overview of pronunciation instruction

2

Teaching pronunciation through
multimodalities

3

Vowels (1)

4

Vowels (2)

5

Syllables, word stress and phrasal stress

6

Tone units, sentence stress and rhythm

7

Intonation

8

Consonants (1)

9

Consonants (2) and connected speech

10

Teaching techniques

11

Fluency development and integrating
pronunciation into the curriculum

12

Pronunciation and spelling

13

Presentations

Assignments

Task 1 due

Task 2: In-class
quiz

Task 3 due
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Appendix K
Approach to Pronunciation Teaching Employed by Experienced Pronunciation Teachers
Participants

Pronunciation
Teaching

Reason for Method

Pronunciation
Model

Feedback Provision

Enjoyed Pronunciation
Teaching?

Confidence

Aoi

Drew Sammy diagrams
to teach articulation of
sounds; used tongue
twister for students to
have fun

Pictures facilitated
students’ understanding
of articulation of sounds

Own (non-native)
pronunciation

Rarely provided
feedback

Unknown, but little time was
spent on pronunciation

Not really confident;
tried to copy nativelike pronunciation as
much as possible

Mio

Used imitations,
repetitions, drills, songs
to teach rhythm

Complicated
explanations were
boring; drills were a
good warm-up exercise;
singing songs was fun
and created an
atmosphere conducive
to speaking English

Native
pronunciation

Provided face-to-face
feedback; conducted
interview and
reading tests once a
semester

Yes

Not confident; was
unsure about how to
teach pronunciation
effectively

Ken

Used drills and
repetitions

Didn’t know any other
effective way of
teaching pronunciation

Own (non-native)
pronunciation and
ALT pronunciation
(native assistant
teacher)

Provided in-class
face-to-face feedback

No, because too much
emphasis was placed on
preparing students for
university entrance exams

Not confident in
teaching pronunciation
and in his own
pronunciation

Rio

Introduced
pronunciation; provided
examples; taught
symbols; had students
repeat to check their
pronunciation

Created based on own
experience; objective
was to make
pronunciation fun for
students

Native and nonnative
pronunciation

Provided oral
feedback in safe
classroom
environment

Yes, because getting students
to understand how sounds were
produced was rewarding

Highly confident.
Gained knowledge
from students’
questions
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Georgia

Used drills;
repetition/imitation; had
students practice
pronunciation in front of
a mirror; taught word
stress explicitly

Learned about in a
pronunciation session at
an English Australia
conference

Native
pronunciation

Provided face-to-face
feedback without
embarrassing or
singling students out

Yes, because teaching
pronunciation helped students
with their listening, reading
and writing. Time constraints
in EAP was, however, an issue

Fairly confident, but
wanted to know and
understand more

Notes: Responses were provided in questionnaire 1
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Appendix L
Participant Profiles
The profiles are arranged according to participants’ self-classified pronunciation
teaching experience and language background.

Inexperienced Non-native English-speaking Teachers:
Koki:
Koki had no teaching experience prior to the pronunciation subject. He had, however,
taken a subject in Canada on teaching English to young learners, in which he learned
about teaching segmentals, IPA and phonics. He mentioned that the pronunciation of his
Japanese high school teacher “was so terrible” (FG1-2), and therefore it was his desire
to learn pronunciation “to be cool” (Q1) and have perfect pronunciation. In spite of
Koki’s strong desire, the second questionnaire indicated that he began to see some value
in NNS varieties, and he no longer viewed accent elimination as being the goal of
pronunciation instruction. Yet, it seemed that he continued idealizing native
pronunciation, and he viewed NSs to be better equipped to teach pronunciation because
their pronunciation was perceived as being perfect. At the same time, he believed that
L2 learners should not be concerned about attaining perfect pronunciation but rather
focus on becoming confident speakers. Koki’s main interest appeared to be in teaching
segmentals and early in the semester he expressed his surprise about the effects vowels
have on accents. At the end of the subject, however, his cognition appeared to have
undergone a slight shift towards a balanced approach to teaching pronunciation. As was
observed, his engagement and collaboration with fellow student teachers during the
lectures was low at times. Towards the end of the semester, he explained that he was
getting lazy, and in Q2 he thought pronunciation teaching was important but boring. He
thought the assessment tasks were “just overwhelming” (FG1-2) because English was
his L2, but, overall, he felt that the tasks helped him teach pronunciation. At the end of
the subject he believed that pronunciation instruction could lead to permanent change
and learner motivation may not be that important; yet, he was unsure whether students
enjoyed learning pronunciation. He considered pronunciation instruction to be most
effective if it was done in a monolingual context.
Mai:
Mai had no pronunciation teaching experience prior to taking the subject, but had six
years of teaching general English at a Japanese high school. At the beginning of the
semester she indicated that pronunciation teaching was important to improve listening
skills and segmentals. She also believed that traditional pronunciation teaching
techniques, such as drills, were ineffective in helping students improve their
pronunciation; hence, she would like to use kinaesthetic/tactile techniques in her
classrooms. Mai mentioned that she was able to memorize and “link in the
pronunciation, vowel sounds and consonant sounds” (FG1-1) better as a result of some
of the kinaesthetic/tactile training. Later in the semester, she reiterated her desire to use
movements with her Japanese students, even though “in Japan, realistic, there is no time
to teach pronunciation to the Japanese students because Japanese focus on reading and
writing for enter university” (FG1-2). She included rubber bands in task 3#, showing
uptake of some of the subject content. It must be noted that only limited data were
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available on Mai’s cognition about pronunciation pedagogy, as she was unable to attend
the third focus group interview and chose to select “maybe” for all of the categories in
Q2, leading me to exclude her questionnaire data from the data analysis.
Hiro:
During his undergraduate studies in Japan, Hiro took a subject on English pronunciation
which concentrated mainly on segmentals; yet, he had no formal teaching experience.
Hiro read a wide variety of literature on pronunciation teaching and research, and on
several occasions he expressed being “very interested in this subject” (FG1-1) which
was the reason for his high engagement. Consequently, as was evident in his final
assessment task, Hiro’s pedagogical beliefs gradually shifted during the semester from
focusing on segmentals to a more balanced approach to teaching pronunciation. Another
important factor contributing to this shift in cognition was that he “could see the
progress in [his] own pronunciation” (FI) as a result of taking the subject. Besides an
increased awareness of suprasegmentals, intelligibility was now seen as an important
pedagogical target. With his Japanese students he would first teach vowels and then
move on to kinaesthetic/tactile rhythm teaching to enhance their fluency. Fluency
development was something he felt that he personally experienced particularly during
the week 11 lecture. The lecturer had him demonstrate a kinaesthetic/tactile technique to
the rest of the class. Hiro struggled with performing the technique but it allowed the
lecturer to provide him with instant feedback on his pronunciation. It was not clear
whether and to what extent he practiced the technique outside of the classroom, but at
the end of the semester Hiro strongly agreed with L2 learners’ preference for immediate
feedback, and he explained that his struggles with this fluency technique would help
him empathise with his students’ needs. In addition to his growth of cognition about
suprasegmentals, Hiro began to see the importance of teaching Japanese students about
English varieties because the goal of pronunciation instruction was not accent
elimination. He explained that in order to boost their confidence, he would try and help
his students understand that heavily accented English could be intelligible. At the
beginning of the subject, Hiro questioned how he could teach pronunciation as a NNS,
but as his confidence improved and competence grew, his desire to use some of the
kinaesthetic/tactile teaching techniques in his future classrooms increased. Nonetheless,
his personal desire for acquiring native-like pronunciation remained strong, and
choosing a suitable English model for a classroom in Japan was perceived as being
difficult, with possible preference given to a NS model.

Hayley:
Hayley was auditing the pronunciation subject, but had taken a similar one in Hong
Kong prior to her studies in Australia. Hayley had no previous teaching experience. She
found learning how to teach various kinaesthetic/tactile techniques to be beneficial
because the techniques were believed to be “very interesting” (FG4-1) and “very
practical for [her] to teach students in the future” (FG4-3), as well as improve her own
pronunciation. Her desire to teach pronunciation increased slightly, and she said that
“intonation and stress should be taught because … we usually speak Cantonese in very
flat tone” (FG4-3). As such, she began to see value in teaching suprasegmentals as a
result of taking the subject. The data, however, revealed some inconsistencies in her
cognition about pronunciation pedagogy. For one, Hayley thought that it was useless to
spend time on pronunciation, and that pronunciation teaching was boring. On the other
hand, she began to see some value in teaching non-native English varieties; yet, she
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suggested that the goal of pronunciation instruction was accent elimination. Not being
able to “understand other kind of accents” (FG4-2), as she indicated in the second focus
group interview, or misunderstanding some of the questionnaire items could be
attributed to the tension in her cognition.
Mark:
Mark was also auditing the subject, had no prior teaching experience, but had taken a
similar subject in Hong Kong. His beliefs about students wanting him to teach
pronunciation grew during the semester, although he continued to be unsure about the
particular English model he would choose once teaching primary level kids. His
knowledge of external factors might have contributed to his uncertainty in that he was
aware of the strong influence that parents and politics can exert on pronunciation
instruction in Hong Kong. Nonetheless, as a result of taking the subject, he began to
view himself as an agent of change. Mark explained that he would like to raise his
students’ awareness and emphasize the importance of pronunciation teaching in Hong
Kong. He also believed that NNSs would be better equipped to teach pronunciation
because of their awareness of teaching pronunciation, whereas NSs often lacked theory
to support their practices. Mark was interested in kinaesthetic/tactile pronunciation
teaching – particularly in the use of “the rubber bands” (FG4-3) – because it was
something new and unexpected. He also believed that kinaesthetic/tactile instruction
made it “much to easier to identify the problems of [his students’] pronunciation” (Fg42). At the same time, learning the techniques facilitated his awareness of the English
sound system. Mark began to believe in a more balanced approach to pronunciation
teaching. At the end of the subject he favoured the teaching of suprasegmentals, but he
emphasized that beginners and young learners would need to be taught segmentals first
because “they need to know how the sounds are produced” (FF). He also believed
teachers should raise their primary students’ awareness of only a few specific
pronunciation features so that the learners would not be overwhelmed. Even though at
the end of the semester he believed that pronunciation teaching could lead to permanent
change, he considered pronunciation teaching to be relatively boring. Mark appreciated
the lecturer’s engagement and energy she brought to class.
Kirsten:
Kirsten had no formal teaching experience. Like Hayley and Mark, she was auditing the
subject and had taken a pronunciation subject in Hong Kong prior to hear studies at
UOW. At the beginning of the semester, she explained that in Hong Kong her desire
was to learn English pronunciation because “it [felt] good to speak like a native
speaker” (Q1). At the end of the subject Kirsten continued to believe that L2 learners
would prefer native English varieties over non-native ones, but she was unsure about
what English model to choose for her primary students in Hong Kong. Her uncertainty
could be the result of her struggles with native and non-native varieties, and she
considered intonation, in particular to be “very difficult” (FG4-2) for her. Nevertheless,
Kirsten’s desire to teach pronunciation increased during the subject, and she no longer
thought that pronunciation teaching was boring. At the beginning of the subject,
kinaesthetic/tactile pronunciation teaching “ma[de] no sense to [her]” (FG4-1), but
“after a few weeks” Kirsten thought “it works” and that “[i]t was interesting” (FG4-1).
Overall, she appreciated the kinaesthetic/tactile techniques because they were new, and
she thought they could be used with her future students. Kirsten began to see value in
teaching suprasegmentals, and at the end of the subject she strongly disagreed with the
goal of pronunciation teaching being accent elimination. This change in perception was
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the result of Kirsten’s improved language awareness; more specifically, experiencing
kinaesthetic/tactile techniques helped her develop a better sense of English prominence
and vowel length. Overall, she thought that NNSs were better suited to address
segmental issues in the L2 classroom, whereas NSs would be better equipped to teach
suprasegmentals. She also believed that pronunciation instruction could be effective in a
multilingual classroom.

Inexperienced Native English-speaking Teachers:
Grace:
Grace had no formal teaching experience, but a background (i.e., an undergraduate
degree) in acting and voice training. Grace explained that she appreciated meeting
postgraduate students from different backgrounds because working alongside different
people increased her language awareness, and she was able to gain a new perspective on
English varieties. She considered NNESTs to be in a strong position to teach
pronunciation, but thought that pronunciation instruction would be more beneficial if
learned from a NS. Grace anticipated that“[her] lack of [teaching] experience would the
biggest challenge” (FI) for her to teach pronunciation, but having observed a real-life
pronunciation session, she began to believe that pronunciation instruction could lead to
permanent change “if the student wants that change to happen” (FI). At the end of the
semester, she also believed that ample practice was required to change learners’
pronunciation, and that student motivation would be an important factor in facilitating
pronunciation change. She thought that students would enjoy learning pronunciation
and she did not think that pronunciation instruction was boring. Grace believed that
pronunciation teaching was important because it enabled students to be understood. Yet,
at the end of the subject Grace thought she was not “that ready at all” (FI) to teach
pronunciation because she didn’t “[have] enough experience in teaching” (FI). She felt
“stuck” (FG3-3) when asked about how to teach pronunciation, and would, therefore,
rely on using textbooks for guidance. Overall, she thought that the subject contained a
lot of content to be processed, and learning about intonation in particular appeared to
cause difficulties for Grace. She considered the assessment tasks to be too
comprehensive, but believed that assessment task #3 enhanced her knowledge of IPA
and language and cultural awareness. Subsequently, Grace began to notice some of the
subtle differences occurring in the English language. Q2 suggested a strong shift in
Grace’s cognition towards teaching segmentals; however, in the final interview she
mentioned that “a balance between [segmentals and suprasegmentals] is important in
pronunciation instruction, because [learners] need all of it” (FI), as long as segmentals
and suprasegmentals were introduced to learners slowly. Grace viewed
kinaesthetic/tactile techniques to be important to teach pronunciation effectively.
Charlotte:
Charlotte had no teaching experience, and she explained that her previous experience
with learning Spanish pronunciation “was sometimes frustrating” (Q1). Early on in the
semester, she began to question the importance of pronunciation teaching, and felt that
the subject did not “all that much” (FG3-1) prepare her to teach pronunciation in future
classes. She perceived three hours as being too long for a lecture and that the subject
contained too much content for her to process. Some of the observations revealed her
occasional frustration with learning subject content. In week 8, for example, Charlotte
said that she was going to “give up” (OW8). Assessment task #3 and the mid-term quiz
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appeared to be major concerns and evoked some strong emotions in Charlotte. She
thought “the assignments overall are [not useful] for future teaching. [No] teacher is
going to have time to do a 4000 word analysis of a student’s speech ever” (FG3-3). In
her final presentation, however, she suggested that analysing L2 learner speech
facilitated her language awareness and that she began to notice certain things in the
English language. Collaborating with NNESTs also seemed to increase her language
awareness. Shortly before the third focus group interview, she began a practicum at a
local language school. This experience appeared to not only align her more closely with
subject content, but it raised her investment in the pronunciation pedagogy subject. She
explained that for her language learners, “the most important part is intelligibility at the
moment” (OW11) because their proficiency was relatively low. Charlotte also
expressed her desire to try and teach one of the kinaesthetic/tactile techniques (Tai Chi)
to her students. This indicated that gradual cognition growth taking place, particularly
given that her perception towards kinaesthetic/tactile pronunciation teaching had been
negative prior to commencing a practicum. Additionally, her cognition appeared to have
undergone a slight shift towards teaching suprasegmentals, and she explained that “the
most beneficial thing we’ve learned in terms of speaking” (FG3-3) was the concept of
how to link sounds together. At the end of the subject Charlotte considered
pronunciation instruction to be important; nevertheless, she expressed little desire to
teach pronunciation; she imagined pronunciation teaching likely to be boring, and she
questioned whether pronunciation instruction could lead to permanent change.
Lucy:
Even though Lucy possessed several years of mainstream classroom teaching in
Australian primary and secondary schools, she reported having no prior pronunciation
teaching experience. Lucy was heavily invested in the subject. She read a wide array of
professional literature on pronunciation instruction, and, as the semester progressed, she
began to see the legitimacy and potentially advantageous position of NNESTs in
teaching pronunciation. Her perspective on the goal of pronunciation teaching also
changed and she began to understand that achieving “native-like pronunciation [was]
unrealistic” (task #3) for L2 learners. Lucy was ‘hugely interested in” (FI) the history of
the English language, and this personal interest had a profound impact on her
identification with subject matter in that it consolidated her knowledge about
pronunciation pedagogy. This amalgamation of knowledge achieved towards the end of
the semester was an important step in Lucy’s formation of becoming a competent
pronunciation teacher. By the end of the semester, Lucy’s overall perception of the
importance of pronunciation grew substantially. Prior to taking the subject, she “didn’t
even know what [prosody] was” (FG3-1), and thought that pronunciation “had
absolutely nothing to do with anything…” (FI); teaching it was done through repetition.
At the end of the subject, her cognition had shifted towards teaching suprasegmentals to
help L2 learners improve their intelligibility. Lucy now believed that pronunciation was
a “critical” (FI) component in L2 teaching and learning and should, therefore, be
integrated into L2 teaching programs. She also felt that segmentals were not “really all
that hard to teach” (FI) but “suprasegmentals without [a] kinaesthetic approach [were]
almost unteachable” (FI). English was viewed as a world language, and Lucy’s
perception of non-native English varieties changed to the degree that she would include
them in her classrooms. Sharing class with non-native student teachers further enhanced
her understanding of the difficulties L2 learners face with learning English
pronunciation. Subsequently, Lucy considered teaching a monolingual class to be easier
than a multilingual one because it would allow meeting student needs more effectively.
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In spite of her substantial growth in competence, Lucy was unsure how to teach
pronunciation, and she found it somewhat difficult to understand some of the teaching
techniques learned in class.
Alizeh:
Alizeh spent some time in Italy learning Italian as an L2 before commencing her
postgraduate studies; she had no formal teaching experience. At the beginning of the
semester, she mentioned that she had “never thought about pronunciation” (FG3-1)
being important in L2 teaching. Accents appeared to play an important role in Alizeh’s
personal life and in her process of learning to teach pronunciation. Her boyfriend had a
strong Italian accent, and her family tried to acquire an American accent when living in
the US. She experienced some major challenges with the Australian accent when she
first arrived in Wollongong because she “really couldn’t understand what [people] were
saying on the phone” (FG3-1). During the first few weeks of the subject, she struggled
with the notion of correct pronunciation and with her perceived inability to pronounce
Australian English. Alizeh was under the wrong impression that she needed to change
or get rid of her accent during the subject: “I’m lost completely … someone wants me
to speak in an accent which is different … it’s almost impossible to recondition myself
to speak another way now” (FG3-2).35 The following statement made in week 9 of the
course suggests that this emotional turmoil restricted her cognition development: “we’re
almost mid-way through session, [and] I’m still not able to understand what is it that
we’re trying to achieve sometimes … I don’t want to speak with the Australian accent; I
don’t!” (FG3-2). Alizeh was also seriously concerned about the mid-term quiz. She
disliked the idea of having to memorize subject content, and during the one hour of
class time immediately prior to the test, she prepared anxiously for the quiz, not paying
any attention to the lecture content being presented. Throughout the subject, she
expressed her scepticism about the effectiveness of kinaesthetic/tactile pronunciation
teaching, and she appeared to hold strong pedagogical beliefs about the importance of
teaching the schwa to L2 learners. Nonetheless, as a result of taking the subject, she
began to view NNSs as being more comfortable with pronunciation teaching than NSs,
and she discussed the concept of intelligibility when presenting her speech analysis in
her final presentation. This indicated uptake of subject content and a potential shift in
Alizeh’s cognition from correct pronunciation to intelligible speech.

Experienced Non-native English-speaking Teachers:
Aoi:
Aoi had taken a subject on phonology at university in Japan. She also had experience
teaching pronunciation in Japan but indicated that she rarely taught it in her classrooms.
Aoi stated that the lecturer correcting her pronunciation in class was “welcome” (FG22) so that she could improve her pronunciation. Halfway through the semester she
expressed her frustration with having difficulties analysing the learner speech sample,
but at the end of the subject she found the assessment task to be “helpful” (FG2-3) to
teach pronunciation and to obtain an in-depth understanding of Japanese learner speech.
35

It was not clear what caused Alizeh to believe that she was required to change her accent. As was
observed on several occasions during the lectures, the lecturer advocated intelligibility to be the
pedagogical target of pronunciation instruction but never mentioned that student teachers needed to
change their accents.
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Although intonation appeared to be challenging for Aoi, the subject enabled her to gain
confidence and she began to view herself as a competent pronunciation instructor. She
mentioned that the subject provided her with a “new perspective on teaching
pronunciation because before doing this subject, [she thought that] non-native teachers
cannot teach pronunciation properly; but now [she has] a little bit confidence” (FG2-1).
She also said she had never heard of prosody before the subject but then became
interested in it as a result. At the end of the subject, she believed prosody to be one of
the most important features of communication. She also mentioned that she never
imagined that pronunciation teaching would be so interesting, and as a result of taking
the subject, her “perspective [on pronunciation] changed dramatically” (FG2-3). Aoi’s
cognition shifted towards favouring the teaching of suprasegmentals, and she found
body movement (i.e., kinaesthetic/tactile activities) to be interesting and useful. Yet, at
the end of the semester, her cognition about pronunciation pedagogy contained some
tensions. She mentioned, for example, that it was not necessary for NNSs to attain
native-like pronunciation, but in Q2 she agreed that the goal of pronunciation
instruction was accent elimination. Furthermore, even though she believed that L2
learners would enjoy learning pronunciation and teaching it was exciting, she
questioned students’ desire to be taught pronunciation.
Mio:
She had several years of pronunciation teaching experience in Japan, and reported
having prior knowledge of prosody (e.g. rhythm). During her formative school years in
Japan – “at the age of 13” (FG2-3) – Mio had taught herself how to use the IPA to
improve her own pronunciation and to “make progress independently” (FG2-3). She
was highly invested in the subject, which was evident in her positive perception towards
the assessment tasks in that she considered them to be helpful for her language
awareness and understanding of subject content. As the semester progressed, she began
to see more value in teaching segmentals, because, in her opinion, clearly producing
individual sounds would assist students with producing “good intonation” (FI). In her
final interview, Mio explained that the pronunciation pedagogy subject “influenced
[her] way of thinking” (FI). Because of all the different English varieties spoken in the
classroom, she gradually began to accept non-native varieties, and therefore considered
teaching both native and non-native English varieties to her Japanese students. Mio also
gained confidence in her ability to teach pronunciation, and she thought that NNSs
could be effective pronunciation teachers. Mio expressed a strong desire for the lecturer
to correct her pronunciation and she was highly interested in the use of
kinaesthetic/tactile pronunciation teaching. Halfway through the semester, she was
given the opportunity to observe an ESL class taught by the third author. As she
explained during the week 7 lecture, this observation was a key moment in her
alignment with subject content and cognition development or, more specifically, her
beliefs about the effectiveness of pronunciation instruction. Prior to the observation she
“didn’t believe that [kinaesthetic/tactile teaching] does work well in Japan … because
Japanese people are really shy” (FG2-2). However, after seeing the learners’ positive
reaction in class, she “was convinced that [this particular] way could be ok in Japan”
(FG2-2), and Mio began to see value in using kinaesthetic/tactile pronunciation
activities. Besides her newly gained appreciation for this type of pronunciation teaching,
the instructor was now seen to be a crucial element in pronunciation instruction and
learning. Because of her teaching experience, Mio had a strong awareness of
pronunciation instruction being frequently influenced by government decisions and
policies. She was also aware that pronunciation instruction was context-dependant. Mio
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explained that in a vocational program she would teach segmentals and intonation using
a kinaesthetic/tactile approach, whereas in a high school context, the articulation
system, syllables and stress needed to be foregrounded because these components “are
asked in the [university entrance] exam” (FI). Interestingly, however, at the end of the
semester Mio was still somewhat unsure whether pronunciation teaching could actually
lead to permanent change.
Ken:
Ken reported having several years of pronunciation teaching experience to Japanese
high school students. When he was a high school student in Japan, he worked on IPA
independently, and he enjoyed pronunciation because of his desire to attain “perfect”
and “native-like” (Q1) pronunciation. In assessment task #3 submitted at the end of the
subject, he pointed out that not needing to attain “native-like pronunciation” (Task 3)
was something new to him and that “[his] thought of teaching pronunciation has greatly
changed through this project” (Task 3). Ken also disagreed that the goal of
pronunciation instruction was accent elimination; however, he was still unsure about the
value of including non-native English varieties in the classroom. Upon the completion
of the subject he expressed a strong desire to teach pronunciation and his beliefs about
the importance of pronunciation teaching increased. He found group work and learning
with students from other countries and different backgrounds to be beneficial because
“they have their own accent” (FG2-3). He reported that this approach to teacher
education improved his awareness of English varieties and accents; yet, he considered
pronunciation teaching to be most effective if it is occurring in a monolingual
classroom. Ken chose not to include any kinaesthetic/tactile in assessment task #3, even
though in the reflection section of his paper he indicated that there was merit to using
these kinds of techniques in the L2 classroom. Overall, he found the assessment tasks to
be helpful, and he enjoyed taking the pronunciation subject.
Rio:
Prior to coming to Australia, Rio had eight years of pronunciation teaching experience
with adult learners in Iran. Since no pronunciation training was provided in Iran, he
taught himself how to teach pronunciation with the help of various textbooks. At the
beginning of the semester, Rio explained that in Iran the focus was on teaching and
learning American and British English. His desire was, therefore, to learn English
pronunciation because it “help[ed] [him] sound native” (Q1). At the end of the subject,
he continued to idealize native models as instructional targets, and he saw little value in
using non-native English varieties. He explained that in Australia he would focus on
reducing students’ accents as he had personally experienced difficulties with people not
understanding him. However, in Q2 he strongly disagreed with accent elimination being
the goal of pronunciation instruction. It was unclear what caused this contradiction in
Rio’s cognition and whether he may have misunderstood the interview question or the
questionnaire item. Rio began the subject highly confident, saying that he didn’t “think
the class ha[d] something new for [him]” (FG2-1) to learn. At the end of the semester,
however, he said that “this [subject] was really nice because … it was the first time that
[he] was studying seriously about pronunciation” (FI). Rio explained that he had limited
knowledge about intonation prior to taking the subject, and even though he encountered
challenges with learning about English intonation, he came to realize that intonation and
prominence were important features in teaching international students. His overall
language awareness increased during the subject, and he described that he began to
notice differences in his own and other people’s speech. At the end of the subject, Rio
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considered NNSs to be in a strong position to teach pronunciation because
pronunciation instruction for a NS is like “a person who just was born in Sydney, lived
in Sydney for 22 years; he doesn’t have any idea about snow” (FI). He valued
assessment task #3 because it helped him analyse his wife’s pronunciation problems and
it increased his language awareness. Rio also pointed out that after the completion of
task #3, he “kn[e]w how to analyse [spoken language]; how to describe the learners’
problem to them. Before that, [he] just knew the consonant cluster[s]” (FI). He
appreciated several of the kinaesthetic/tactile techniques (e.g., rubber bands, Tai Chi),
because they helped him attain a better understanding of the differences between the
Persian and English sound system (e.g., syllables). However, at the end of the subject,
he reported being unsure about pronunciation teaching leading to permanent change.

Experienced Native English-speaking Teachers:
Georgia:
Georgia had almost 20 years of pronunciation teaching experience in Australia.
Throughout the semester she read a wide array of subject-related literature, which
appeared to facilitate her understanding of subject content. As a result of collaborating
with NNESTs during the semester, she began to recognize the legitimacy of NNSs
teaching pronunciation, and she began to see value in teaching NNS varieties. In fact,
she thought NNESTs were to some extent “better equipped” (FI) to teach pronunciation
than NSs because of their “experience of learning another language and learning about
pronunciation” (FI). Georgia found the assessments to be helpful because they helped
her attain a better understanding of the subject content. Her cognition about
pronunciation pedagogy solidified as a result of taking the subject; as such, her
pedagogical beliefs moved from teaching segmentals to suprasegmentals, but she still
viewed segmentals as being an important part of pronunciation instruction. Becoming
more familiar with IPA was perceived as being useful in that she felt that she “can use it
to [her] advantage” (FG2-3), and learning the term ‘prominence’ helped her to put
things together. She had access to her own L2 classroom, and even though she
expressed her anxiety about using kinaesthetic exercises, she tried some of the
techniques with one of her Vietnamese students to work on his rhythm. Georgia felt that
these techniques helped the student improve his pronunciation. The lecturer’s
knowledge and enthusiasm for the subject was seen as an important factor in facilitating
her learning. Although she thought the subject contained a lot of content to process, at
the end of the semester, she expressed her strong desire to teach more pronunciation in
her classroom. Georgia believed that “more focus on pronunciation would actually help
the students’ writing” (FG2-3) for “a lot of [the students’] writing mistakes come from
the fact that they can’t say the word properly” (FI). She said that she had enjoyed the
subject, and learning about pronunciation teaching had “been a real eye opener” (FI) for
her.
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